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WHERE IS FRED ORR?

fi

mate of an appropriation of $50,000 for
the survey of the boundary line between

Popular

Harpswell

Man Is

boundary

confer.

letter form the act-

a

ing Secretary of the Treasury submitting
the^estimate of $10,000 or $75,000 (acccording to conditions submitted by the Secretary of State) necessary to complete the
water

survey

between

Tlie National Committee Continues
Deliberations.

the

United States and Mexico.

I

_

leaders

Alaska and Bristish Colubmia.
He also presented

A

DOOR

BLOWN OPEN-

HE HAS BEEN ABSENT FOR THREE

We Are

Burglars

BAITS.

and

IVHro-Glycerine
at l

Work

Havoc

A HOT COXIEST FOR THE COXVEX-

[Shouting
UTINGS.
When it

you of

telling
of

*

only wish

that

large

ing power
the outing stock.
It’s

kind of

outing

or

flannelette of any color

Sat

or

that isn’t in

prije

any

as

immense stock

an

—no

we

shout-

our

was as

®

stock

our

Flannels

Outing

to

comes

We’ve

kept

line of Outings

any

good

a

since

ever

Since
they originated.
the great craze for them

body.

Fair year we’ve

World’s

headquarters for
them—anybody who uses
Outings will tell you that,
been

Men

Who

women wear

Ollt“

dren

them, chil-

them, babies
them—shirts and

wear

wear

And

Forest

•

City DYE HOUSE,

13 Preble St. opp. Preble House.
Kid Gloves Cleansed every day.
Lace Curtains Cleansed.
Telephone Connection.

MANCHESTER HOUSE,

HEW

With Windsor Hotel Annex,
MANCHESTER, N. H.,
Makes it the largest and best equipped hote
north of Boston.

A. M. WINCHESTER, Proprietor.
J. WESLEY BENNER, Manager.

feb21

TuThtfW&lp

One

day.

aassar

hundred

pieces just
the

found for

new uses

them every

is.

eiders,

Teazle

Downs

Vicuna

Outings—all are
Outings of different quali-

Casoo Paper Box Co.

Star
Bro. A1
Brand Silver Plated Ware
is tbe best, and every piece
is warranted for 20 years.
Knives, $3.50 per doz.

Rogers

weave.

all to you now but want
you to come and see them

always remember that
place to buy
Outings.

and

6

are

1-4 cts.

ues

tnese

is

to-day and
every day.

Rear part of

uut-

contin-

our

dle store—can’t help
ing them.

H

niuch

■■■

linpfl

make

they

mid-

Stocking Sale
Women’s and ChilWomen’s,
children’s this time, ChiSBlack—cashmere dren’S

29

cent kind—will be sold

ctS.

four pair for $ 1.00.
29 cts. for

one

pair.

The sale is not till

Not

Friday morning and it till
will be a quick short
Friday,
sale although there dre

useful

RL HL HEIGHT
40S

Congress oimosite

Chestnut.
Ui>ul0d2w

No trace of the thieves lias as yet been
four.d, although searoh Is being made
and a good description can be given of
the gang. One of them is described

as

be-

ing about live feet four inches tall,
about 23 years old, thick set and dressod

|

l !■

i IIHl'Ii'

M URDER
A

8old throughout the world. British depot: F. NewBoys, 1, Kinsr Edwsrd-st.. I/ondon. Poitsr
Dkuo&Chem. Cokp., Sole Prop*., Boston, l S. a.

Ladies’ Watches

Wretch Shoots

I«MH ■!!!»♦♦

aT oroNO.
Girl and

a

Then Fires at

Himself.

J.

Griffin,

a

waitress

at the
Orono house, in the upper jaw. The girl
will proabbly die. He then fatally shot
himself in the temple, the bullet entering his brain. It ocourred at 7. 45. The
cauuse was

despondenoy.
THE

A

hundred of them. No old stuff,
but the latest productions of the
Elgin and Waltham Factoiles.
Come to the store, we will be

December
9— The
looal
weather bureau offioe records as to the
weather are the following:
8 a. m.—Barometer, 30.370; thermometer, jao; dew point, 9;
humidity, 17;
wind, N; Velocity. 8; weather. It. snow.
8 p. in.—Barometer, 30.180: thermometer. 30; dew point, 17; humidity, 85,

NW;

11

a

{

pleased

*:

like the style and price we will
for
lay it aside
you until
Christmas.

!.
|

to show you,

velocity,

cloudy.

3;

weather;

Mean daily thermometer, 18.0;
maximum thermometer, 23.0; minimum thervelocity of
mometer, 11.5; maximum
wind, 12, N; total precipitation, trace.
The E. P Cowen Wholesale Lumber
company assigned today; assets, $30000;

liabilities, 1$0,0000,

| Gents’
||

a

and if you

Watches

A hundred of them.

Any good kind you wish. Don’t
the poor ones.
Elgin and
Waltham are all right. They
have suited millions and will
suit you. $5.50 to $100.

(I keep
(t

<*

Weather Report.

Portland,

wind,

We have

now

WEATHER.

•

Focal

for Christmas.

A

Orono, December 9.—Miohael Lenihan
shot Grace

Away up in quality—Away down
in prices. Why not select one

1 ^

j;

McKENNEY,
The

I|
0
a

Jeweler,

monument

square

Open Evenings.
Ebvt'amf

are greatly
encouraged by this
show or strength, b ut they are somewhat
disappointed at the position taken by exSenator Platt of New York.
Mr. Platt

visited their headquarters this morning
and frankly informed them that he
the convention in
The great length of time
oonsumed in going and coming he regarded as a matter of.too much importance to be lightly considtred. He argued
would oppose
San .Fianoisco.

looating

that many of the delegates who are business and professional men would be unable to attend by reasons of tbe long disand their places would be filled by
who would not as a rule represent
the brains, intelligence and high character of the Republican party. He did not
tance

proxies

say what
city he favored, but he is understood to approve of’Chicago.
Some time last night after the California delegation reached the city, they were
at their headquarters by Senavisited
Senator
tors Quay of
Pennsylvania.
to have informed bis
is
understood
Quay
California friends that Pittsburg was
very much in earnest and that the metropolis of western Pennsylvania was in the
fir,Vi'"to win. He said, howover, that he,
personally, was well disposed to San
Francisco, and that if he were satisfied
his own state oould not secure the convention he
would use his influence tor
San Francisco.
In this effort he will bo warmly seconded by Mr. Manley of Maine, Fessenden of
Conneotiout and Clarkson of Iowa three
oonsplcuous members of tho national
committee who have been working bard
for
some weeks in Sun Francisco’s behalf.
Col. Isaao Trumbo of Salt Lake City,
who came east with the California delegation as the champion of Utah, was
given a hearing this morning by tbo exeHe assured these
cutive committee.
gentlemen that Salt Lake City could
easily provide for the convention, and
her great tabernacle could easily contain
twice the number of persons who will attend.
Messrs. Clarkson, Manley and Fessenden, when Col. Trumbo bad concluded,
suggested that Salt Lake had better notenter the list, but that tbe influence of
her friends should be thrown
to San
Francisco. It was better, they argued,
that so long as the extreme west was a
candidate for convention honors, thero
should be the utmost harmony between
the representatives from that region and
that, all should unite upon one place.

Washington,

States.
Senator

SQUARE.

people

Mr. Berry introduced a bill to form the
territory into the territory of InTr» riAtP rtf f-.liA fanf.
Kan N’vam>icAfi
dianola, and gave notice that he would
hereafter, address the .Senate on the sub- will be very strong before the commitit
was
decided
Col.
Trumbo to
tee,
by
ject
withdraw
Salt Lake, and acting upon
The Senate committee on jadioiary this
the advice- of his committee friends, he
morning ordered a favorable report on promised to use his best efforts for San
Francisco.
of
Rufus W. Peokham
the nomination
of the New York bar, to be associate justice of the Supreme Court of the United
December 9.—It did not

bert Ayi>

Evenings.

Open

Ap-

Confirmed.

Washington, Deoeinber 9.—In the Sen
ate today Senator Caffery appeared and
took the oath of office for his new term
beginning on the fourth of March.
Senator Oullora gave
notice that he
would address the Senate tomorrow on
the subject of the Monroe doctrine.

Jeweler,

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

My stock of unframed pictures and new and
exclusive mouldings to frame them in is more
complete than ever before.
Lring your orders for framing as earlo ns possible and avoid the hurry.

times

awakened.

parture.

pear— Nominations

goods

Fair,

received from the importers

three

The Bills and Resolutions Continue to

and

Boston, December 9.—Looal forecast
for Tuesday:
Fair,
slightly warmer,
Watch the papers.
westerly winds.
Washington, December 9.—Foreoast for
Generally fair
-I Tuesday for Maine:
weather with
westly winds,
slightly
warmer in the interior.

Just

Deen

THE SENATE.

anti

dred pair in the lot.

GERMAN and VENETIAN PHOTOS
AOUAKECLE GRAVURES.
NEW ENGRAVINGS,
WATER COLORS and ETCHINGS
*
OLD IVOltY STATUARY. &c„ &c.f

safe

naa
was

Indian

MONUMENT

some six or seven hun-

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

the

Deputy Sheriff D. S. Beaman has been
notified of the burglary.

0

hose—50 cent and 75

fired
oaaior

in dark suit of clothes with low crowned

before you purchase.

tlie

at

a

cukos

Come and see the

see-

now

had
jitr.

derby hat.

pretty present.

Another.

or

Washington, December 9.—The Speaker
laid ^before the House today a letter
from the acting Secretary of the Treasury
transmitting a communication from the
Secretary of State submitting the esti-

McKENNEY,

Just the bare facts
—more later.

They
wiiuu

The top of the door
wrenohed open
about six inches. This vault is one of
the best in the state of Damon pattern,
and it is utterly impossile to get into the
safe. If they had done so what monej,
papers and securities kept in the bank
are proteoted by a burglar
proof safe inside the vault, a time lock and Damon
there
are
a
safe
door,
whioh
is
dentiaVprobability
great many
ample protection
Most of
who are enthusiastic in his support, not against most bank burlgars.
the money required by reserve,
and all
only in this city, but all over the state. bonds and securities are
kept in the safe
So pronounced has this feeling beoome deposit ;
at
so
the
vaults;
i Portland,
the for- money in the safe at any time is
not
among the French people that
Therefore.had the burlgars been
mation of Reed clubs among the French large.
successful in foroing an entranoe to the
citizens of the state Has beoome an as- vault
they would not have secured much.
sured thing.
As it was they only succeeded in knockSteps have been already taken looking ing the front part of the door open about
six inches.
to the organization of such a elub and it
Before breaking into the bank the stais expected that the elub will be organble of Miss Mabel Sadler
was entered
ized in this city this week.
the large front door.
Here the
It is believed that the movement when through
thieves oarried away robes and blanekts,
once fairly under way will extend all
which were afterward found in the bank.
over New Englaud and even to some
of
From the stable the burglars went to
the western states and will give decided
the blacksmith shop of Frank E. Chick
impetus to the movement in favor of where
they secured a sledge, tongs and
Reed for President.
other tools, whioh were also found in the
bank.
They also entered the store of
LETTERS AND
COMMUNICATIONS.
S. Libby & Son, where they stole two
overcoats, and breaking open the money
Speaker Reed Laid These Before the Mem- drawer took the contents, Detween two
and three dollars. The overcoats
bers Yesterday.
were
also left at the bank in their hurried de-

Spoons, $2.50.
Spoons, $4.00.
Table Spoons, $4.50.
We have a large variety
of
Pie
Berry
Spoons,
Kuives, Fish Sets, Cold
Meat Forks, firavy. Oyster
and Soup
Ladles, Fruit
Knives, Nut Picks, Sugar
Spoons and Butter Knives

to 18 cts.
i ne sale oi

Deoember 9.—There
is a
foot among
movement on
prominent
Fernch oitizens to oragnize in this city
a Reed club.
Our brilliant Representative has many
admirers among the French Americans
and now that he is mentioned as a Presi-

j

demand.
The meeting adjourned
The meeting of the executive committee was liuld this ovening in Chairman
Manley’s rooms to discuss the arrangements for tomorrow’s meeting. The na-

tional committee will sit in open session
to hear the claims of San
Francisco, St.
Louis, Chicago,Pittsburg and Now York.
At the conclusion of the speech
making
the committee will go into executive session and select the convention city.
B
A

take

Cameron
Pennsylvania has
announced that he will not be a candidate for
Senate.

strong as liis voioo and his firm white
teeth and steady gaze and whole personalities. Ho said of the result of his attack
upon Tammany: ‘“When the people at
ashamed of living
last began to get

\-

Address at City Hall Last Eve-

STRONG,

ELOQUENT,

WITTY,

UN-

COMPROMISING.

FORMAL CONFESSION.

ful

of

the national Republican committee
than ten minutes today to discover
that the plan of facilitating work, promore

re-election to the United States posed by Messrs.

Among the pensions bills introduced
referred was one by Mr. Voorbees
and
to pay a pension of $200 a month to the
widow of the late Secretary Gresham.
Mr. Morgan is now addressing the Sen
ate on his Behring Sea resolution.
A
Mr. Morgan spoke over two hours on
a the subject of the Behring Sea indemniclaims. His amendments were agreed
A ty
to executo.
The Senate then

J

J

proceeded

Cartoi and
Manley,
which looked to the placing of the different cities in nomination today, was not

satisfactory.

All of tlio number insisted

they would not be ready to present their
claims until tomorrow. Nevertheless the
meeting was held.
After some delay a quorum was seoured
those present were:
M. H. Do Young of

Crime to County Attorney.

[special

to the

Was

Decemebbr 9.—Murderer
Biddeford,
Fred Hurd’s second oonfession to Marshal
Harmon, in the presence of County At-

Professional Politicians and

Municipal Dangers.

I

$50
granting a unitorm pension
month to all who lost a hand or foot in
the war, and $60 to those who lost an
entire limb.
5
By Mr. Cameron, Republican, of Pennthe plaoiug of enlisted men
a sylvania,for
on the retired list after they have served
the army, navy, or marine
30 years in
4 corps.
By Mr. Kyle, Populist of Illinois, pro0
of public buildviding for the erection
0 ings costing not less than $6000 or more
with a populatowns
all
than $50,000 in
tion of 3000 or more, provided a suitable
site is donated by the people.
of Maine, iny Mr Frye, Republican,
creasing the time within which vassals
may discharge cargoes.
gBy Mr. Call, Republican, of Florida,
making it the duty of the President to
condemnation
proceedings
institute
against any patented invention whioh
a has
general use when the
become of
royalty or charges on such Invention be-

^

\

J

A
a

souri, J. M. Thurston of Nebraska, G. A.
Hobart of New Jersey, Cornelius N.
Bliss of New York, H. C. Himsbrough of
North Dakota,
W. M. Hahn of Ohio,
Iaao Trumbo of Utah, Thomas H. Carter
of Montana, W. F. Forrester, proxy for

W. D.
F.
Bradley of Kentucky, J.
Saunders of Colorado, Henry C. Cowles
of North Carolina, It M. Brayton
of
South Carolina, Wm. Lamb of Virginia,
N. B. Seott of West Virginia.
Chairman Carter called the meeting to
order and Mr. De Young
moved
that
when the committee adjourned this afternoon it should be to meet at ton tomorrow
morning, when nominations shall be
made.
Mr. De Young also moved while the
number of speakers should he unlimited,
not more than an hour should be allowed each city to present its claims.
Both motions were adopted and upon
motion of Mr. Hahn of Ohio, a ommittoe
of five was appointed,
comes oppressed.
consisting of
himself, ohairmau, Messrs. De Young of
minister
at
of
Iowa,
Manley of
Clavskon
Washington California,
The Vnezuelan
from the director of Maine, and Campebll of Illinois, to draft
yesterdav received
a
foreign relations a cablegram announcing a telegram to W. D. Bradley of Kontuok.v,
mem her of the executive
committee
was perfectly peaceful.
that

the.ovuuuy

*

up to Albany and had an investigating
committee appointed aud you know the
rest.
earnestness
He spoke with
much
against any politics whatever in municiaffairs. He denounced tbo
professional politician with unsoathlng terms
and great earnestuoss and tleroeness.
Ho said: “New York will never be
administered economically and honestly
until you have turned out of it the last
dirty root of politics.”
He was equally earnest and fierce in
dealing with those Christian workers

H. Parkburst, the eminent
New York divine, fainouB the world over
torney Krnmons was corroborative of the for his successful fight against Tammany, who do not bring themselevs into actual
Urst but was fuller as to details. Ho ad- came to Portland yesterday afternoon un- contaot with living questions and evils
Dr. Charles

mits,

as some of the authorities had ar- der the
auspices of the ladies of the High
gued, that after nsing the axe on his street church,and addressed a large audisleeping father’s head, he concealed the ence at City Hall upon the subject of
bloody weapon in the closet, then re- fighting Tammany in New York.
turned to his own chamber.
A muffled
He arrived at noon yesterday, dined at
groan uttered by the dying man caught the home of
Dr. Penn, with Mayor

the murderer’s ear, and seizing a razor,
which was the nearest weapon at hand,
lie hurried back to make sure and quiokend

He has ourtly informed sevohange.
iral of the officers who have tried to engage him in conversation that he preferred to be left to the dingy seclusion of
his celL His answers to most questions
iddressed to him are uttered in monosyllables. Often ho makes no reply to Iiis
would-be interviewers. His only
ooraplaint is about tho darkness of the cell.
A Biddeford photographer, on going to
his studio one morning recently, found
that some one had entered the hallway
luring me uignc, rippeu irom tneir rast3nings«two frames of “sample” photographs, removed the pieturs and left the
The photographer was
ampty frames.
unable to account for the mortive of this
strange act, hut as one of the photographs torn from the frame was a likeof Fred Hurd, the supposition is
ness
that it was he who made the raid on the

“It seems to be

He said
that if

one

Is

an

impression

Lord’s hunting

the

on

sura to
fires his gun he is
his game whether he takes
aim or not or holds the breech or muzzle
to his shoulder.”
Dr. Purkhurst is a fascinating speaker.
He is so strong, so earnest in every

ground and
bring down

personality, so vigorous and direot in expression, so apt and witty in figures of
speech that nobody could lose for an instant bis attention and interest.
Nobody who heard him last night could
have been disappointed in his expecta-

of his fiendish work
The muredrer’s coolness and general
indifference to the conditions surrounding him have not shown the least sigD of
ar

tions He is a man whom to see and hear
is to know one of the great men of the

country.
a special staff of ushers from
street church for the occasion. At
the main entrance were Messrs. Hobbs
and H. S. Dyer who directed the Incom-

There was

High

ing stream of people to the proper portion of the hall. The others were George
Turner, J. F. Chnte,
Clark, W. Clark,
Philip Dunbar and Mr.

H. W.
Shalyor,
Orlando Libby,

P.

Palmer.

IN THE HOUSE.

DE. CHARLES H. PARKHURST.

Baxter, and just before the evoning’s
address, mot the olergymen and other

Business Transacted

by the Fifty-Fourth

Congress Yesterday.

hallway picture exhibit, possibly having
his murderous plot in mind and wishing prominent citizens in the Mayor s office.
Washington, December 9.—Among the
to preclude the use of his likeness in the
Dr. Parkhurst was applauded when he
bills introduced in the House today were:
newspapers
the
with
Dr.
platform
appeared upon
The wife of'the murdered man bears up
By Mr. Linton, Republican, of MichiBenn
and Mayor Baxter. Also on the
well under her weight of sorrow.
She
gan, making it unlawful for any person
has not yet expressed a desire to visit her platfoim were over 20 clergymen, includ- to
print, stamp, or otherwise impiees
son in his place of confinement.
ing nearly ail the clergy of Portland and any words, or designs upon the AmeriJanies M. Hurd’s estate will, it is be
some from our neighboring communities.
can flag.
lieved, figure at nearly $13,000. He owned
Dr. Fenn began the proceedings by
the house In which ho was murdered and
By Mr. Johnson, Republican of Indihad monoy in the bank.
making brief and as usual,
very happy
ana, to increase the circulation.of nationintroductory remarks. He said first that al banks
by authorizing them to take out
NOT A CANDIDATE.
Dr. Parkhurst is not in the lecture busicirculating
notes, to the par value of
He is doing a great work like
ness.
bonds they have on deposit.
Senatot Cameron Will Not Run for the
Nehemiah and can’t come down for ordiBy Mr. Noonan, Republican, of Texas,
Senate Again.
nary occasions. He said that it was due
imposing an import duty of S3 per head
to the ladies of the High street church
Washington, December 9.—Senator J. that 1 >r. Parkhurst was there. He spoke on horses and mules, and $10 per head
an
all cattle; increasing the duty on
Don Cameron has made public the followat some length of the municipal probwool from 8 to 24 cents per pound actinging letter he wrote today to Samuel J. lems of this
country in general, and of
according to grade, to hides from 5 to
Me.' Carroll of Harrisburg, Fa. It reads:
New York in
particular, l'o cope with 60 cents.
I
am in receipt of
“My Dear Senator:
the corruption of New York, and successBy Mr. Bell, Populist, of Colorado,
^our letter of the 7th. You will remomfully, is to give an example to all the to maintain the parity between the coins
conversation at my home in
ber in a
rest. When this can be done, ns it has of the United
."States, by providing for
Harrisburg just after my eleotion to the been
by an untiring never-giving over- the payment in gold and silver at the
Senate, I told you as well as many other
the case of Dr. Parkhurst,
as in
discretion of the SecretaryJof;tlie Treasury
under no circumstances spirit
friends, that
we need not despair of tho Republic.
and withdrawing the right of the Secrewould I again bo a candidate for re-elecHe
compared Tammany to Goliath, tary of the Treasury to issue bond.
tion. Since then nothing has occurred
Dr. Parkhurst to David with his
and
By Mr. Bailey, Democrat, of Texas, to
friends
to change my miud.
Many
sling. His remarks were loudly applaud- secure the separation and independence of
from every section of the state are writasked the audience to rise in
ed. He
and legislative departthe executive
ing me, making inquiries as to my wishhonor of the speaker of the evening, and ments
by forbidding senators and memes and intentions and cordially oSering
and
that
was
done,
everybody applauded bers from soliciting directly or indirectly
their
support., It is due them that a
public announcement should be made while standing.
the appointment of persons to office.
in reply to their inquiries, and I take
Dr. Parkhurst began by speaking in
By Mr. Smith, Republican of Illinois,
this opportunity, through the Senator
general terms of the municipal problems
of my native
reduce letter postage to one cent per
county, in the state, for
to^
cities
and
of
our
the
corruption half o unce.
than generous support for
great
their more
than
a
third
of
a
and
more
to that so universally exist in the governcentury,
By Mr. Tucker, Democrat, of Vriginia,
fgv that I iiave
not been, and am now,
of them.
his bill of the last Congress to prevent
will not be a candidate for re-elec- ing
«-

toin to the Senate of
Not being in office,a
will be affordod me
that
served me,, and
”
can be no doubt.

the United States.
better opportunity
to serve those who
I will do so, there

He spoke of the effort for reform and
trusts, monopolies and combinations in
said among other things that “Spasm trade, and a joint resolution providing
of virtue are quite as racking to the sys- for elecltion of senators by direot vote of
the people.
tem us chronic iniquity.”
He declared that

ARCHIBALD M’NICHOLS DEAD.

AnotherJProminentEastern
Passes

Maine

Citizen

“you

cannot reform

Xjy

cnn

a

man

of

consumption by changing

Away,

his suit of clothes.”
He had been brought up as a RepubliCalais, Me., December 9.—Hon. Archican, but he wanted to know something
bald MaoNiohols died at his home in this
about a man than that he was a
more
city this morning after a prolonged illbefore he would trust him
Republican
65.
After a common school
ness, aged
with his pocket book.
education he studied law
in the oflioe
He spoke of the hypooritical citizen and
of George B. B Burns. After practicing
politician, and emphasized their iniquity.
a short time in Eastport he
came to
“Unmixed depravity I line.
He said:
Calais and upon the death of Mr. Burns
There is something sure about it. That’s
succeeded to his large practice and adwhy I like Diok Croker and Paddy Diver
vanced rapidly. For years ho was the
There is no question as to
in my oity.
the
most successful jury advocate in
their
unmitigated depravity. There’s
and
of
the
one
oounty bar
Washington
business about them.
no Hyde-Jockyll
leading and most influential Democrats You know
where to find them, where
He was a member of
in eastern Maine.
at. It is the man who is 50
committee several they are
the Democratic state
cent
depraved and 50 per cent an
per
a
candidate
for
never
but
was
pubyears
that makes the situation
of
light
angel
elected
solicilic office himself, until
oity
tor by a Republican hoard of
aldermen, complicated.”
Ho spoke with much frankness in reApril last, which office he held at the
He leaves a widow, gard to the work of iho ohurchos in mutime of his death.
nioial reform. He said : “The fact is that
three sons and two daughters.
while churoh people would really like to
Germany’s Parliament.
see the devil vanquished they have a dis-

ing the persent session of the chamber.
and the Christian work that oanses
Count Posadowsk-Lvehner, imperial min- pit
ister of the treasury, submitted his bud- ministers to devote their condemnations
get and in his sueech presenting it do- to the sins of the people of Bible time.
insinuations
made that the
ilies the
They
put tlieir target so far away from
presented receipts of the government had
been manipulated to favor the proposed contemporaries that there is no danger
of a libel suit.
financial reforms.
Fear Riots.

Madrid. December 9.—The shops in the
oity arc all dosed today, their proprietors
fearing that rioting might grow out of
the great public demonstration against
in the municipal council,
the scandals
the passive attitude of the governand
A11 of the prinment in regard thereto.
cipal streets are strongly guarded by the

police.

A Big Catch.

Highland Light. Mass., December 9.—
Several large schooners have put in here
l'or shelter
tonight. A large oatoli of
cod by the weirs Saturday was followed
today by a larger one. A hundred bar
rels of herring,"more than 100,000 pounds
of cod and pollock were landed at liortn
Truro.

uu.

A(uiS)

xsopMUiiuau,

ui

xuu

taua,

miking the minimum rate of pension
oity by obanging
political complexion for disability or to widows of deoeased
under the act of 10, *12 per
of its administration any more than you soldieis
a

tho

Samuel Fessenden of ConCalifornia,
necticut, D. J. Layton of Delaware,
Perry H. Carson, of Washington, D. C.,
J. C. Long of Florida, W. W. Brown of
Georiga, George L. Shoup of Idaho, W.
Fairson
of North Carolina,solicitor for J. Campbell of Illinois, J. N. Huston of
? the Department of State.
Indiana, J. S. Clarkson of Idaho, Cyrus
By Mr. Berry, Demoorat, of Arkansas,
to provide a territorial form of govern- Leland, Jr., of Kansas, Alobrt H. LeoBerlin, December 9.—The Reiohstag inclination to dirty their fingers with
ment for Indian Territory with the usual nard of Louisiana, Joseph H. Manley of adopted today wihtout debate a resolution
him. This situation tho aforesaid devil
The
offloers.
territorial
of
complement
Maine, James A. Gary of Maryland, suspending all legal action against Herr is
exceedingly spry to take advantage
territory to be given the name of In- George L. Maltz of
Wm. Liebkuecht and other
socialists
G.
EvR.
Michigan,
dianaola.
members of the Reiohstag under charges of.”
ens
of
of
Misof
Iowa,
Minnesota, R. C. Kerens
of lose majeste and other offences durBy Mr. Palmer, Demoorat,
There is a fear of secularizing the pulof
a

9 tive business and at 3.55 adjourned.
The Senate confirmed the following
0
Rufus W. Peokham, of
nominations:
I * Now
York, assooiate justice of the suI preme court of the United States, vice
* Howell E. Jackson.deceased: Walter E.

in a city gorvtrned by a band of bandits
that would disgraco Turkey and of liberties that would be refused naturalization
papers in Sodom and Gomorrah they sent

pal

Very Frank About Lukewarm Chris-

tians and

press.]

CENTS

as

DR. PARKUURST.

Young Hurd Tells the Details of His Fear-

Desert

sets., 10 cts., 12 1-2cts.

ings

&

Biddeford,

him upon his election as
Governor of that state and extending the
his
that
inauguration tomorrow
hope
may he attended by all the favoring conditions his personal and political
worth

congratulating

Limeriok, Me.,

Tea

this is the

Prices

*

i SILVERWARE.

We can’t describe them

Prices,

St.—'^/b

Cinderella

Flannelettes,English FlanFlannelsnels, Suiting

ty and

I17-1I9MIDDI.E

r~>

new

received from

manufacturers— Cot-

ton

All

and

hole.

FOSTER’S

by night.

kind
there

Saturday

MADE-UP GARMENTS

skirts and wrappers by day
and night-shirts and gowns

Every

Row Boat

December 9.—An un- Executive Committee Sends a Message of
Not Since Seen—Searching Parties Or- successful
attepmt at burglary was made
Congratulations to Gov. Bradley of
ganized—Mr. Orr Has a Wife and is at this place Monday morning, on the
Kentuckey—Fate of tlie Convention's
vaults of the Limeriok National bank.
Only Twenty-live Years Old.
Location Will Probably be fettled
J. O.
Sadler, who lives in the house
Tonight.
[SPECIAL TO THE PBESS.]
directly opposite the bank, heard two
East Harpswell, Deoember
9.—Fred reports shortly after two o’olook.
He
Washington. December 9.—The three
Orr, a young man of about 25 years, was partly awake and was about to re- notable events connected with the meetwent out to his lobster
traps Saturday turn to his slumbers, when another report ing of the
Republican National commit
and did not return.
sounded.
He arose and saw
a man
tee, which developed this morning, were
Searoh was made Saturday night and
standing in the doorway leadng into the these:
Sunday and oar and some pleoes of bank. Mr. Sadler
First,the decision of Messrs. Carter [and
immedately deeded
wood, supposed to be part of his boat, that the
reports he bad beard came from Manley to hear the claims of the rival
were found.
the bank. He shouted to the man in the cities this afternoon instead of WednesIt was very rough Saturday and his
doorway and oalled out “What are you day as had been agreed upon.
boat was old, and it is supposed his mast
doing there?” The answer was a comSecond, the combination of the Pittsgave way and wrecked the boat.
mand to take his head in aocompanied by burg and San Francisoo forces.
SPECIAL. NOTICES.
Searching parties with drags will go a pistol shot.
Third, the withdrawal of Salt Lake
out tomorrow.
LADIES’ OH OENTLEMEirS
At the report two other men oame out as an aspirant for convention honors.
Mr. Orr was an honest and industrious of the bank and all ran away down the
The decision to permit the several cities
The alarm
young man much respected by all who street toward the academy.
was given and in a very few moments to present their olaims today was reached
That are Slightly soiled or Wrinkled, can be knew him.
He leaves a wife and one a
crowd was gathered.
Then It was at an early hour this morning after a
child.
found that the burglars had effected an conference
of,the executive committee.
entrance through one of the front winIt was asserted today that San FrancisANOTHER REED CLUB,
dows by prying it open with a chisel. Inside the building they had knocked off co will poll 18 votes on the first ballot,
And repressed to hare the appearance of new,
(a sure cure for moths); this clasB of work is One Will be Organized Among French the combination knob on the door and whioh is considerably more than any of
turned powder or nitro glyoerine into the
done every day, at
her rivals will secure.
Voters of Biddeford.
The California

them

wear

US6S

ingS.

a

STEAM SPONGED

it.

Ask

in

PRICE THREE

1895.

TIOX SITE.

imerick.

[SPECIAL TO THE PBESS.)
Went Out

PRESS.

month.

By Mr. Curtis, Republican, of New
York, providing in lieu of salary, fees,
commissions, storage and perquisites of
every kind, as now paid the collectors

and surveyors of customs at Baltimore,
Boston and Charlestown, Mass., Chicago, New Orleans, Now York, Portland
and Falmouth, Me., and San Franoisco,
shall receive a salary of not lses than *500
nor more than *5000 per annum. Increasing to *100 a month the pensions of the
totally blind and [reviving the grade of
lieutenant-general of the army.
By Mr. Hitt, Republican, of Illinois,
to oarry into effect' the recommendation
of international American conference by
the incorporation of international American bank.
By Mr. Sperry, Republican, of Connecticut, a resolution declaring that the
time has come when immigration to this
country should be inquired into to ascertain both the character and conditions of
it, also to inquire if the time^had not
arrived to further restrict immigration.
Another

Hearing,
December 9—The Supreme
has decided to re-hoar the imporhat trimming cases argued soma
ago. The reason assigned is that
the former hearing occurred, there
and now the vacancy
was one vacancy,
is fillod and a re-hearing will ooour before the full bench.
The amount involved is several million
the United States will
dollars which
have to refund if the decision continues
adverse to them.

Washington,

Court
tant
weeks
when

Dr. Parkhurst
reviewed briefly the
successive stages of his fight
against
Tammany. After they had cursed and
sneered at him for making charges without proofs, he said, “I would have entered into Hell if need be to find the
faots to answer with.
1 did enter Hell
and I found the facts. I bad learned tuat
its no use to fire with blank eartridges
at your enemy. I loaded my cartridges.”
In speaking of the critioisms aroused
“If my clerical
by his work, he said:
hrethsen had spent asmuclitimein trying
to save the city as they did in disoussing
my methods of trying, we should be a
whole year ahead of where we are now.”

The speaker’s expressions

were

quito

A

cream

of

tartar

of

all

in

Highest

United
Latent
Food Report.

—

States

Royal Baking
106

baking powder.

leavening strength
Government

Powder Co.

Wall St„

Y.

I

1

YOUR PALATE IS YOUR STOMACH’S CONSCIENCE.
YOUR

STOMACH

DOCTORS A>D DRUGGISTS.

KNOWS WHAT IS
YOU.

(Juestion, ‘‘Shall a Physician Supply
lliin letaree ihe iced they
His Own Medicines?" Discussed
by
eat is not absorbed. Reasons, either
wrong
Doctors and Druggists—An Interesting
food, or right food undigested.
Fats, oils and grease will not make any one
Session.
fat. This is because they are indigestible.
There was a largely attended meeting
Thin people find it hard to digest their food.
of
of the
the Academy
Fellows of
Fatty foodsmake it still harder.
Have you ever noticed that almost without Medicine and Science at the Eye and*Ear
exception, thin, pale, dyspeptic amende people Infirmary last evening. Dr. Gordon, the
have an aversion to fat?
This is of itself proof
president of the academy, presided over
enough that such foods are bad for them.
the opening exercises. Dr. Marshall, the
Let your palate tell you what to eat. Nature
that
makes very few mistakes and we should listen secretary read his report showing
the present condition ot the sooiety
is
to what she says.
There are 100 resident
Thin people may becom e fatter, and dyspep very satisfactory.
tn s more ^comfortable by taking the Shaker Fellows, one non resident, 11
correspondDigestive Cordial. It agrees with the weakest ing and 34 honorary.
The report of the
stomaco.
It helps the weak stomach
digest treasurer, Dr. H. J. Twitcliell, showed
other food. It is fattening and
invigorating in that the society has fiiiS to its credit.
itself, for it contains artificially digested food.
Col. li. S. Osgood, and Dr. O’Neill, the
The Mount Lebanon Shakers have made a
great many interesting discoveries within the auditing oommittee, reported that they
past hundred years, tut none more important had examined the accounts of the treasthan this Ingenious cure for all diseases which urer and found them correct. The followate traceable to faulty digestion.
A single 10 ing wo g elected Fellows of the academy:
cent bottle will tell whether it is adapted to Dr.
A. H. Jackson, Jefferson, Me., Dr.
your case, and can he had through any drug, Eden
Ahlen, Walderboro, H. W. Ricker,
gist.
South Poland, Dr. J. C. Caldewell, of
The weather today
Buckfleid, Dr. H. B. Palmer of Phillips,
is lik°l'j to Oe
Dr. C. Y. Lord, H.
H. Shaw, D.
W.
to V.
Kesoltine and Dr. E. \V. Northcoate of
The

Foeple

la

e

Portland, Dec., 10th, 1895.

GOOD all round
gift, fit to send

A

most

to

is

body,

any.
for the

picture

a

wall.
We offer

ty little

lot of dain-

a

color

water

Til

sKcuuca

appropriaiiy

framed

in
of

moulding
at

gold
design

narrow
new

$2.19.
From

Braun

Ad.

&

Co., Paris,

publishers of
Photographs, a small

Art

collection of

‘‘Carbons,”—
reproductions of old masters and recent

salon sub-

to
jects—which
sell at $1.50 and $4.00
each, (two sizes), mounted on lined cards, not
we

are

framed. They are very
desirable and the quantity
is small.

The
of

variety

and extent
stock of Sterling

our

Silver novelties overshadows about all other
lines.

Three

four

or

times

many

silver

you’ve

ever seen

things

as
as

here be-

fore, prettier and cheaper.
Think of a heavy sterling

silver coffee spoon with
gold lined bowl and roco-

handle at 39c.
Thats only one of the
many bargains here.
A choice from 50 difco

ferent articles and all

der

un-

$i.oo.

odd, quaint, useful things

Vienna,

49c.

Another section has a
wonderful stock of Wade
& Butcher’s and Worstenholm Sheffield Razors,
(those are the best makes
in th-e world,
you know),
75c., 88c, and $1.19,—
about half the actual value.

If you

are to

buy

him

smoking Jacket,

a

House

Wrap,
the

Coat,
select it

assortment

while

now

is

or

Bath

or

fullest

and have it laid aside till
the day before

Christmas;

later

on

Dr. A. H. Weeks of Bar Mills,
Dr. R. J. Martin of Augusta.
Dr. E. E. Holt was elected a member
of the board of trustees, Dr. N. M. Marshall secretary for there years, and Dr.
F. M. Searle assistant secretary.
It was
voted to add Section 10, that of science,
and J. E. Grcensmith was elected president and E. B. Winslow vice president.
Section 11, diesnses ol children, was established, and Dr. Jane L. Hersom was
chosen president and Dr. Haniet M.
Lewis vice president.
Dr. Gordon said that a meeting would
bn hold iindor S«f*tinn 8. that; nf Plmr.

compatibilities,”

which is defined to be a
used to express the effect produced
in phaimaceutical mixtures by chemical

term

the sizes

broken up and

will be
the color

he.

brightly points

Mr. Stevens,

taking

some

up

omitted

points.
D.

S.

Cogan

then read a thoughtful
paper on “The Relations of Pharmacy
to the Physician,” He traced the rise of
the two professions, and 6poke of the

style

you

want

is like-

D. D.—He

romemtier

thing.

Never repeat a
prescription that contains an opiate.
He said he felt strongly on this
point and
could but lament that druggists will pay
so
little attention to it. Wrecks of human life are likely to follow in too many
one

public
Colby

when cigars were lighted and bright addresses were made by Prof. Jackman oi
the State college, Mr. Greensmith, E. B.
Winsiow, John B. Coyle and Ur. Hansoi:
of East Eddington, famous as a writer on
medical subjects over the signature oi
“Tne Country Uootor,” called out shoutE
poem,

education was
of his native state and
University in the face of obstacles

Murphy’s Good Work in Securing Capt. Slater—Notes from Here and

The

Dost

Dine

Arrow

Another

of

Sootland, had a general cargo.
Simpson, Spence and Young, the agents
hero, are unable to give the names of
ooast ot

The services of

the able first bag guardihave been
desired foi
anxiously
months.
Even before the close of last
season, parties went as far as they dared

The name of the single
all the officers.
survivor was Henry Anders, a seaman.
Mr. Sponce says there is about $75,000
lunuiauuG

ybdsmu.

is the second vessel

xuh

assistance given to them by the druggists.
Dr. Thayer said that Mr. Stevens and
Mr. Cogan had given the doctors a good
It is rapidly becoming a
shaking up.
question, “Shall the physician carry
around with him the whole of his mediiv

him

dispense

vmiij

them himself?”
ioiu'iin«o

u

He

auuuu

vvicu

yea is ago aud now carries
than he did tlieu, and expects to
carry still more seven years from this
time. The doctor has no more right to
sevon

more

consider
the
would have to

druggist than

a

lawyer

manage a case as to
give the largest possible fees to the sheriff and clerk of courts. “It is a breach
of trust not to consider the patient first
so

snd the drugigst afterwards.”
Colonel H. S. Osgood was called for,
but pleasantly declined to speak, aud
there was a shout of laughter when a Fellow
suggested that the high price of

irugs might b6
jharges.

largely

Ur. Williams asked
iruggist who is not

due

to express

where there is a
a
recommeuder of

patent medicines.
Dr. Marshall thought that physicians
should bo more thoroughly
acquainted
with chemistry as well as with the applijation of medicines. He thought that the

Hissing of prescriptions from
:o

another should he

one

person

stopped.

trust him
You want Scott’s EmuE
sion. If you ask your drug-

gist

—--

■

—

*^$4,98
Solid Oak.
Selected stock.

A PRETTY
How

and

true to his nature lost ni
time in
orating with the Northamptoi
boy. “Slate” was in need of the mor 1
wherewithal of
life at just this time
and applying the “one bird in a hand
1

a

Hoyt’s friends since then have worrie 1
considerably about him.
Every gol

brick agent in the country will now star t
upon the trail of the author of “A Mil ;
White Steer.”—O. P. Caylor.
The Portland club will start the seaso: 1

OR

Solid Oak,

Unique Design.

WIFE.

jrijxiuipiu

lost

DESKS AS HIGH AS $35.
Buy

and

will hold order for

delivery.
arly selection
patterns.
department equally loaded with Choice, Low Priced,

now

we

ensures better choice of woods and
v

ery

Practical Presents.

HOW-DE-DO.

Borongli Meeting Was Given In
Conneeticut Town

a

ATKINSON 21B MONUMENT
^FURNISHING
SQUARE.

Yesterday.

Infants

for
Stafford

SWEETHEART

DESK, $7.98
f

Simpson. Spence and Young are also
oonsignees of the steamer Manila),odt
rerported today from Halfax where she
was towed by the
steamer Martello as
having had her tail shaft broken at sea.

to the
boys had been given
Leonard advised that no tinx
should be
lost in securing the signet
contract of the player-violinist. Ed. Mur
phy always was and is today a hustler o

SISTER
OK

up two days later.

Frank

YOUR

OK

f; if

Handsome style.

1QK

DAUGHTER

DESK, $0.19

foundered in mid-ocean. The officers and
orew took to the boats and
were picked

good-byes

Children.

and

Springs, Conn.,

December 9.—
A borough election was held here today,
that for unique
complications, has sel
dom been equalled.

Mothers,

m

Do you Know

that Paregoric,

Do You Know that opium and morphine

are

stupefying narcotic poisons t

Do You Know that in most countries druggists
without labeling them poisons ?

Do You Know
unless you

or

your

that you

physician

CO.

We Would Like to Show You Our

Bateman’s Drops, Godfrey’s Cordial, many so-called Soothing Syrups, and
most remedies for children are composed of opium or morphine ?

not

are

'‘

\

permitted to sell narcotics

should not permit any medicine to be given your child

know of what it is

Do You Know that Castoria is

a

composed ?

purely vegetable p 'naration, and that

a

list of

its ingredients is published with every bottle ?

Do You Know that Castoria is
That it has been in

use

for

the

nearly thirty

prescription of the

years, and that

famous Dr.

more

Samuel Pitcher.

Castoria is

now

sold

than

of all other remedies for children combined f
Do You Know that the Patent Office Department of the United States, and of
other countries, have issued exclusive right to Dr. Pitcher and his assigns to use the word
“

Castoria

and its

formula, and that to imitate them is

Do You Know that one

of the

reasons

because Castoria had been proven to be

for

state

prison offense ?

I:

)'

absolutely harmless?

Do You Know that 35 average doses
cents, or one cent a dose

a

granting this government protec lion was

of

Castoria

are

furnished for 35

?
»

Do You Know that when possessed of this perfect preparation, your children way

the funeral of Edwin A.Elder, held fron
the residence of his parents, Highlant
The attendanci
aveune, West Newton.
was large, and numbers of
intimati
friends were nnalbe to gain admittano
to the house. His sad death at Portlanc
last week was a severe blow to his fam
ily and friends.
The sevvross were simple and brief,

be kept well, and that you may have unbroken rest ?

Well, these things

are

Thefcc-rfmito

glgnatnre

of

worth knowing.

Slf

They

are

facta

^

f

J-COtCAiAA

wrapper.

uoiitfi’
equippe1 1
Wrttv
r
n
Totmno
TiT
than the most—as any of the teams in th
Unitarian church,
where de
league—Manager Leonard is on the con Newton
ceased attended when at home, officiated.
stant move for players of ability.
I
Mr. Jaynes read form the scriptures anii
Pawtucket
is signing a lot of tosser s also two appropriate poems. Rev ii. J.
emeritus
of the West
hailing from the Pennslyvania slat , Patriok, pastor
Newton Congregational ohucrh, assisted
league.
in the sorvice. Mr. Patrick has been for
many years aneighbor and warm friend oi
Their Golden Wedding.
tho Elder family, and was stronlgy attached to the young man.
Mr. and Mrs. J. 13. Ramsey are to eelc
Rev. Mr. Patrick delivered a touching
brate their golden wedding next Satin
eulogy on the life of his young
day, December 14. They will receive call whom he had loved as one of his friend,
own!
ers afternoon and
evening at their home He spoke of the young man as a boy at
and la’or at school, and how proud
No. 101 Oxford street. Mr.
play
Ramsey en he was when he passed No. 1 in
the
joys a wide acquaintance, having boon
competitive examination for admission to
l ack driver in this city for
the
AnnapoliB Naval Academy.
many years
He
longer
probably than any other man ii , spoke of the excellent record made by the
man during six years of
young
service
Portland.
to
ill
health he ha 1 and the
Owing
lofty ambition lie had of rising
been unable to do any work for a yea
in the world and of honoring his father
or more and
and mother.
he and his estimable wif
There was sinigng by a Masonio ouardepend on bis earnings for maintenance
tete, the selections being “Rook of Ages”
b
Their many friends intend to make thei
and “Nearer My God to Thee.
50th
wedding anniversary an oocasioi
Among the many floral tributes none
for the giving
of pecuniary and othe: attracted so much attention as the handsome floral anchor sent by the clerks in
useful presents. Mr. Ramsey has
alwayi 1 the National Revere bank, Boston, where
been an
industrious
man aud a gooc
William E. Elder, father of the decayed
citizen.
It is intended that he and hii , is receiving teller. Among those present
{°r
Books for Everyone. Our PRICES are
#
at
the srevices was a large delegation
very
faithful helpmate shall be made to realize 1
#
LOW. Our Stock is very LARGE.
m
from the National Revere bank.
M
they aro not forgotten in their doc] mint
We Intend to do a larger business this vear
by making our price •
A
suit
the
Both
times.
are
years.
beyond the three soon
Judge Andrews of Now York, yester•
and ton period of life’s journey.
day, appointed a temporr ry reoeiver f<r
too Consumer’s Hygienic leo ManufacturThe Y. M. C, A.
ing Company, in proceedings for tempo
Congress.
BUU IV O fc LL C. It O.
A
€
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL CHRISTMAS.
raiy dissolution. The liabilit?®: are
There
was a full house at the Y. M
000, nominal assets, $110,000, auu the aotuC. A. Congress last evening and a
a
quarter of that amounts
ver; a assets about
enthusiatio meeting. A bill to
The mercury ranged from between 10 to
!
below yesterday morning at
1")
the postal department by
including thi j ric. degrees
e
Johnsbury, Vt.
telegraph and telephone lines was passei 1 |
A cablegram received at the
j
The act to make tho'annivers
Navy Definally.
p irtment yesterday,reported he arrival „r
ly of Lincolns’ birthday was indefinite!
U S. .flagship
San
at
postponed. Both questions created a ho Bntrur, Syria, Saturday.
...
and
considerable filibustering wa
fight
OPTo our customers:
indulged in by the minority.
Thes
if you suffer from a severe
meetings are growing in popularity. Th
cough bur oi
us a 50 cent bottle of lilt.
attendance is larger than at first aud th
BALL’S HUS
members enter more into the spirit o ( TENA Cough anil Lung nyrnp and if
...
yom,
cough is curable, we will guarantee to
cure
thought.
you or refund the money. For a buu
cough
or
the
colli,
IShldefurtl Will Have a Holel.
tickling in
throat, i„,)K
troubles, asthma or for onildren in
Biddeford,
Decembeer 9.—Fred H ami
croup
cough Huatena has no equal. '.'.r, size
Smith, Laconia, N. 11., recently proprie 40 doses,
Novelties in Leather, China and Glass.
4 larsre and choice
put up ill three cornered bottles
assortnteoit of All Linen P:uiltroidered Handkerchiefs from 25
tor of the Hagle hotel there, toiiay pur
50c size, 125 doses, in panelled
botUe8 ’"ry cts. to
$2.75.
oliased the furnishings and lease of liote l it. Cut tills out for reference.
11. II. Hay & Son
Thatcher, which lias been closed for sev C. H. Guppy & Co.,
Simmonds & Hammond,
J. H. Hamel
oral weeks because of the Km'ooremen
K. V. Guenthner
League’s attack. He will reopen th Clinton Gilson,
Sold by leading dealers.
hotel December 17.
B0V2Jiioy30
TuTh&stf
(Jtt
urn*

■■

b.v the Arrow
November ild the
Madura, Hamburg for Port Royal, S. C.,

ever

hustlers,

vuu

Solid Oak.
Flue quality.

line in two weeks.

best first baseman that Portland
had, refrained from being attentive auditor to all these conversations.
The local public have to thank Treasure]
has

uxi

DESK, $C.78
H

transmitted the knowledge of its worth to their children as a valuable inheritance. All who use it are amazed at its marvellous power, aud are loud
in
its praise ever after. It is used and recommended by physicians
everywhere.
It is used and emlorsed by all athletes. It is the best, the
oldest, the
original. It is unlike any other. It is superior to all others. It is not
a Liniment, it is the Universal Household
merely
Remedy from infancy to
old age. Every Mother should have it in the house, dropped on
sugar
suffering children love to take it. Its electric energy excites the parts to
more vigorous exertion thus giving the power to throw off and cure disease.

New York, December 9. —Steamer Prlneipia, reported in a cablegram from LonNorthwest
don as having foundered off

an

Solid Oak.
A beauty.

It was devised by an old fashioned, noble hearted
Family Physician in
1810, for the good of his fellow men. It has stood on its own intrinsic merit
while generation after generation have used it with entire satisfaction
and

There.

buy.

DESK,

AnodyneLin IM ENT

Her

if you wish

see

Solid Oak.very pretty and
useful as well as oruamen-

°B~

Johnson’s

--

DESK, $0.48

always acts promptly to relieve and cure colds, coughs, asthma, catarrh,
bronchitis, la grippe, all forms of sore throat. Its special mission is to
soothe pain and allay inflammation both Internal and External. It will
positively cure croup, sore lungs, kidney troubles, lame back, lame side,
lame shoulder, earache, headache,
toothache, cuts, bruises, strains, sprains,
stiff joints, sore muscles, burns, scalds, bites,
stings, cramps and pains.

Steamers.

The report that Capt. Slater desires his
release from
the Portland nine, is a
pieoe of information that has for a long
time been expected in certains quarters.

to

It

ONE SURVIVED.

Treasurer

NEW ADVERTISEMENT.

187 Desks that you must

hour. I thought to test Johnson's Liniment. I gave my throat a
thorough rubbing with the Liniment and applied a flannel, took a full dose and went to bed.
After some hours I went asleep and to my great joy when I awoke the pain was all gone,
not a symptom of soreness remained.
I. W. MASON, Jackson Centre, Pa.

sohools

BASE BALL.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

-o

Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment is working wonders here with those attacked with la grippe,
also for throat and lung diseases which linger and seem loath to leave. I was suddenly
attacked with soreness in the throat and so rapid was its progress that I had to close my
store before the usual

Winslow, Me.,
received in the

tasteful very early embraced the teachings of Swedenborg. He married Agnes,
daughter of Rev. Adonis Howard, one of
the founders and early ministers of New
Churoh in this time.
During big entire
life he was a zealous and devoted student
and
the anoient lanespecially of Hebrew
guages. His entire leisure time was spent
in unravelling the mysteries of hierogly
pbios and anoient lore. His life work is
a
book which will he long remembered.
It is ‘“Solomon’s Temple,” and involved
In it he reconstructs
25 years of study.
completely this temple. This book is esin
Masonio
circles.
pecially prized
| He was authority on Egyptian hieroglytranslated
and
over winch
several,
phics
learned men had labored in v tin.

Ur. Gordon then led the way
to the
room
where an elegant baDquet
was served.
Among the guests was Ur.
Laughton of Bangor, aged 83, and still
in practice. Ur. Gordon rapped to ordei

J'EW
__

Truly the above is a long word, but it appropriately suggests that a long
story about an article of long merit which has maintained public confidence
for a long time if all told would fill
many long columns of printed space.
Stick-to-it-iveness has been one of the prime reasons why Johnson’s
Anodyne Liniment has for over 80 years penetrated, soothed, relieved and
cured more ailments than any other
remedy. Properly applied it sticks to
it until it has banished every ache, pain or soreness from any part of the body.

whioh would have discouraged less earnHe was brought up in the
est students.
Orthodox faith, but found this belief dis-

dining

original

born in

was

his

and

oases.

of laughter by reciting an
“The Old and tho New.”

Paine

Dr.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Sticktoitiveness Practical XmasPresents

aine.

etc.,” caught to the case, agreed to com
promise the vexed question by writini
There were six reasons why the meet
drug store of Shakespeare’s time. He be- his auto if “50
per” could be forwardei 1 ing was
It was oold and the Cal
lieved that the time will come when there
illegal.
at a stated time.
The uate came am
lot box was moved near the stove in suol
will be a national staudanl and a high
Treasurer
Murphy was right on time > a way as to directly violate the seere
one limiting the membership of both proforwarding tho neat little check to th 3 law.
The bullets used were not in the
fessions to those who are qualified by !
tosser who at once ri meed the oontrac t
proper form .**" ere was not the require)
study to follow them. "The physician is
duly signed, sealed, and declared
il
number of
erection officers, and severa
and the druggist must work together.
Now
Providence
wants
“Slate”
election officers
had npt been sworn in
“Free medciine” will soon bring out a
but will not get him unless they
plan 5 Tho moderator had not been properl;
sigu “Consultation free” on every drug down more than
they have offered, ?15( chosen, and the proper exit, as require) I
store.
He spoke of the universal makLiners.
of
tablets
by Jaw, had not been provided. But on' ,
the
ing
by
manufacturing
Jack Leighton
return to his homo i: i ticket was before the mooting when th
chemists as something likely to niakethe
polls opened.
knowledge of the pharmacist of little Peabody, Mass, this week.
It was soon discovered there was a mis
Dig Bill Mains is still out in Windham
use to him.
At the cot of the sick, phytake on the ticket, and it was thought i
sician and druggist should join hands his winter quarters.
woujd have to be thrown out. Interestei
Wheeler of the Bangors is a Norwa;
each giving his best efforts for his recovpartios got new tiokets out with thei [
and
is
now spending the cold day s friends’ names on
ery. He believed an emergency ease nec- boy
it, thinking it must b >
there.
elected.
Other errors n ade the ballot
essary to the physioian, but objected to
useless.
It
was so
obvious that the elec ]
Where is “Grandpa” Morse? Uncle Ar
the furnishing of medicine by them.
tion was illegal, and the ballots were no
son
has
the
Ur. M. C.
south-paw wonder on th 3 counted, and an attempt will be mad' j
Wedgewood of Lewiston,
to hold a legal meetin g Monday.
thought the manufacturing chemists are string for the coming season.
The report from Louisville last wee s
He is a firm believer in
going too far.
Funeral of Young Elder.
that Charles H. Hoyt was in that
druggists and good ones.
city
West Newton, Decemebr 9. —Seldom ha
to
the
Dr. S. ,1. Basford thought that th e endeavoring
Louisville bas 0 so muoh
buy
genuine sororw been expresset
physicians should rememDer the great ball club, was undoubtedly true. Mi as was manifest yesterday afternoon a)

for it and get it—you
can trust that man.
But ii
ly to be sold out.
he offers you “ something
just as good,” he will do the
MOORE & CO. same when your doctor
OWEN,
rwrites a prescription for
Boston's Harbor.
Boston, Dacembei !). —The Chamber of which he wants to get a
tommerc at a meeting
today put itself
effect
on record as
play the
demanding that Boston’s special
herbor be improved. A committee
of life and death for
was
game
appointed by [lie chamber to consider
from
PeoJs ,of l ,lu harbor and reported the sake of a penny or two
that the harbor is wholly
inadequate more
to satisfy the demands of tbo
You can’t
profit.
present
commerce.1
trust that man.
Get what
The full bench of tlio Massachusetts
ask for, and pay for,
you
Supreme Ctu t has overruled the exceptions to the verdict of murder in tlm
lirst whether it is Scott’s Emuldegree made by Angus D. Gilbert, con
sion or anything else.
vlcted of killing the child, Alice
Sterling
la Dorchester, April 10.
Scott & Bowne, Chemists, New York,
50c. and $1.00
or

Paine,

Native of Hi

oountry,
ting up perscriptions. It would take sev- at the Massachusetts General Hospital
Friday of inflammation of prostrate
eral doctors to support one druggist.
was buried from
and
Ur. Merrill believed that the discussion gald,
the New
would help to establish a better feeling Church in this townjtoday. There was
attendance. The interment was
a large
betwwon physicians and druggists.
at Elmwood oemetery.
Ur. Gordon said that
should
druggists

decomposition, physicial dissociation or
Murphy for scouring the captain’s ser
His
therapeutical opposition.
paper vices
for ’96,
Directly after the season’!
abounded
in
and
reached the conclusion that the physioian
and the druggist exist only for the good
of the patient.
Edward E. Hay read a
brief but excellent paper, and George W.
Merrill spoke along the line ooverod by

a

East Bridgewater, Mass,, December 9.
—Rev. Timothy O. Paine, D.D., one of
renowned
most
the
linguist,3 an
Egyptian scholars in this
died

Ur. Meserve
thought there was great
danger in accepting medioines because of
what
manufacturing chemists say of
them. Still druggists can’t live by put-

maey.and so he called Geoge C. Frye, the »u
DliHiH
IV bJltL&U xrurf
UlJiJJg UU OUUUO
president of that section to the chair. land
dust frqm his uniform and seek pas
President Frye introducced T. J.
Stelures new.
vens,who read a paper on “Chemical InThe

oiHes and

One counter to-day is
fi led
with
penwipers,
from

Portland,

Kov.Timothy O.
Was

put

GOOD FOR

Thin

Death of

to competent
druggists. He told a bright
of the Academy of Medicine
story of a doctor y ho bought his drugs
and Science.
in bulk and let his hostler
them up.

Meeting

__MI SCELLANEOUS._

REVERED OF MASONS.

Ur. Twitchell thought that a great deal
of the science of modern medicine is due

Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.

READY FOR THE HOLIDAY
}* FINEST
LINE OF

{

\

EAST OF BOSTON,

BOOKLETS, CHRISTMAS CARDS, CALENDARS,
LEATHER GOODS, ALBUMS, LAP TABLETS,

|

FOUNTAIN PENS, GOLD PENS,

DIARIES.

5
i

$(jo

l

TRADE.]

BOOKS.

}

,vJ00£.8

1

?

\
{

!

HOLIDAY GOODS,

J.

r"

J

GRAND OPENING

MONDAY, DEC.

■.

j

YOU ARE INVITED TO OUR

Pranoilco

*

}

ch,ildreD-

STEVENS & JONES GO. booksellers

eulargi

♦

2.

M. DYER & CO.

We

can

quick just

do

now,

or

your

make

Repairing
over

very

any off your

old furs.
Our line. off Men’s Gloves you
will find very large and we can suit you.

LOOK AT 00R 50c NECK WEAR.
I

MERRY,

HATTER AMD FURRIER..

237. 239
St.
BESTORHI MSWHtlOD
BEFORE AND AFTER USING,

The great remedy for nervous prostration and all nervous diseases of
jne generative organs of either sex. such us Nervous Prostration, Fall*
Ingor Lost Manhood, Impoteney. Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors,
Mental Worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which lend to Con*
sumption and Insanitv. With every $5 order we give a written guar*
antee

to euro

or

refund the money.

Sold

si

J#1 .OO per box. « boxes

$5.00. I»R. MOTT’S CIIJEMIC'AJ'. CO., Clevelasad.Ohio,
Kojsale by i,ar.«i«rs & Bibbige, 17 Monumeut S'luare, Portland, Me,
oct5 tu.th&Sla
lor

____

MISCELLANEOUS.

FOOTBALL HAIR
On

a

Portland

Boy Seven Inches LougAbout It,

Otheu Pacts

One of the Portland High School Foot,
ball team had his hair cut the other day.
since the season is over with and the cold

matter what
£ jVfo tried
and
*

you’ve <

j
j

*

found want> ing—the remedy for Piles
; is
<

)

s

Who
\

A

quick remedy—a sure
remedy. Whether they’re
( blind, or bleeding, or itch\ ing, there’s always prompt

>

|
\

relief

and

|

Salva-cea
thing in the

Catarrh,
Eczema,

|

j
j

Golds,
Rheum,
Itch,
Sores,

Salt

Coughs,

\

|

/

|
is the best
j
world for
j

| cure.
/

j

permanent >

a

Earache,

j

<

>

and every ailment that an
< external remedy can reach.

s
'

Two sizes, 25 and 50 cents.
(
At druggists, or by mail.
( The Brandreth Co., 274 Canal St., N.

(

S

The

of hair for upholstering purposes, but
that doesn’t matter.There is a much better market for it at retail, in small bunches, tied up with ribbon at 35 cents
are

uot all of

(trade-mark).

>

weather is coming on.
His hair hat
been grownig since last. June. The barbel
who took the contract,measured the hail
and found it just seven inches long.
Ht
“was knee-deep in hair,” when he got
through. There is no use for this kind

each.

Salva-cea

(

Y.

Plugs

MISCELLANEOUS.

Unitarian Women's Alliance.

the purchasers?
Well they are
the gentle, hero-loving sex.

There are not a few of the sterner sort
who gladly exchange a quarter for one
of these souvenirs, of
the glory
and
science and the honor and the heroism
and the dust and the mud and the sprains
and the bruises and the kicks and the
blows of the gridiron.

The Unitarian Women’s Alliance announces a course of leotures to be given
in the First Parish church of this city.
The opening of the series will bo by the
Rev. JNlinot J. Savage on Monday evening, December 16th, on “Lowell and the
is too
Mr. Ravage
Bigelow Papers.
well known in Now England as proaoher,
poet and thinker to need praise from any
source.
His subjoet is especially timely
and attractive, and wo feel sure people
who love books and the writers of standard value will he eager to avail themselves of this literary feast. The list of
Mr.
is not quite complete.
Savage will be followed by Rev. Thomas
lectures

Ness, of Boston. The prioe of course
tickots is put at such an extremely reasonable figure that a
largo audience
should be easily assured. For particulars
Van

seo

m SECRET
Mrs. Campbell W'ishes Her Letter Pub*
lished so that the Truth May B«
Known.
TO OU* LADY

a letter from

poor,

Campbell, of
are not
Albion, Noble Co., Ind., her suffering
expensive and,they will be just tlje thing was so severe, her relief
so
suddenly realWarerooms of tlie New Kngland Piano for a
holiday remembrance. At six ized, and her gratitude so great,
that she
a
o’clock
delicious
supper will be served. wishes the circumstances published, in
Company Must, be Vacated, Hence Prices
the
The ladies have made this supper a
hope that others may be benefited
Are Lower,
She says:
specialty for a number of years and it is thereby.
“
My physician told me I had dropsy
Piano
Company always a favorite with a large number of
The New England
and falling of the womb.
My stomach
having sold its lease of the building at 3U0 our business men who make a point of and bowels were so bloated I could not

GREAT CHANCE FOR

PIANO

BUYERS.

dainty and pretty articles that

MEN’S OVERCOATS.

any woman, rich

Bunlor

100

Blue

Overcoats

Chinchilla

for

a

offering anusual bargains

in

new

and

second-hand upright, grand and square
piauos and organs as well.
The growth of the business of the New
been
Piano .Company has
England
phenomenal. Although but 15 years old,
it has built up an enormous trade and
owns one of the largest factories in the
world. The proprietor, Thomas F. Scanlan, is a cimperatively young man, eDUVJWUU.

VY

I'M

101UU10UUIU

WUDIUVOO

UU111VJ

>

his shrewdness, his honesty and his
enterprise he has brought the New England Company to the front
ranks, and
his competitors are now compelled to increase
their energies and
activities in
order to follow his lead.
The warerooms of the company at 30C
Sis
Tremont street are not surpassed.
floors are filled with at least 600 instruments, comprising the grandest variety
aud assortment ever seen in this
city.
The prices and terms to buy or rent are
most favorable, and this, together with
the superiority of the initruinents, accounts for the ever increasing trade ol
the company.
Christmas is at hand, and many instruBeiore
ments will be given as presents.
purchasing elsewhere no one should fail
to visit the New England Piano Company’s warerooms at 200 Tremont street.
A word to the wise Is sufficient.

attending the supper.
First

get

were

Baptist Sale.

One of the most attractive of the many
church sales hel d at this time of the
year is that of the First Baptist socioty.
This year’s sals will be held on Wednes-

day and Thursday.

On Wednesday from
13 to 3 p. m. a delicious turkey dinner
will be provided.
Refreshments of oofifee
ice cream and cake

Thursday night

a

will

he served.

capital supper

had from 5.80 to 7.80 p.

a

can

On
be

full breath.
My face and bands
bloated badly. I had that dreadful

bearing-down pain, backache, palpitation

of the heart, and nervousness.
“
One of my physicians told me I had
something growing in my stomach; and
the medicine that I took gave me relief
only for a short time. I thought I must
die. 1 began to take Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, and it worked like
a charm.
After taking the first bottle
I could walk across the street, now I am
well. I advise all my friends to take it.”

—Mary E. Campbeli., Albion, Noble Co.

ra.

$8.48,

put under
tons

of

pressure
is

why
*

Dr. Park hurst and the W.

C. T. U.

Apropos of the lecture by Dr. Parkin the City hall last evening the
following dipping from a Kentucky

exoellent supper.
They will ho happy
to see their many friends on this occasion and will doubtless receive a largo

St.

Overcoati

worth $12.00.

Men’s fine Kersey and Melton Over
coats at $10, 12,
15, 18, 20, 25 anc
2 8.

Christmas.
All who desire
per can be sure to obtain it.
The

hurst

gives

more

Tobacco

paper will bo read with special Interest
“Miss Willard, Presidentof theNation
al W. C. T. U., has begun a six months:
tour of the South. The people of the
United States have no idea of the tremendous influence that the reform movement in New York city is exerting on
She says today:
the people of England.
‘The London Press prints column after
column of matter regarding the work in
New York. The provision in the new

in less space
than any

constitution whioli provides for a civil
service commission to be composed oi
men who are not engaged
in the liquor
business I think is one of the greatest
victories of the temperance causa that
has been achieved in recent years.’

”

Picturesque Maine.

other make.
Programme of V aine Press Association.

Following is t>ke programmo of the 33d
annual meeting of the Maine Press Association i0 he
held at Portland on
Wednesday and Thursday, Jan. 8th and
9th, 1898.
Opening session on Wenesday evening,
at 7.30 o’clock, in the rooms of the Common Council, City Building.
Literary exercises Thursday afternoon.
Essay by .Samuel L. Boardman, of An
gusta.
Poem hv Frank H

Onllcv. nf Belfast

Our by laws make it “the duty ol
members to attend each annual meeting
of the Association unless reasons of more
than
bf
ordinary
importance can
brought forward as an excuse.’’ A ful
attendance at this meeting is requested.
Per order of
GEORGE & ROWELL,

The reserved seats for Mr. Swott’s illustrated lecture on “Picturesque Maine”
I to bo given at City hall Mynday evening next, under the auspices of Bosworth
Post, can be found at Mr. John Williamson’s apothecary store, corner of Free ant;
Congress streets. Those who have not
seen the illustrations,
or heard the lecture, should be sure and secure seats.
Christmas Gifts.
The musio house of Cressey, Jones &
Allen, offer a fins line of instruments
and novelties,
suitable for Christmas
gifts. A nice piano, one of those beauti
ful autoharps.or a musical instrument o
any kind is always appreciated, and thii
=?eil-known linn have as large and flnt
an
assortment as can be found in tht
state.
Inspect their line before makinf
your selection.
Suitable

Loose clothes anc
downy cushions
bring only a nega
tive sort of comfor!
to the woman whc
is suffering witt
some disease or de
rangement of the

President.

JOSEPH. WOOD,

Secretary.
Members who expect to attend are reto
quested
notify the Corresponding Secretary not later than Tuesday, Decernbei
21, 1895, that they may be furnished rail
road transportation and notified as tc
special arrangements for hotel accommo
nations, if anv can he made.
JOHN M. S. HUNTER,
Gorresp mding Secretary.
Farmington, Dec. 7, 1895.

WESTBROOK.
Mr.

Samuel

Fenderson

died at
hii
home in Gorham just beyond the West
on
tlio
cross
orad
Brook line
which rum
from Longfellow street to New Gorham
street, Monday morning at the advanced
Mr. Fenderson suSereec
age of 77 years.
a paralytic
shock one week ago from
which ho never rallied.
The deceased
leaves a widow.
The funeral services of the late Wm.
H. Welch, will be held at St. Hyacinth

church, Wednesday moruiug at 10.80.
A

race

oourse

will be laid out on the

Presumpscot river as soon os the ioc
strengthens for the benefit of local horsomen

Westbrook Light Infantry will hold
an informal election of officers at their
barracks at Raymond hall tomorrow eve-

ning.
The

Shakespeare Water Cure.

It has been decided to present the ubove
play in Kotzsclimar hall during holiday
week, ou the evening of December 81st,
and those who are co take part are now
It Is
rehearsing several times a week.
intended to present it with snch attention to detail in acting and sta o setting
that with the attractions of Kotzschmar
hall

as a

playhouse

it will make

the finest attractions of the

season.

one

of

organs

distinctly

feminine.
Some
clothes and some
positions make the
pain and discomfori
seem less.
Nothing
will ever completely
relieve but a radica'
cure.
The effects of such disorders are no'
limited to mere local discomforts but ex,
tend over the whole body.
Perhaps the
nerves are most affected, and this in tun
disturbs the digestion. After that there if
no telling what form the trouble
may take,
With irritable nerves and poor digestion,
woman is on the
straight road to the grave.
Women are notoriously negligent in mat
ters pertaining to their health.
Too many
of them understand too little about theii
own physical
make-up. They do not un
derstand their possibilities or their linrita
tions, and they do not know enough aboul
themselves to know when a symptom is
really serious and when it is not. This nat
urally makes them overlook the plainesl
of clanger signals. The start of everything
is simple. The start of so-called “female
complaints may be a very slight thing in
deed.
It may be that in the beginning
some small hygienic measures would stop
the trouble. Certainly at this time, a little
bit of the right medicine would
stop it
When the trouble becomes worse, it is
harder to cure, but still it can be cured.
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription will positively cure any trouble of this character.
It may be absolutely relied upon. It affords
immediate and lasting relief to a woman
whose natural modesty has kept her from

consulting physicians.
The whole story of the

Favorite Preand what it has done for thou
sands of women is told in Dr. Pierce’:
Common Sense Medical Adviser.
This
is a 1008 page book, profusely illustrated,
written in plain language for the use of
every-day people, and gi%res in a clear and
lucid way an immense amount of valuable
information about health and medicine. II
will be sent free on receipt of 21 one-cenl
stamps to cover cost of mailing only.

scription,

Address, World's
Association, Buffalo,

26 AND

STATIONERY.

Mr. Thomas B. Mosher

pretty things

offered by them.

Important Reference Case.

A reference caso lias
been heard by
Judge Walton, in chambers, to determine
the amount of money that shall be1 al-

This

lowed the estate of the late
G. E. B.
Jackson for expenses and commissions of
tho late r>. Jackson as administrator of
the estate of tho late Philander Coburn
For tho Jackson estate Payson, Virgin
& Davis, and Symonds, Snow & Cook

posed

large stock

€

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT
POTASSIUM

must be dis-

P. P. P. purifies the blood, build?? us
the
weak
and
debilitated, give:
strength to weakened nerves, expeli
diseases, giving the patient health auc
happiness where sickness, gloom)
feelings and lassitude first prerailed

At

EXCHANGE

tgjsf

STREET.

For

dec3eod2\

primary, secondary and tertiar)
for blood poisoning, mercunal poison, malaria, dyapepeiu, and
In au blood and akin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old .chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,

typhilis.

,^l
\RF
■V

sa_j, without, fear ci
contradiction, that P. P. P. is the best
blood purifier in the world, and muke!
positive, speedy and permanent cures
In all cases,

BEFORE JUDGE ROBINSON.

brook.

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.

Westbrook.

Capt. J.

for

$12, 15, 18, 20,

3

Hose,

pair

for

22

Men’s Lined T Back Gloves at 19o
each.

f

>L.
dm

9

Ladies whoso systems aro. poisoned
end whose blood is in an mpuro eonditlon, due to menstrual irregularities,
»re peculiarly benefited by the wonderful tonic and blood cloanaing prop*
ertiesof P. P. P.-Prickiy A'h, Polra
Boot and Potassium.

^A

^
^
dH

Jill 1W IIIIHI

jfgw
-X
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If it is hard

ipp
^

:

A

you to

A

MAKE BOTH

4ak

j

OF

financially, how much

j
|

would mean—comfort;
it—what ? It will:
you

III

III

|1

IT

w*

48$
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an Blood Diseases idled

tk

LIPPR3&M BROS.

Jgk
nl

[without

-<»-

Combination,
St, Nicholas

is the BEST.

Its safe, sound and makes
its investments in Maine.
Ask for free pamphlet,
paper, etc.

UNION MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
^

^

-ALso-

Steam.

Parlors.

^

sc

st

W'

fm
Tb.
dffi?
^4

“ATLANTICS”

4
6
4
3
5

lbs. New Prunes,
lbs. Good Raiding,
lbs. 3-Crown, New Raisins,
lbs. 4-Crown. New Raisins,
lbs. New Clean Currenst,
Now Citron,
New Cider, (for pies only)
Pie B^ef, Suet and apices.
New Fi^8, Nuts and Dates.
101b s. Rolled Oats,

S

-

A.
35 & 37

25
25
25
-5
25
16
20

cts.
cts.
cts.

cts.
cts.
cts.
ct3.

SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES

Jk

0
\

S

PORTLAND STOVE FOUNDRY CO.,

V

06 YOU APPRECSATE BARGAINS P
Can Salmon,
Pori; Roasts,
Reel’ Roasts,
Corned Reef

10 ots. can
8 cts. lb
6 to 12 cts. lb
2 to 8 cents, lb
8 cts lb
Tamarinds,
Ribs. >iiver Skinned Onions,
25 cts
12 ibs. >weet Potatoes,
25 cts
Good Potatoes,
50 cts. bush
50 cts. bush
I tit. Andrews Turnips,

RETAIL

Kennebec

AT

STORE

OUR

Street, foot

WORKS,

of Chestnut.
decSTu-Fritf

Local Agents.

BUY PURITY MALTINE

BREAD.

New Process. Finest Materials. Sweetest and Best in
Label attached to every Loaf. Presentaall the Land.
tion of 40 of said Labels at our office entitles the bearer
to a prize of one Cristy Bread Knife, FREE.

25 cts. |

.

Corner Pearl & Milk

3MC ADDO

Middle,

SOLE

54 to 80 Indi a Sts

MANUFACTURERS

Streets,

PURITY BRAND MALTINE BREAD.

eodtf

sep7

PIGEON

O ,A. T. i I

Maine Company
for Maine people

bi-monthly

Sparkle

ja

P30PEIET0HS,

SJppmsn’i Block, savannah, G»

Hot Air

46&}

J

Free.

IT.

Hot Wate r,

si

}

/&

S&5n Cancer Ctarod.

ALL DKUGGISTS SELL

Heaters.

Ranges

>

Testimony from the Mayor of Sequin,TeKi

S32ii

Atlantic

^

$r

Ga.: Gentlemen—1 have tried your P.
P. P. for a disease of the ekin, usually
known as skin cancer,of thirty years*
standing. and found great relief: 1C'
purifies tne blood and removes all irrltation from the seat of the disease
and prevents any spreading of the
sores.
I hs,ve taken flvo or six bottle*
ar.d feol confident that another course
will effect a cure. It has also relieved
and stomach
me from indigestion
trouble*. Yours truly.
OAPT. W. M. RUST,
Attorney at Law*

At-

ffil

11*. 3oih2ia40ffi*

Shquin.Tex., January 14.1893.
Messrs. Lippman Bros., Savannah,

:

At-

R. S. DAVIS & CO.,

yours, at all events

.....

dec5dtf

\

^r.,

wise investment for
or

PORTLAND, ME.

KENNEBEC STREET

&

per-1

a

CO.,

CORNER
In Our Foundry,

i

harder will it be for your |
should you,
: widow
chance, be taken!
Would you have her
struggle as you do ?
The chances are she
will have to unless your t
life is insured. $1,000, or
more, prompt cash to her

be

|| I,

Springfield, Green County, Mo,

!

ENDS MEET,

II

Springfield, Mo., Aug. 14th. 1S33.
—I can apeak in the highest terms of
your medicine from my nwa persona!
Knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism fci
85 years, was treated by the very bt-t
hundreds of dol*
physicians ana spent
jars, tried every known remedy with*
out finding relief. I have only tnkca
one bottlo of your P. P. P., j^nd can
cheerfully say it has done mo more
overtakei'..
good than anything I havo
I can recommend your medicine to all
cofferers of the abovo diseases.
MRS. M. M. YEARY.

Y

work for

&

WARM

:

J

Jb c7f tohom it may concern: I her®*
bv testify to the wonderful propertie*
of P= P. P- for eruptions of the skin. X
tnfforod for several ye?ra with an unoightly and disagreeable eruption on
I tried every known remamy face.
dy but in vain,until P. P. P. was used*
ged cm now entirely cured.
J. D. JOHNSTON*
(Signed by >
#
Savannah, uk

eczema—we may

COURT.

in the world

and DTSPEPSffi

Aberdeen, O.. July 21,1891.
Messrs LipraiAN Eros. Savannah.
Ga.: Dear Sirs—I bought a bottle of
yourP.P. P, at Hot Springs,Ark..ana
jthas done me moro good fcnan three
Seontlis’ treatment at the Hot Springs*
gead throe bottiss C. O. I).
Respectfully yours.
JAS. 14. NEWTON.
Aberdeen, Bi-own Cour.ty, 0«

m,,
/W

digestion, Constipation, Dizziness yield
to Electric Bitters. Only fifty cents per
bottle at Geo. M. Young’s Drug Store
489 Congress St. H. G.
Starr, West-

at

>
43?jj

earth,

Stationer.
37

/

w—»■ wfloauraw.?-.' ^lr.'utsxrj&nx i-aiaa8?

entirely veaezoraefi Jby P.P»P*
—Prickly Ar.Ii, Poaro Root and Pot**abm, the greatest bicod purifier oo

job

Electric Bitters is a medicine suited
for any season, but perhaps more generally needed in the Spring, when the languid exhausted feeling prevails, when
the liver is torpid and sluggish and the
need of a tonic and alterative is felt
A
nrompt. use of this medicine has often
averted long and perhaps fatal bilious
fevers. No mcdicino will act more surely
in counteracting and freeing tiie system
from the malarial poison. Headache, In-

Wool

SEDLOA, Proprietor.

,&2-e

creditors.

THE BEST SALVE

KiDNfcY"TROUBLES

of before

(35m

Bitters.

Men’s

Frieze, Elysian

Children’s Department.

m OLD SORES
CATARRH. MIS,

AND
f
5 Makes

__

Electric

plain collar,
and $25.

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES

Assigns.

Booker Douglass,a grocer of Richmond,
Mo., has made an assignment to F. A.
and Henry T. Cox of Portland.
Smith
are
His liabilities
$20,000; assets not
Some Portland merchants are
known.

Patrick
O’Brien and John Durand,
search and seizure; cases continued until
December 11.

Fine firm Ulsters of

and Kersey, cut long, both shawl and 25c.

A

himself to

THOMAS B. MOSHER

of Philander Coburn

charged.

Contoocook A Shirts and Drawers at

$1.08 each.

I

January 1st, and
■will be sold at prices far below
market rates. Such an opportunity to secure bargains has seldom occurred in this city.

appear, and for the Coburn estate Judp“
Buswell of the Somerset County Probate
court, and Hon. Geo. C. Wing of Auburn
for the heirs of Stephen Coburn, an heir

Monday—George K. McDermott, intoxication ; fined ¥3 and oosts. Suspended to
take the pledge for one year.
Patrick F. Carey, intoxication; fined
$5 and costs.
Bridget Minnough, intoxication ; fined
5$ and costs.
Michael Barrett, intoxication; fined ¥5
and costa.
Patrick F. Murphy, intoxioation; 20
days in county jail.
Harry Lane, intoxication; fined $3 and
costs.
John Likely, intoxication; fined 83 and
costs.
Patriok Halpin, John J. Halpin, Joseph E. Farr and Oswill H. Hanson,
throwing stones in the street; Patrick
and John J. Halpin, each fined ¥1 and
one-fourth oosts, Farr and Hanson eacli
fined ¥5 and ouo-fourtii costs.
James L.
Kennedy, otherwise called
John 'lyman and Wilbur Guilbault. larceny of a lint from Llewellyn Leyham
Guilbault disoharg'd, Kennedy sentenced
to 60 days in county jail.
James L. Kennedy, otherwise called
John Tyman, larceny of two coats from
M. E Griffin,30 days in county jail.
Kate Lang, search and seizure; fined
$100 and oosts.
Andrew Lang, search and seizure; dis-

ati

Men’s 75c Fleeced Lined Underwear

and Black Frieze Ulsters at 8

and $10.

our

having

publishing, offers for sale during December, his entire stock of
Blank
Books, Stationery and
Office Supplies.

quite heavy

Grey

Grey Underwear

only 50c each.

MONUMENT SQUARE,

28

Closing Out Sale.
decided to devote

THE MUNICIPAL

$9.00.

CLARK

CHAS. H.

afternoons and evenings, the
olub will hold their annual
sale of useful ana fanoy articles. Go and
see what a varied and attractive store
of

said to be

at

Natural

One Price Spot Cash Clothiers, Hatters and Furnishers.

Thursday
Specialty

Richmond Merchant

pods from

nice sup-

Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Kheum
Fever Sores,
Tetter, Chapped Hands’
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Plies, or no
Itfls guaranteed to givo
pay required.
perfect satisfaction or money refunded
For sale by Geo
Price 25 cents per box
Dispensary Medical M. Young, 489 Congress St., H. Q. gtarr,

N. Y,

BLANK BOOKS

At the parlors of the Falmouth Club,
No. 159 High St., on Wednesday and

An

Men’s

19c each.

Beautiful Pictures, size 13x16, all framed in white and gold, cheice of many beautiful subjects, free with $3.00

IRA

Specialty Club.

are

and

warm

Blue and Grey Ulsters, heavy Chinchil-

la,

blue and blac1-

in

-xox-

:-AND-

a

Boys’ Overcoats

Kersey goods, from 5 to $15.

-XOX--

Paul’s Guild.

The ladies’ guild of St. Paul’s church,
tliis afternoon and evening, invite the
public to the Y. M. C. A. rooms where
they will offer for sale a large assortment
of useful and faney articles suitable to

A good dark Vermont grey,
serviceable, at $4.98.

Oue thousand pair all wool Pants at

worth of

an

patronage.

$10,

$2.25 a pair, worth $4.00.
BOYS’ AND. CHILDREN’S CLOTHING.
Children’s Cape Overcoats, sizes 3 to
12 years, from 2 to $8.
Children’s Ulsters, all shades, from
3 to $12.

By

The ladies of Pine street church have
arranged to give a sale of useful and ornamental artioles appropriate to the holiday season at the ohurch Thursday afternoon and evening.
They will also servo

from

wear,

MEN’S ODD PANTS.

Beavei

Overcoats, $8.00.
One lot of Blue Chinchilla

and dress

$25.

former price $15.00.

$6.00.

Men’s Black and Blue Heavy

to

One lot of fine suits to close at

Men’s Black and Blue Beaver Over

at

business

$4.98

$3.98.
coats at

MEN’S ULSTERS.

MEN’S SUITS.

—

Tremont street. Boston, occupied as warerooms.to the uow hotel syndicate, is consequently compelled to vacate as soon as
possible, and hence the company is

tgg

so-

licits

,5*a

=_=■*

-XOX-

and she

Who is in ill health or
ailing.
In the case of Mary E.

I

OUR RAPIDLY INCREASING SALES TELL US THAT WE HAVE STRUCK THE KEYNOTE

patients;
freely

MISCELLANEOUS.

Successful Business.

army of

St. Stephen’s Sale.

MISCELLANEOUS.

OF

READERS.]

Of the thousands of letters received
from women all over the world
by Mrs.
Pinkham, not one is
given to the public
unless by the wish of
the writer. Thus absolute confidence is
established between Mrs.
Pinkham
and her

advertisement.

St. Stephen’s oliuroh
The ladies of
will hold their annual Christmas sale of
useful and fancy articles at the church
vestry Thursday afternoon and evening
The ladies have
prepared many very

j

MISCELLANEOUS.

RELIANT I _*t. I THE WiTE

IN THIS WOMAN’S CASE.

[SPECIAL

j-

_MISCELLANEOUS.

rAV* COTTON ROOT

*2.7.™',.'=
MILK
Bf| I

Cargoes, Carloads ami at Retail. Elevators on B. & M. R. R.
Wharf. The best qualities of Hard and Free Burning Coals careGenuine LVKENS VALLEf
fully screened for family twe.
FRANKLIN and BORDEN MIXING CO., GEORGES CREEK,
WMBERLAND.
Agents for Maine of the Celebrated NEW RIVER STEAM
COAL. Tracks to elevators connecting with all railroads. Wood

fgENNYROYJU. QILLS °GS

A positive preventive. Can be HHPalwaya reliable and Wsafe. LADIES!
carried in vest pocket, all com- H always ask for Dr.RuBt'a ■ Cotton Itoot and
pleteln one small packase. Mailed to any address
*■ dress on
on receipt of $1 by
receipt of" $1.00 by
The Japanese Pile Cure Company, St. Paul Minn.
For sale in Portland by JOHN D. KEEFE, 205 Middle St,, and SIMMONS & HAMMOND
novl9tf
G75 and 800 Congress Street.

| SiHZa'^v.r tajure® I

Ma!iedtoan“®II£

__

of all kinds cut to order.

A. R, WRIGHT GO
mar&

TlaSIJiaa^JEaCOl^rJia

“A

BRIGHT HOME MAKES A MERRY

HEART.”

Office, 350 Commercial St
«<iw

sa4«2r
%

JOY TRAVELS ALONG WITH

*

PORTLAND
—

DAILY

PRtSS

better than none at all, and the Ports
mouth ministers are to be comniendei
for insisting on what is possible.

A ND—

MAINE STATE

PRESS.

Subscription Kates.
Daily (in advance) $6 per year; S3 for sb
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning bj
carrier anywhere within the city limits and ai
Wood fords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance;, invariably at ti t
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, §2 per year; $1 ior six months;
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long oi
short periods may have the addresses of theii
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Rates.
In Daily Press $1.50 per square,
firsl
Three inserweek, 75 cents per week after.
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every otliei
day advertisements, one third less than these
ales.

Half square advertisements $1-00 per week
first week; half price each succeeding week.
•‘A Square” is a space of the width of a column

and

one

long.

inch

Special Notices,

first page, one-third ad-

on

ditional.
Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,

Amusements and

Auction

week.

square each

$1.50 per square.
Reading Notices In nonpanel type and
classed with other paid notices, 15 ceuts per
line each insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
25 cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adver-

tisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 wo3ds or less, no display.
Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adverisements
not paidi liu advance, twill be
barged at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and fifty cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
Bcriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co.. 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.
New York Office:

DECEMBER

10.

the Biddeford parraoide,
reading the Bible indushe

We should say that the party put in
hole by the President’s message was thi
President himself. A year ago lie wa<
vociferating that the present tariff law

was’arrested. He aphis religious edu-

that the ocoupant of it is Mr.

will afford statesmen

long period

and

for interesting

newspapers

a

guessing.

Cleveland.

Mayor Curtis.

In the stomach or feeling
of fulness after eating is

Gives it great tone producing capacity, attlie same time retaining
heightening the exquisite purity of its tone. The action
„„„
„„„„
,ls ,,,ost sfcUHuUy adjusted and is wouilerfully satisfactory.
THE RESULT IS A DEGREE OF EXCELLENCE IN THE ART OE PIANOFORTE CONSTRUCTION
THAT

produced.

agreement with England regarding the
policy to be pursued toward the Porte.
This lack of agreement, should it
appear,
would sufficiently explain the
do-nothing
policy of the allies during the last three
months.
Lord Dunraven cables that be is coming over on the eleventh to try and substantiate his charges of trickery in the
i nternational yacht contest.
be-

Nobody

iieves that he can, but he may be able to
show that he thought he had some
ground
and did not wantonly make his accusations.

This will help him some in
public
estimation, though he is never likely to
be able to command much rspect on this
sid of the water again.
The result of

the special election in
Louisville on Saturday ties the Kentucky House of representatives and renders a protracted struggle for the United
States senatorship inovitable. The House
wiil now contain 68 Republicans and 68
Democrats and two Pouplists, one of
whom is likely to vote with the Republicans and the other with the
Democrats,
and if party lines are strictly drawn it
vote until doomsday
without a
choice.
Blackburn
probably has no
chance, whatever may happen, since there
can

not
the
not

the

of Democrats that will
vote for him. The Republicans have
advantage since if the legislature does
elect the governor will appoint, and
governor is a Republican.
a

number

Apparently

the

ministers
of Portsmouth, N. H., have given up all hope of
a thorough enforcement of
the prohibitory law, for they have drawn up a list
of demands and presented it to the

city

marshal, the most radioal of which
that

liquor

shall

not

be sold

are

to minors

and that saloons shall not be kept
open
after 1
m.
o’clock
The Concord.
p.
Monitor thinks their position untenable,
but if the law oannot be enforced to its
extreme pont, there is nothing very bad
in insisting that it be enforoed as far as

possible.

Some

•

evenly graded, while the bass has

From

December

to

2,

December

1895,

2I,

we

are

Exhibition

holding

itself

Sale,

St., in the New City Hotel Building.

Congress

FromDec. 2d,to Dec, 21st, 1895,

BOYS’ WATCHES.
Genuine Waltham,Double
Stock Silver, Stem Wind,
Good

at No. 583

measure

of

reform

is

Congress

.HIM III

n I

HUB I I >

II

:

500

Town of Dexter, Maine, S’s.
Town of Pittsfield, Maine. 4's.
City of Zanesville, Ohio, 4 1-2's.

City of Springfield, Ohio, 5’s,
City of Ashland, Wlsoonsin, 8's.
Borough of Braddock, Penna., 41-2's and ffs.
Portland Water Company, 4’s and 5's,
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stook,
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Ratiroad.

octl

London,

Homoeopathic

H. M. PAYSON &

Congress

Ticket

LADIES’

Special Excursion

to

and

lend 3

Special

9

inos.

excursions

to

ctl9

lmo eod

0

Christmas

PBIEMEJIGAUO^BJFFAIOJJ.

Box Office.

CEf HALL

THEATRE.

Direction Elliott C. Mitchell.

■-SPECIAI_—

3 Nights and Sat.

Matinee, Commencing
Thursday, Dec. 12.
I A STU PEN DO USPROD U GTTO N I
OF

....

“The Best Melodrama Seen in Boston for
tli© Past Ten Years.”
Boston Herald.
—

*-a

TLJC
i PI

Direct from

m

IN THE VESTRY,
Thursday Afternoon & Eve’g, Dec. 12.
Supper at 6.

_decIOdtd.
FINANCIAL.

a

Months

Ku"at the
mmm

a

boston

CARD.
Management

of

Charles Frohman.

With

its Massive Scenery, Thrilling and
Realistic Effects, Magnificent Original Cast

As presented 250 Nights in New York City.
PRICES—Night: BOe, 75c. $1.00; Sat. Mati-

25% 50c, 75c. Sale at Stockbridge’s, Monday morning, Dec. 9th, at 8 o’clock; numbers
at 7 o’clock. Halt tare on M. C. and G. T. K’v
and on J\ & it. to matinee; late trains on Grand
Trunk Saturday Night.
SPECIAL NOTICE—I take pleasure in asPresent low prices and an abunduntiaupply of unemployed money are powerful suring the public that “The fatal Card” is the
forces at work in the market to raise it to most stupendous production that will be seen in
Portland this season. The play, cast and proa higher level.
Stocks, bonds and wheat bought at cur- duction is identical with that seen at Palmer’s,
N.
Y„ and the Boston Museum.
rent prices will return good profits in
the
decOcltd*
E. C. MITCHELL.
near future.
Conservative operators realize that the
present Stock and Wheat markets, after a
ten per cent, reaction, afford a favorable
opportunity for making judicious pur-

Grasp

the

Opportunity.

nee,

WELL BOUGHT—HALF SOLD.

Cotton,

Bonds,
Provisions,

bought and sold for cash,
3 to 5 per cent.

or on a

Grain

margin of

PICTURESQUE ill. • «

MR. EDWARD C. SWETT
Will deliver his

illustrated

new

lecture at

CITY

HALL,

&

DEALERS IN

SWAN &
OCtlA

BARRETT,

BANKERS.

Regular

at

Girls' Silver Watches.

♦

573

SILVERWARE
and

Fine

Choice Cut Glass,
■

Congress St.,

pairing?"'6117

ijp-»»r

Solid Coin, Silver Stem Wind
T Watches,
$5.00 lo $10.00.
wan anted to keep
J Every watch
4 good time, and my prices are the
♦ lowest.
You can save money on
I Watches if you buy of

♦

Watch, Clock
Ke_

J
♦

Chicago

McKENNEY,

the

Jeweler,

Monument Square.

OPEN

EVENINGS.

j
♦

♦

Interest payable January and July
Limited to $16,000 per mile single track

special

attentior to these

bonds as a safe investment, being a lega
investment for Maine savings banks.

I am prepared to
give information at
to earnings of the road for the
past year
and of its present outlook.
Correspon
dence and personal interview invited.
FOB SALE BY
—

Investment Securities,
1*1 Exchange Street
Portland,

M

X.Xh&Sat-tf

WOOD

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY,

MANTELS

♦

J
♦

w.

anti finest stock.
est Prtces.

a.

Matinee, 10 cents to ail parts of the

Saturday matinee, Children,

6

cents.

Useful

INo. 139

and

High Street,

Wednesday and Thursday Afternoons and

dtf

Evenings,

December lltli aiul l«tli.

3t*

dec9

SALE AND

ANNUAL

SUPPER

BY

Ladies’ Guild of St. Paul's Church,

irt. JErZ.

—

at-

T. M. C. A. Rooms, Tuesday, Dee. lOtli,
Afternoon and Eieuiiig.
Tor particulars see North
Supper. 25 cts.
dec7d3t

DUE 1912.

CEO. E DUNCAN,
octt?

42 Mange street.
:

ANNUAL

SECOND

Portland Polios Relief
AT CITY

BALL
Association,

BULL,

Tuesday Evening, Dec. lOtli ’95.
MUSIC BY

CHANDLER.
dec4dlw

Band Concert-8 to 9.

dtf

13 X III B I T I O X

STERLING
Tea

Low-

Spoons, Desert Spoons,

Table Spoons, Berry Spoons, Ladles,
Cold Meat Forks and hundreds of
Fancy Pieces iu the latest patterns.
Goods Right.
Prices Right.

the

Monument

Xlle n,

Foot ot Treble Street,

McKENNEY,

Utf

OPEN

:

—

SILVER

and TILING.
Largest

25 cents.
house.

—

HUTSON B. SAUNDERS,

fed28

Every evening at 8. Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday at 2.30.
POPULAR PRTCES—Evening, 10, 15 and

East Extra.

DUE JAN. 1, 1943.

X

Correr Cougress and Pearl Sts., Portland-

PARLORS OF THE FALMOUTH CLUB,

CONSOU. 4 s,

Company.

♦
4
♦

C. F. Stubbs Man.

Will hold their annual sale of
Fancy Articles in the

-BY THE_

Mortgage 5 per cent Gold Bond!

I would call

THEATER.

THE SPECIALTY CLUB

Boarc

and Aroostook Railroad

octs
__

and

Maine Investments. HIRE CENTRAL

2

PARK

J. C. McCone, Prop.

Produce

noY23

First

AUOTIOWT.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

JEWEEER>

Boston.

Correspondence Invited.

Valuable Real Estate

|

Brokers,

Specialty

of Trade.

Bangor

Tickets
50
cents.
Reserve
scats 75 cents at Wllliamson,s
Store
aud
Free
Drug;
Congress
streets.
dec8,2w

Manhattan Burlesque and
WANTED. The
Star
Co.

ACUllON ALES

ON

CflTES>

Stocl

P0T21_dXu,Thurs,Sat,3mo

o’clock
sell the
valuable
p. hi., v» e shall
property No. 109 Spring street, consisting of
2 5-2 story brick nouse,
ell and
stable.
rooms
House has eleven finished
besides
balls and batn; lino cellar, steam beat, perfect drainage,
good neighborhood, and
“I want to be the sunny exposure: lot about 42x110 feet.
Terms at sale. For further information inr
,
Exchange
Jeweler
Who Comes quire or the auctioneers, 46
decTdlw
street.

WILUS fll

Exchange

and
i

and

FRIDAY, December 33tb.

Stock

Street,

IE® ID FHHON

NO. 199 SPRING STREET.

to show you.

York

Members New York

Circular Mailed to any address upon
application.

AT

DIAMONDS,
Watches, Jewelry,

New

Grain.

Securities-

dtf

Have you seen the

Cottoi

State

Direct wires to New York and Chicago.
N. Y OFFICE:
No. 63 Broadway.

Exchange.

—

BOSWORTH POST NO. 2, G. A. R.

one week commencing MONDAY, DEC. 9, the
hottest show of the season.

Members

Other Investment

Offerings Submitted,

Ten Share Lots and Upwards.
DETERMINING THE FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF THE FIRM WITH
WHICH YOU DEAL IS AS IMPORTANT
AS SELECTING THE RIGHT STOCKS.

85

Stocks.

CO.,

STREET,
NEW YORK.

—

1

AND

Members New York

29 PINE

*

under the auspices of

i

Commission

Exchange.

BY F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

r|NCB MORE in harmony
with the world, 2000
completely cured men are
singing happy praises foi
the greatest, grand-

medical science. An
this wonderful discovery, in
book form, with references and proofs,
will be sent to sufmen
fering
(sealed) free. Full manly vigor
permanently restored. Failure impossible.

Sale at
75c.

Sale ■FilTJk
B
■ J

HAIGHT&lEEZE,

Cotton.

MOULTON,

FOR SALE BY

Washington Design
Mr
in Sterling Silver P
Portland,
eoulyr
We will be pleased

account of

I

Annual

BA3VKERS,

State & James Sts.,
Albany,

Bonds,’

Broadway,
New York.

Exchange Sts.
nov2a_^tf

July 1, 1901.

Street,

est and moat successful cure for sexual weakness anti
lost vigor known te
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Cor. Middle and

87

Cent.

One

&co.,

bankers,

ADAMS & GO

Insurance Agency ’
Little!

&

Municipal, Railroad,

Callfornii
Florida.
an

on

Prices, 25, 50,

MONDAY EVENING, DEG. 16. 1895.

Price, McCormick

bankers.

Interest Payable January and
July 1.

MANLY VIGOR
B

Per

Office

Low rates to or from ali parts of Europe.
Cheap rates to points North, South, East
West.

Seats Now

FINANCIAL.

NOVEMBER 1, 1895.

WOODBURY

Washingtor

Special

Thos. J.

?;

ERNYST PERABO.
Boston, May 14,1895,

We recommend these bonds for
Trust Funds

California.

31 Exchange
Horace Anderson.

I

dUllS,

SPENCER TRASK

These bonds are issued by the Sanitary District of Chicago, a municipal corporation reirularly organized under a general act of the
legislature of the State of Illinois, in pursuance
of
a popular vote
&
Whitcomb’s
Excursions
of the electors within its
to
A
Raymond
1
lanta.
limits, which include practically the entire
of
t,o
excursions
Atlanta.
City
and
the greater part of the
Special
Chicago,
t 3 adjoining populous towns of Cicero and Lyons.
Raymond and Whitcomb Excursions

Fire

I Diamond Rings,

Monument Square.

dtf

►
►

under u. s. hotel.

“TNDERSON,

McKENNEY, the Jeweler,

5
<

MISHAPS.

Three

Stocks,

BELFAST, MAINE,

DATED

DRAINAGE,

St.

nov22

tu,sat&w6m

GO,

iiyi7

All arrangements made in advance.

England.

A bundled of tile prettiest Diamond
Kings
you ever set your eyes
on.
You will say so
when you
see
them.
Every Diamond is of
good quality. \Ve keep
■to off color or
imperfeet stuff.
$150 down
to $0.50.
1 will give
for
you more
your
money in a Diamond
(liaii other dealers.

musical,

nature.

10-30 4 Per Gent Bonds.

CHICAGO

Tree

Pine

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided
for our breakfast and supper a delicately flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of
diet that a constitution may l>e gradually built up
until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeppoint.
ing ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly nourished frame.”—Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk Sold
only in half-pound tins, by Grocers, labelled thus:

our

$ 1 GO,OoO

-FOR SALE BY-

♦♦♦

COCOA

A AHA

NEW LOAN.
CITY OF

BAKTKERSj

♦_dec7dlw

GRATEFUL—COMFO RTING

JAMES EPPS & CO,, Ltd.,
Chemists.

FINANCIAL*

A. F. HILL & GO.,

EVENINCS.

EPPS’S

I

INVESTMENTS.

The Alaska stock is not
colored, the goods will not
shrink, they contain all the
SANITARY qualities and
will OUTWEAR any other
goods of the same price.
Manufactured only by the
MT. ANTHONY MILLS.
The dollar quality selling
for

MCCARTHY'S

_

UNDER

Shirts & Drawers

Ferguson,

=

LECTURES

t

175

monument Square.

O

tillllllVCHINu &

St.

Cents.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler,

PUIPVCDIlin

=

b IN *

Alliance

The gentlemen composing the
flrr j
have never asked me to make any writte 1
statement about their instruments. Tbi g chases.
Write or call for our “400-page Manual,”
notloe is entirely voluntary on my pari
illustrated with Railroad Maps, giving co«uI make it beoause it is just to both sides
plete information of all Railroads and
Industrial Properties, including highest and
and because I consider the result of thei
lowest prices for a series of 10 to 30 years
great and patient labors, a noble contri of Stocks, Bonds, Grain and Cotton, and
also the methods of buying and selling on
bution to the refining influences to b
margin. Issued gratis and
found and experienced in that
oft-neg
MAILED FREE.
lected sphere—the innermost region c f

attendance!

lan*-itf

A

and

readily to the orchestral blendin

as to the more delicate
conditions
c
chamber music.
Finally the action i 8
so well and evenly regulated that,
in al 1
my long public servioe,
I
have neve u
found is necessary to use the soft pedal
the touch being quite sufficient to
prc
duce every variety of shading.

We are Exhibiting only specially selected instruments
shipped direct from our Factory No
791 Tremont St Boston, Mass. Our personal
representatives will be in constant
and every possible advantage is secured for
intending purchasers by dealing directly with the manufacturers.

SCKPLIJS

SMALL. Preaidsu
MARSHALL fl. G031.il CasYiii

$5.50.

mellow

as

■

583

=

=

course of

a

ST. STEPHENS

quality. The orchestral gradations fror j
double-bass to flute are most admirabl
given, better than upon any other instru
ment I have ever played.
The tone ii

an

purely

195 Uiddla St P. a Bu 1108.
AND

mu

a

sioal fullness as satisfying in its powe c
the well-proportioned treble is in it
vocal
and finally
deeply
fiute-lik

PORTLAND, MAINE,

OPEN

Announces

as

Casco National Bank

Only

! The Unitarian Women’s

be deepened upon, whethei
considered poetioally or technically. Th ’
key-board is most agreeable to the touch

TK21

Timer.

neve

uniformily

t

riBAJILlAL,

Barney

k

security.

the rumors which lack confirmstion nut which is probable
nevertheless,
is that Russia and France this week will
make it manifest that they are not in

quitu

CONQUERS

•

Une of

are

ALL COMPETITION.

prevent and cure Biliousness, Torpid Liver
and Constipation. They are tasteless anc
do not gripe or cause pain. Sold by a!
druggists. 26 cents. Insist upon Hood’s

Cripple

ore

have

Under these oiroumstanoes, the fao
ST. LAWRENCE
FAIR
ST.
pecuniary or other extraneoui
AND
motive has ever. been offered to induo ,
me to use the Chiokering piano speak
ENTERTAINMENT.
for itself with sufficient foroe. I alway 5
Wednesday and Thursday afternoons and evenchoose this piano because in my loni : Ings, Dec. 11 th and 13rh
The
Operetta entitled “Peppery Pa”
study of the great masters I have neve will be spicey
given each evening, with other attracturns. Adults 25 cents, Children under 14 years
found so true an interpreter of their ge
15 eents. Afternoons free.
declOdSt*
nius, or one whose workmanship can s )

and even

DOLLARS.

quantity of

piano, and I

FIVE

CHICKERING PIANO

President
Cleveland is having great
luck at duck shooting along the North
Carolina ooast, and it is not recorded
that the complaints of congressmen who
Current Acrsnnts received on favorable
think he ought to
be in Washington term*.
Interest allowed on Time Deposit*.
wrestling with the Venezeula question,
disturb him a hit.
Correspondence solicited from Individusls, Corporations, Banks, and othorg der England though very dictatorial and siring to open acconnts, as well as from
curt to a feeble state is
generally very those wishing to transact Banking busideferential to a first olass power; and it ness £f any description tkroagh this Bank.
Is safe to say that Lord Salisbury’s note
will be found to contain no offensive STEPHEN R.

Creek gold oraze seems
likely to rival the South African Kaffirs.
During the first week in December no less
than 11,853,457 shares of Cripple Creek
stock were sold. Ex-Gov. Grant of the
state is of the opinion that these mines
will soon excel the South African in

Chiokering

1

that no

ONE MILLION

If he has refused arbitration
he has done it, no doubt, in very polite
and courteous terms.

SALE

I

TONIGHT.

of useful and
articles, December nth
and 12th. Wednesday,
Turkey dinner will be
served, 12 to 2, price 25 cents. In the evening
refreshments consisting of Coffee, Ice Cream
and Cake will be served. Thursday, supper
served from 6.30 to 7.30.
decOdSt

traders, who, without one spark of artis
tio sense, have paraded their selfish inter
ests on evory sheet in both hemispheres
Shrinking from the din of such ooarsi I
to be given m the
controversy, a sincero and disinterestei
musical judgment natuarlly seeks sheltei
FIRST PARISH CHURCH
in an inner oirole of refinement and si
to
lence, despairing
enter, without los; 1 by Rev. Minot S. Savage. Rev. Thomas Vail
of self respoot, that commercial
Ness. Miss Margaret B.Barnard and Mr. Charlesphep ton
E. Black. The fifth lecture announced
which
were
it
man
honorably
later. The series will open with a lecture by
aged, would be the most potent of al ; Rev. Minot J. Savage on ‘‘Lowell and the Bigelow Papers,” Monday, Dec. 16, as 8p. m.
factors in securing to true merit its de
Course tickets five for $1. Single tickets 35
sired appreciation.
cents.
declOdlw

The present construction of the

for the past two or three years; and
make it necessary far creditors to begin over again to get possession of the

The

the

usee

accorded it any public praise except tha
of using it. This silenoe has been causei
by the shameful warfare between thi

________________

That Distress

language.

ANNUAL

G. E. LOTHBOP, Prop.

fancy

in this matter.

CAPITAL

Afternoon and exening. The ladies will offer
some beautiful and useful
articles, suitlble for
holiday gifts, and will serve an excellent
supper.
dec9d3t

THEliRSfBAPTIST SOCIETY

CHICKERINC & SONS.

Mr.
Milli 1
of his constituent!

Incorporated 1824.

as

INTERESTING FACTS

No House can, with any truth, claim greater results in the development of the
pianoforte
than that of

however,

Holders of mortgages on Kansas property will be interested in the lecent decision ot the Supremo Court ot that State
which seems to upset all the foreclosures

property pledged

flt the Pine Street Church,
Thursday, December I2(li.

Belongs the credit of establishing the principles upon which the American Pianoforte of
today is constructed.

meet deficiencies in the revenue, And tin
silver bullion in the treasury is to hi
coined
into halves, quarters ant
up

Portland Theatre,

SUPPRR.

It is now thirty years since I first

-OF-

Boston’s municipal election takes plaoe
today, and though the city is Demooratlo
on a straight party contest there is good
reason for
expecting the re-election of

—AND—

JONAS CHICKERINC

him to redeem iu silver only when thi
reserve frills
below that point, Frest
masses of legal tenders are to be issued t(

It is not

AMUSEMENTS.

CHRISTMAS SALE,

Years' Ago.

72

AMUSEMENTS.
_

HOLD THEIR

tenner notes in gold or silver when till
reserve is above ¥100,000,000, and require!

some

;

MR. PERABO AM THE CHIOKERING PIANO,

Senator Mills, who a while ago ap
pearod to be converted to the President1!
sound money views has baokslidden ap
parently, for ho has introduced in tilt
Senate a bill which gives the secretary ol
the treasury discretion to redeem lega

dimes. Perhaps,
merely represents

|MISCELLANEOUS.

-THAT TO--

A year has passed and now
this subject as gently as £
sucking dove, or, to tell the exact truth,
he does not roar at all.
If there is an)
hole the Argus will find by inspecting il
direction
ho roars on

pears to have begun
cation rather late.

likely that Lord Salisbury’s
reply to Secretary Olney will be sent to
Congress until after the holidays. That

1|W|^

Over

MISCELLANEOUS.

|

History of Pianoforte Building Reveals the Fact

The

“party perfidy and public dishonor,’
that ho accepted it merely as a “vantage
ground,” that he was going “to coutinui
the war,” and much more in the same
was

assimilation
of food, move the bowels easily and thus

Young Hurd,
has taken to
triously since

Founded

Hood’s Pills.
They aid digestion and

PBESS.

TUESDAY,

I

effectually
prevented by

No. 66 Pulitzer Building, New York City,
Btro^Andrews. Manager.

T HE

Our esteemed contemporary, the Argus
finds that the Republicans are
vexed
howling mad, &c., &c., because thi
President’s message put them in a bole

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Jeweler,

Square.

OF -_

Oils,Waier Colors,Black and White sketches
--: BY

—:■

—

MISS ANNA N. F. KING,
(OF

BRUNSWICK.)

at, the building of the Portland
of Art, Dee ring Place,

Tuesday, Wednesday

and

Soeiety

Thursday,

DEC, 10th, 11th and 12tli.

EVENINGS.
from 10

a. m.

to 10 p. m. Admission free.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

NARROW ESCAPE.

McCarthy's Mishaps.
The Ferguson family were very muoh
in evidence last night at Portland theatre id “McCarthy’s Mishaps,” a roaring
faroe in three acts. Mr. Barney Ferguappears in his original character of
Dennis McCarthy,
who is continually
his son Richard,
getting iLto scrapes,
was JeTry Mulligan his daughter Marguerite, Jeunie Mulligan ; and little Della
The piece
Ferguson was little Flora.
went oft with groat spirit and lots of applause. The specialties were excellent.
Ferguson himself is very funny and is capital eccentrio dancer. Marguerite is net
only a high kicker,but a veritable contortionist, and the children are very good
in song and danoe. Then there Is Miss
St. George Hussey, who is a capital Ifish
son

,

tho

woman,

wife

Rhea, who
play skillfully on
ters

ments.

of
are

Mulligan,

the Sis-

good dancers, and

several rani seal instruElla Fontainebleau, wlie

Miss

the “new woman,” evoked shouts of
laughter. Mr. C. Gorman was good as
Mulligan, and the other characters wore
well taken. The curtain was called.
Be sure and go
tonight and have a
Was

good laugh.
The Fatal Card.

emphatic

decade has
and lavish

with such

met

a

success

or

praise

as

has “The Fatal Card,” whioli will be
presented in this city at the City hall
and Saturday and
Thursday, Friday,
Saturday matinee by Charles Frohman’s
oviipfIf

«rhi/>h ic

omnnani*

fllfl

CBiriB

ill

characterized the Boston I
production, and created a veritabio furore
in that city during its three months’
The story of
run at the Boston Museum.
every detail

as

the play is out of the ordinary and full
of intense heart interest. The conventional types are missing and in their

Escape from

Narrow
that

are

found

phases

Sisters,

Helen

St.

Ciair and others, the whole concluding
with a lauguatie facre including the full
strength of the company
Mr.

Pistol.

cast for Mr. Pistol, a comic opera
by Mr. Loroy Hight, to be given
in Itotzschmar Hall, Friday and Saturday in Christmas week will include Mr.
The
words

and Mrs. Robert Whitehouse, Mrs. John
Thompson, Mrs. Kcliim of Montreal,
Mr
Leroy Hight, Mr. Barrows, Miss
Julia Stevens, Mr. Wnbling, Mr. Hannibal Emery and Mr. Mansfield, supported
by a chorus of fifteen voices. The opera
is to bo given in aid of the children’s
ward in the Maine General Hospital.
Tiokets are now on sale at Williamson’s
drug store corner of Free and Congress streets.
The

Raymond—Akers Concert.

Mrs. Annie Cary Raymond and Miss
Sally Frothinghain Akers wilt arrive in
Portland today, and begin rehearsals for
the concert to he given at Kotzschmar
Hall Dec. 18th. The sale of seats will
on
December 12th. Thursday, at

begin

Stockbridge’s
Police

Relief

Rail.

Tonght the Police Relief Ball will be
given at City hall. The programme of
the fine concert, to be played by Chandler’s full orchestra from 8 to 9 o’clock,
has been published in the PRESS and
ail who have read it will feel they
can
afford to

not

miss

it.

There will be a capital order of dances,
and all who wish a real good
merry
iime should be sure and get a ticket.
The souvenir programmes to be issued
tonight are very handsome and some 3000
of them will te given away. They contain

fine half-tone

Baxter,

pictures of Mayor
Deputies Sterling and Hartnett,

President Mrs sure,

Vice-President Harmoo. Turner, Quinn, and Secretary Webster of the Relief, the roll of the police
foroe and other matters of great interest.
What Mr. Swett

Says.

Many Portland people have witnessed
the production of “The Fatal Card”
either in Boston or New York and all
unite in one opinion—it is a tine thing.
Of the number of Portlanders who have
seen
the play is Maine’s telented platform orator, Mr. Edward C. Swett of this
oity, whose opinion on things theatrical
is valuable.
Mr.
saw

in

Terrible Fall in

Swett said to a PRESS man, “I
‘The Fatal Card’ at Palmer’s theatre
New York a year ago and am much

pleased to say that I consider it

one of
the greatest melodramas of recent years.

INVESTIGATE THE

America, who spoko ou the temperance
The lecture was under the
question.
Men’s Total
auspices of tho Young
Abstinence Society of Portland.
Hon. W. H. Looney made a few remarks and announced that
the leoture
would
bo preceded and end with music.
Then followed a vocal solo by Miss Minnie Burke, which was finely rendered

had been finished Tuesday, Hayes
started to loosen
the ropes aud lower
himself and the stage to the ground, Mr.
and elicited
Hudson standing in the belfry and assist-

We sell the most Pianos.

close

a

score.

UNIONS.

Scammon,

Matthew

McKinnon,
Carr,
Kastman,

79
74
80
84
82

73
80
80
87
10 1

08
104
91
70

220
258
257
257
253

899

427

419

1245

80

Mitchell,
Fernaid,
C. Donovan,
Neddy,
(4. Donovan,

79
77
78
78
70
38S

86
79
87
87
113

74
93

80
78
70

452

401

239
249
251
243
259
1241

Harbor Notes.

The schooner Swanhilde, St. John to
Boston with lumber, is in this harbor.
She was in the storm1 of last Thursday,
and

had

a

constantly.

wild time of it being washed
She lost about 40,000 feet of

yx-

wxjc

UIJOOU1UUU.

ill

UnUlUllU

la (t

JANUFACTURER.

inmate

of the

almshouse,attempted

suiide
the house.
Fitzgerald is
‘bout eighty years old.
Yesterday one
if the nurses took his breakfast to
him
‘nd he was then all
right apparently.
Soon after breakfast when he went
for
.n

ibs

room

at

Having

Prices Right!!

sold

our

;lie dishes he found that Fitzgerald hud
‘ttemptea to out his throat with a
He didn’t cut doep
jacknife.
enough
lowever to oo
serious
and Dr.

damage

Pudor closed up the wounds

with

court

plaster.
Englishman Killed by J ailing Tree.

Redington, Me., December 9.—James
Hewitt, supposed to belong in
Manjhester, England, was injured by a falling tree Friday and died from his
iniuries Monday.

“The oursed demon, drink, if it goes into
she family destroyes all hopes and ren-

;

lers it the ante-chamber of hell.
When
tbo demon, drink, comes into the home
tho angel departs. We see thousands of
cases of happy homes and lives destroyed

by liquor every day. We read of it in
the newspapers, wee se it in the courts of
justice and priests hear the stories nearly every day and it is the same all over
the world. What must we do?
If drink
s
doing its foul work, what must we

turers in the

500

world,

This Sale Has Never Been

INSTRUMENTS.

Equalled by Any Manufacturer.

200
Pianos

Tremont

Boston.

St.,

do to stop it? We cannot sit down and
fold our arms. We are bound in a certain
way by charity. There is one remedy. II
is God’s remedy, total abstinence. Consider how easy it is for ohildren to ac-

The ladies of the Relief Corps entertained
the members of the Post with ono of their
ielightful repasts and in the evening
there followed

an

excellent

musical

and

literary programme.
Miss

<

these

of

and

Gloves is

pliable.

re-

The cut

a

large

F. King’s exhibition of
and water color opened

with a private view for
last evening
Eew speoially invited art lovers who wero
rery favorably surprised at the size and
quality of tho exhibition. Her pictures
include original sketches in oil,and some

a

mpies cf water colors, black and white and
flepia. Among the oil one is impressed
ssjieciaily with the copy of St. Simeon,
the original of which hangs in the new
in Brunswick. In it the
irt building
jrtist has caught the’spirit and fervor of

original in a most remarkable manrierT* “After Alerolle,” the original oi
the

which hangs in the Boston Art Museum,
is also another of her successful efforts.
‘Willon
alk,” shows an appreciation
if color and an arrangement of lights

excells for

she surely has
>•0-anted a very creditable collection of
a collection in faot, that
natures, such
A largo portion
ew artists could show.
1 f the work is devoted to bits ami cliaracers

about Cuey,

near

Paris, where she

parchessi,
pedlar, Cor-

Authors,
Yankee

grocery,

Uncle Sam,s

Match-making,

Logomachy,

ner

Mother

Goose, Where's Johnny,
Caddie, Magic spelling and

Peter

$1.00.
others.
$1.00. twenty
TOY LAND

walking gloves.
Heavily embroidered in silk.

TOYS.populated

to

fairly
give us

dethis

Doll houses, Noah’s arks and everything you can think of for a Toy.

KID GLOVES.
finest quality.
the
of
Red Kid
YV e and our customers think the
Centemeris are the best Kid Floqe

CENTEMERI

in the market.
Glace and

Musical

instruments.

Clarionets, Fiddles, Musio
boxes, Metallophones, hand

Organs,

and many others.

Suede, all colors, $1.50. BOOKS.

Black Centemeri,

$1.85.

BOOKS. All sorts
$1.00.
of Mother Goose, Fairy Tales,
Kid Mittens for ladies and chilNatural Plistory, Story and
dren, Silk and Cashmere mittens.
A-B-C books in fancy covers. Sensible and simple, grotesque and wise,

Boys Pique Gloves,

styles.

haskeTl&Tones.
Monument

CAMES.
Trilby,

JUVENILE

colored

pictures.

Books

for older

people

Fiction, History, Science,
Lace.
Romance, by all the world’s
Real Lace Yokes with Satin Collar. greatest authors. Solidly and handPoint Venise Lace Fronts, many somely bound,
19 cts. and 25c.

H0L1MVS 1895.

Offer

adjectives.

farm.

Exquisite

Square,

line of Goods Suit-

able for Christinas Gifts

ELLULOID WARE. Handkerchief Boxes, hand painted.
Glove and Veil Boxes exduchess
lace
quisitely, decorated in water color,
$30.00.
EICHU,
with ribbon and silk. Puff Boxes,
Black embroidered
chiffon
Bonbon Boxes. Numberless things
front, also white, several styles.
in this beautiful Celluloid fabric.

□

□eal

for Gcntlemeu.
Our collection comprises an extensive
line
of Breakfast
Jackets and Bath
Wraps, Gloves lined and unlined.
Fine
Neckwear in all the popular
and colorings., Fancy Night
shapes
Silk Embroidered Suspenders,
Shirts,
Silk Initial Handkerchiefs, Scarf Kings
and Pins, Sleeve Buttons, Dress Uoat

Shields, Silk Mufflers, Canes, Silk Umbrellas, JMaokintosli Coats, etc., etc.

J. R. LIBBY.

J. R. LIBBY.

P. s.

IN THE LADIES’ GARMENT DEPARTMENT.
ladies Fur Capes, Cloth Capes, Jackets and Misses Jackets
will be sold at a special discount of ten per cent this week. This
discount is to stimulate the buying of sensible Christmas presents.

CHRISTMAS
All

our

haskellTjones

J. R. LIBBY.

Tailors, Clothiers, Furnishers
and Cadies’ Cloak makers

Monument
BL-

Square.
declOeodtf

W. L. W. & CO.

I
spent the most of her time while abroad.
In
these pictures the bright, clear atmosphere of the French climate has been
most

King’s Exhibition.

Miss Anna N.
sketches in oil

iitig really

\

Black, tan, brown,

mode.

neck things
in Lace, Marie Antoinette
Fichus, Silk Muslin and Yral

The flower
accurately portrayed.
Pieces show a delicaoy of touch that is
very seldom seen in such specimens of
work. “Cherokee Bonos” is espeoially
light and bright. Tho clusters of flowers
are so realistic and
yet uot so hoavy as
one usually arranges.
In “Beach Effect” the bright, dear,
atmosphere is brought out with a softness that is truly refreshing.
The figure sketches also show a keen
appreciation of posiugs and arrangement.
In
“Model in Yellow” the tone is
rather unusual, but very attractive, the
arrangement of the draperies and the

blending of colors
pleasing.

makes tho ensemble

most

“Fisherman’s Head” is

a strong, powdrawing of a French fisherman. Tho
faoo contains characters whioh is most
1
admirably shown.
No. 112, called a “Model,” shows a
most
and
natural pose and a
graceful
harmony of diess and color.
H ‘Fencing Girl” is a gem, the haughty,
defiant pose anil erect figured is shown in
a most eQeotive
way.
‘Chrysanthemums” is an interesting
flower subject, dolieato in tone.
Tlio exhibition will remain open until
Friday of this week, during the day and
evoning. This evening tho Camera Club
will hold one of their
interesting exhibition of slides, so those who attend the
exhibition will bo treated to a double
P*easure.

erful

r-

if
ami individuality
that
items
pity the sketches are not entirev finished, in (lie water color work Miss

I

over

great Toy show.
Swimming Frogs, running AlligaGlace, black, brown, English
tors,
scooting
Bugs,
jumping
Some have 4 big pearl buttan.
red,
Horses,
Monkeys,
Carriages,
Tops
tons. Some have patent snap fastenthat are up to more pranks
(Tops
I ing. Two grades: $1.25 and $1.50.
than a cage of Monkeys,) Parrots
Mocha Tan, glace, 4 pearl butthat flop their wings, War-ships,
$1.50-

purchased from our Boston store during this sale, will be delivered free at any railroad station in New England.

tive.

required—not heaping spoonfuls.

gloves.

stitching are perfect,
Marquise glace, 5 hooks,

NEW ENGLAND PIANO CO.,

MARRIAGES.

a

are

acceptable present.

tons,

iharaoter

rounded spoonfuls

very

Ladies

GRADE

shadows in the picture being especially
The other oils aro all attractive
;ood.
ind well drawn regret being that there
ire not more finished works. Tho works
and such a deal of
merit
how such

Only

a

suede

markably soft

Largest Piano Warerooms in the
Syndicate, we, the Largest Piano Manufac-

HIGH

shadows that ii really very attrac“Harvest Time” tho
In
clear,
aright atmosphere of the season is most
nlmirably shown. The “Willow Hedgee”
sketch of willows, the
s
an admirable

Pure and Sure."

Terms Made Right!!!

must sell

ind
“

THINGS swarm
the middle counters.

CHILDSEN’S
all

lease of the

World to the New Hotel

day and see it everywhere.
Investigate
and read statistics and it would seem
that the terrible vice, intemperance, had
settled down like a pall.
The
demon

Him a true friend and brother.
His
iieart goes out in sympathy to his fellow
If wo blot out home wo soon die.
man

GLOVES.

and

ble vice intemperance is, we know wha
it leads to. It makes reason a slave to
vice and we look out over the country to-

the happest spot on earth. What a miserible spot this would be if we wore to blot
cut the sun.
If wo take away the sun
life would not he worth living.
Home
makes the man a real man and makes

I

The skin

Construction Right!

to do all we can to stam p it out. Therefore we do all we can to help the cause of
total abstinenoe. We know what a terri-

“Lot me speak of one of the highest relations a man has—that to his family. It
is the family that makes the homo and
the homo is to each and every one of us

SANTA

slate,

nearly every family. Of all evils there
her deck cargo.
is none like this evil, drink.
I might quire the drink habit.
Put aside al]
There are 18 coal schooners and steamquote statistics and give figures to show drink in the house. No matter what oui
Bia in this port
waiting for a chance to how widespread is the evil
We aro told position in life we have a certain infludischarge cargo.
by the best statisticians that there is a ence with others. A total abstanier will
Captain E. P. Fickett, of the barge vast army of 75,000 going down every influence others around him. Whon the
office is confined to his house by sickness.
You will then comprehend why women take hold of this question then
year.
The shooner Calvin B. Oroott.made the men and women form
themselves into will be little druneknness among the
round trip from Boston to Philadelphia societies
.and endeavor to save the victims men. Let us then be wise in our genei
and from there to Portland in nine
days, of this vice. Not only is this armv of ation and bring up our children withand the crew received just 68.50 each.
intemperance widespread, but we snow out a love for the taste of intoxicating
The St. Croix received many compli- the vice is so
peculiar in its nature liquors. I would urge this praetiae ot toments as she steamed up the harobr this
that it destroys ail alike in its jolly tal abstinencce upon you. It is a noble
afternoon. She will now be given the fin- social relations to them.
It is a good thing to be a total abstainer and to be
ishing touches, and will then be put on thing to have our hoalth, a good thing to able to say you do not drink und to enthe route.
have a strong bodily constitution to car- courage it in others.
Every good idea
J. W. Trefethen yesterday reported the
ry out Gods laws. When our health is wants a society behind it, that’s why we
arrival or toe ioliowing ushormeu :
Fan- gone we are unfit to do so. Many thous- oragnizod into a temperance society.”
ny Hayden wtih 18,000 pounds of ood and ands have been blasted in health by the
He closeel his remarks amid loud aphaddock, Vanguard with 30,000 pounds drink habit. Alcohol is poison and when plause.
Coutost with 5,000 pounds, Mary Hagan taken into the System is the rankest kind
Thot last feature of the evening’s enterwith 4,000 pounds, Emma with 5,000 of
poison and is so pronounced by the tainment was a vocal duet by Misses
pounds, and the Ella M. Doughty with iuauuig pnysiuians,
principle 01 sell- Flaherty and Feenoy.
The following wero present on the
The Portland Ashing fleet preservation is that the system is trying
5,000 pounds.
to ejeot some'hing which should not be platform:
seems doomed to be in hard luck.
Bishop Healey, Rev. John
Most
insurance societies have O’Brion, V. G. of Bangor; Rev.
Chas.
The steamer M. & M., which broke in it.
down in
Edward
Freeport river on Friday eve- inserted a clause into their laws and W. Doherty, Augusta; Rev.
It is Hurley, Rev. Father O’Brion, Rev. M.
ning, arrived in Portland
yesterday will not insure a liquor drinker.
a
long since exploded theory that C. MoDonough, Rev. Father Hugo of St.
morning for repairs.
The steamer Hermann Reesing brought liquor must be used to keep up good Dominies,
Portland; Michael Lyden,
Portland
Catholic
5000 live lobsters to N. J. Trefethen yes- health. On an Arctic expedition the peo- President
Total
H.
ple who do not use liquor stand the most Abstinence Society, and Hon. W.
terday.
Most of'the drink sold now is Looney.
fatigue.
Me All Auxiliary.
adulterated with the vilest poison.
Of
The December parlor meeting of the course none is sold in Portland
BOSWORTH RELIEF CORPS
but I am
Auxiliary will be held on Tuesday the speaking of Mew York where
Tammany Entertains Bosworth Post
East Evening.
tenth, at three p. m. at the residence of reigns supreme and the whiskey kills at
Ur. W. H. Fenn, Deering street.
Any forty rods. Put it in the boilers of the
At the Bosworth Post hall last night
me interested in
this mission
is most locomotives
and they would not
get over 300
people sat down to tho bountilordiaily inivted to be present.
cut of the yard.
It would out
through
laden tables in the big dining room.
fully
boilers.
tho
Attem
Yesterday morning “Eed” Fitzgerald,
is ho is generally called.who as a
brickayer’s tender for many years, but for
ihe past fifteen years or so has been ail

happy Holiday Shopping! Everybody

CLAUS IS ON HIS THRONE clown here, over the Silk department. He’s 1800 years young. Santa Gracia—his wife—-will
be here next Saturday.

We rent the most Pianos in every town of

4 buttons.

organ-

ted Suicide.

Christmas!

is young again just now! A million dollars fine to anybody who dares to sulk for a fortnight!

Kid Gloves make

1zatiorr. Content ourselevs with personal
With a great many people the
practice.
practice of sobriety is absolute temperance.
But while we say that legal enactions are good the practice of total abstinence is just as necessary.
The basis of
all our work is the part that we hate
drunkenness and therefore we are willing

drink seems to be going through the
country today like a destroying angel. It
seems as if it was going from one end
of the oountry to the other, and was in

two weeks to

Fourteen days of

The Largest Piano Manufacturer in the World.
1ST STYLES, GREATEST VARIETY AND GRANDEST ASSORMENT.
IN AEL DESIRABLE WOODS, UNEQUALLED VALUE FDR THE iONEV,
Fedora

er, a young man of striking
appearance
held on. Two of and a fair
ground
example of total abstinence.
Ins fingers were drawn into the blook,
He said that he came to Portland to
and his hand alone held the stage from
speak on a subject that was very dear to
dropping farther. Mr. Hudson saw tho his heart, the
temperance duestion.
to
hold
and
called
to
Mr.
Hayes
danger,
“Portland” said Father Doyle has the
on
and lie would procure another fail.
reputation of being a very temperate oity,
Ho had to go clear to the ground, and
at least
legally so, and to come here to
then return, and Hayes was compelled to
talk on temperance, is like
carrying coals
hold on.
His hand had turned black,
to Newcastle, and
trying to tell you
and his arm was numb, but with the aid
what you already know.
I come as one
of Mr. Hudson he was soon out of danof the national officers of the Catholic
His hand was badly swollen and
ger.
total Abstinence Union.
This organibruised, but the thought of his frightful
zation is as wido as the country and is
peril was a terrible strain.
known in every part of the Union,having
liowliug Tournament.
a
membership of 70,000 Catholic abstainThe Unions and Forest Citys had a con- ers. It is a body that lias been alert by
test at Stanley’s
last nieht, and the the Holy churoh and has the approbation

by

~~

ADIE'S BIRRETZ GLOVES,
Dolls. The brightest, sweet8 button length, a fine elastic est,
cuddlingest Dolls you ever saw.
Some as big as your little finger and
skin, best colors, no black,
69 cts. some almost as big as a school girl’s

He

successful

Only

importance from Maine to California. Do you think we could
do it without the BEST and greatest variety of Styles, and
unless Our Pianos were Equal to any in every respect?

hearty applause.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

!

J. Pi. LIBBYJ

OF THE MODERN UP-

TO-DATE

Bishop Healy, chairman of the evenOne side of the falls was looseuod
ing.
then spoke for a few minutes, and
all right, but the other sido got oaught, ing,
said that as he was not feeling well he
and in his efforts to loosen it Hayes got
would stay but a short time.
He spoke
hold of the wrong ropo aud he found that
on the subject of Father Doyle’s
lecture,
lie was being drawn slowly up to the
“Total Abstinence,’’ and of his own
block, while tho end of the staging he travels in
foreign lands. He closed his
had been standing on
was dropping
remarks by
introducing Rev. Father
down.
He realized his frightful peril,
Doyle, tiie speaker of the evening.
and as he had a turn of the rope around
Rev. Fathor Doyle then stepped to the
his hand he knew that ho must go clear
front of the platform and was
warmly
up to tho block, for should he let go he welcomed. Ho is a
most eloquent speakwould he dashed to death on the frozen

lesque

Lynott

a

FOREST CITYS

Th« entertainment
company.
In the
opens with a minstrel first part.
olio appear Williams and Barton, Ida
Siddons, Jones and Taggart, Willie
and
Nellie
Bitohie
Lincoln,

hall was completely filled
last night, the ocoasiou being a lecture
by Rev. Father A P. Doyle, secretary of
tho Catholic Total Abstinence Union of

ing

The Park.

The management of this popular resort has a red hot show this week with
Williams and Barton’s star specialty combination and Ida Siddon’s great bur-

Whose Piano Are You Going lo Buy ?
PRODUCTION

Night.
—

tion of Mr. Hudson, tho painter, assisted
A staging was
by Mr. Fred Hayes,
swung on the outside, at a height of 72
foet from the ground, and after the paint-

mand for the fame of the play had
long
preoeded it. Better get seats at once.

Diamond,

Experience

The bell deck of the Methodist chinch
at Woodfords has been receiving a coat
of paint the past week, under tho direc-

T^ie

ttie remarkable realism and massiveness
of the surroundings reaches the very
climax of dramatic effect.
The sale of seats began at Stockbridge’s
yesterday and there was an exoellent de-

NEW ADVRRTJS^MENTS.

Large Gathering at Kavanaglx Hall Last

city.

of human nature
replete with interest, and thrilling situa- Unions were
tions that are marvellously worked out. The score:
staging of the play is stnpendous,and

places

INTERESTING LECTURE-

Kavanaugh

belcw.

No’melcdrama presented in Boston
New York in

Mr. Fred Hayes’ Thrilling'
at Woodfords.

AN

In Ellsworth, Nov. 30, Fred A.
Lucklngs and
Mi'S Alice Jeunes.
In hew Sharon. Nov. 28, Bert Hilton and
Miss Florence M. Tarr.
Ill Norway, 29tli ult, Samuel E.
Day and Miss

Mary Evelyn Fiske.

DEATHS.

60 years 10 months.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from Ills late residence. No. 8 Douglass street.
In this city. Dec. 9, Homer D. Trafton, aged
26 years 25 days.
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from his late residence, No 656 Congress street.
Friends are invited to attend wituout further
uotice.
In this city, Dec. 9, Mrs. Mary Dow, aged 68
years.
[Funeral Wednesday morning at 8.30 o’clk,
from No. 74 Newbury st. Bequiem high mass
at the cathedral of the Immaculate Conception
at 9 o’clock.
In this city. Dec. 9, Patrick H. Boyce, aged
68 years 7 months 7 days.
[Notice of funeral hereafter. 1
J n this city, Dec. 9, Minnie E.,
daughter of
Patrick and Mary Harmon, aged 24 years 2
months 9 days.

Nov. 110, Edwin T. Adams of
and Miss liana House of Mew

Farmington,

gtcni
Sharon.
In Jay, Nov. 27, Grin T. Tilton of Temple and
Miss Emma Bubier of Jay.
In
Klngiield. Nov. 28, FTed O. Merchant and
Miss liosie B. French.
In Orland, Nov. 27, Elias H. Bowden of Orbed and Mrs. Ella M. Perkins of Bangor.

:

BARGAINS

-FOR THE-

Ill this ?ity, Dec. 9, Augustus W. Bray, aged
66 years, 4 mos.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In this city, D c. S, Samuel Farrington, aged

|

This Week.
Fine lot of VERMONT DAIRY
BUTTER
in small
family pack-

agres.

PITTED
only lot ever
fornia.

EGG PRUNES,
tlie
received
from
Cali-

I

11
r

[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
No. 3 Tukesbury Court.
In this city. Dec. 9, ’Morgan O’Donnell, aged

r. m

76 years.

[Notice of funeral hereafter, i
In Westbrook, Dec. 8. James H. Welsh, aged
32 years.
[Funeral Wednesday morning at 7.30 o’clock,
from his late residence. No. 3 High street. Bequiem high mass at St. Hyacinth church, at 8
o’clock.
In Gorlmm. Dee. 7. Miss Olive B. Woodman.
[Burial Tuesday afternoon at 1.30 o’clock at
tile residence of her sister, Mrs. Kufus Mosher
In Llmlngton. Dec. I. Cyrus H. Moodv, aged
65 years 8 mouths 23 days.
Ill Bridgton. Dec. 5, Jotham Martin, aged
89 years.

In
l ainil

SPECIAL

In Biddeford, Dec. 6, Mrs. Almira Builock,
74 years.
In Lyman, Dec. 5, -Mrs. Hannah Chick, aged

aged

75 years.
In Waldo,

Nov. 21, Miles Luce, formerly of

Onion, aged 74Aears.

Llncolnvilre, Nov. 28, Miss Mae L. Andrews, aged 19 years.
In Bangor. 30th ult. Elizabeth Stockbridge of
South Corinth, aged 70 vears 8 months.
In

IW.

L. Wi

Try the 2 lb.

„

Cor,

Blended Tea,

I
I

None better.

I

Cans of

THE GROCERS,

Exchange

& Federal Sts,

I

_____] f

ABOUT

OUR KID-

.

international
Effort to

Improve

NEYS.

commerce.

Easiness Relations

tVitli

PAINS

AND DISEASES.
Flic Symptoms of Sick Kidneys and
the Diseases That Sick Kidneys
A Sure

Cure

for

the Kidneys and for These
Diseases.

Th

great many people who
that the kidneys are simply

.ire a

don’t
filters.
All the

w

Mood

made by

the

food, we

passe s through our kidneys
Tho kidneys separate what is bad from
wind
what is unhealthy from
What ;< healthy, throw out tho bad and
let the V. nl pass on to nourish our body.
And th;.- is going ou every minute of
pat

lives.
Sumo folks overwork their kidneys.
They have to suffer the consequences.
But the consequences would nob be so

our

bid if they would take Dr. Hobb’s Sparagus Kidney Pills.
The kidneys get overworked from worry, hard work of the body or mind, excesses, over- eating, etc.
Worry is probably the most common of
these causes.
Overwork of the kidneys makes them
sick and they make us sick.
When the kidneys are
sick the blood
suffers.

It gets

poor,

thin,

unhealthy,

poisonous.
When our kidneys are sick we may
have Bright’s Disease, Diabetes, Nephritis, and other dangerous kidney troubles.
Or

we

may have Rheumatism, Gout,
General Muscular Weakness,
Anaemia, Pale and Sallow com-

Neuralgia,
eto. j

or

plexion, Chlorosisp or Green Sickness,
Dizziness, eto,; or Skin Diseases, Pimples, Rlotcbes, Eruptions, eto..
T*

nrmnini.l’nl

Kumber

V

V,f

__Jl

cine should bo able to cure all these diseases, but when we remember that they
are all caused by impure blood, and that
the impure blood is caused by the kidneys, it becomes a question of simple
common sense.

The kidneys make pure blood.
Pure blood means health.
Therefore when you have diseases

impure blood,cure your kidneys
HobL’s Sparagus Kidney Pills.

of
with Dr.

This will make you woll and strong
and hearty.
Dr. Hobb’s Sparagus Kidney Pills contain in concentrated form special vegetable drugs which curs anu renow the

kidneys.

The combination frcm which they are
made is found in no other medicine or
prescription. It was first used by Dr.
Hobbs in iiis private practice many years
ago and was so unfailingly successful
that his original prescription was finally
made up into Dr. Hobb’s Sparagus KidThe concentrated extraot of
ney Pills.
Asparagus which is the principal ingreis
dient,
prepared exclusively by the
Hobb’9 Medicine Co., under a special
process.
Dr. Hobb’s Sparagus Kidney Pils will
cure you when you are sick.
They will put new blood and new life
into you. They will give you new ambition, new looks and new brightness of
eye and skin.
A few doses will relieve. A few boxes
will cure.
Of all druggists or mailed prepaid to
any address for 60 cents a box.
Write for interesting pamphlet on the
subject, free on application, to Hobb’s
Medicine Co., Chicago or San Francisco.

Baxter has received the following letter wliioh he will probably present
to the Board of Trade:
To the Honorable Mayor City of Portland, Portland, Me. :
Dear fcjir:—A movement is on foot and
arrangements have recently boon greatly
advanced among a number of enterprising business men. of a few oities, for the
adopting
puprose of formulating and
some plan, or measure, that will facilitate and encourage a more social and intimato relation with the indilvdual people of foreign nations, to the end that we
may;be the bettor enabled to introduce
our products
in a far
more extensive
and profitable manner than ever heretofore attempted. This effort for an increase of our foroign oominerce is not to
be in the interest of any particular line
of goods, or section of country, but for
all who may oare to avail themselves of
the opportunity to be offered.
Our exporters have always had an uphill road to travel in introducing their
wares
in foroign countries, principally
for two reasons:
First—Owing to the
short
conservative and perhaps
very
uf
our
sighted policy
government they
are compolled to staud an enormous
expense individually, to become acquainted
before they can get the confidence of
their prospective customers, and if successful in that direction the expense will
have already been so great that it leavos
a very small
margin for profit on tho
venture, to say nothing of the capital required to conduct such enterprises. Second-Individual effort can never bo ns
effective as concerted notion, and no matter how strong financially the individual
may be, he can never hope to achieve
that sucoess
that is
only attainable
through a national movement. For these
reasons, if tor no other, the greater number of our leading manufacturers hesitate
to undertake foreign trade relations and
consequently only eater to a limited
home market wihch at times being overstocked, the profit is necessarily small,
whereas if they possess the facilities to
dispose of a portion of thoir products to
foreign natons both prices and output
would be satisfactorly increased.
The scope of this movement is to overcome, if possible, these obstacles, and to
so organize those interested as to give
it
the standing and dignity of a national
affair without askingCongressoual assistance, feeling assured that to wait for such
be as heretofore,
aid the question will
lndeflnitelv Dostnoned
The nnuncial means have already been
arranged for and the only question now
is, whether or not the business people of
the country want to take advantage of
s uoh an opportunity.
Mr. Francos B. Tliurber, Chairman of
the Committee on Foreign Couimeroe in
his report of Ootober 1, 1895,, to the New
York Chambnr of Commerce strikes the
keynote when he says: “Thus far our
increase in population and wealth in this
country has measurably kept consumption on a parity with production,but evidences are not lacking that this Btate of
If we would
things cannot continue.
keep step to the music of the times, and
keep our labor and oapital remuneratively
employed, wo must bear In mind the
wants of the other thirteen hundred and
seventy millions of people who constitute tiie population of the world—both
natural
aud creative
or
eduoatioual
*
*
wants. *
If we are true to our traditions and appreciative of our opportunities, the United States will leal the
world in the race for oommercial supremv
acy.
We do not now, neither do we intend
to ask a dollar from you, we simply write
this with a view of interesting you in
this movement, to invoke your valuable
influence and co-operation and to solicit
from you any suggestions you may
be
pleased to submit as to how we may
best reaoh the end iu view.
Hoping this will meet a favorable
onsideration and that we will be honored
with a prompt response, we are,

Very respeotfully.
E. A. KEELINU,
Temporary Secretary.
OBITUARY.
Homer

of

Tenements at

D. Trafton.

The alarm from box 815 yesterday was for
fire in a two-storied wooden block owned
by John W. Deering, the Congress street
grocer, and ocoupied by Charles Ashton,
variety store, Mr. B. Perkins, news store,
Mr. Lessard, barber
shop and Sing Lee,
Chinese

laundry.

Mr. Ashton and Mr.
Lessard had tenements over their stores.
When the firemen
began their work tho
fire was penetrating
through the whole
block.
Three engines were
to work

put

once, and some hydrant streams were
Tho whole building was flooded
with water.
Jellison’s restaurant on

at

added.

Harlows' restaurant

the east and
west

in

were

danger,

tho

on

but

tho engines
prevented any loss to speak of in Mr.
Jelisson’s place while Harlow’s restaurant was not damaged at all.
Everything

destroyed in the Deering block. Not
dollar’s worth of furniture was left in
the tenements oocupied by Mr. Ashton
and Mr. Lossard. In the Chinese iaundrv

one
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everything was destroyed except a quanand ooliars,
tity of laundried shirts
whioh were wet down. Ashton’s variety
store, Perkin3’s news stand and Lessard’s
barber shop were utterly ruined.
Mr. Ashton says he had $1200 insurance
on stock,
household goods, olothing, eto.
He thinks his loss will foot up $2000 or
more.

Mr.

Perkins said his loss will be $200
He had no insurance.
Sing Leo loses perhaps $150 or $200, and
had no insurance.
Mr. Lessard says that his loss will be
$000,and lie has not a dollar of insurance.
His shop and house are both gone.
Mr. Deering had $1500 insurance on the
$300.

or

building with William Allen, Jr., in the
Buffalo German.
Mr. Ashton’s insurance was $400 in the
German-Amerioan on stock, and $800 in
the Mancliest r, with Sparrow, on stock
and fixtures.

*

*

Useful and

Instructive.

There is hardly a family wliioh does
not observe the time honored custom
of
keeping at hand for reference some woli
published almanao. Nor is the popularity of many of the almanacs to be wondered at.
One of the handsomest for
1896 is undoubtedly that issued by the

!$

A

grounds.

London,

been

December 9.—A report has
received here that the
British

Prlnolpia, Cpat. Stauuard, via
Dundee, Noevmber 16, for New
York,
has been lost at sea and 27 of her crew
drowned.
A despatch from Leith saye it is reported there that the Pincipai was discovered to be on Are tinder Jthe fore hatoh
when 40 miles off Cape Wrath, the most
northwesterly point of Sootland.
The
steamer was put before the wind and ran
for the Faroe islands.
On approaching
the islands she struck a rock and went
down in forty fathoms of water.
Twentyaevon of the ship's company were drowned and ono was rescured by"a boat from
the share. One of the passengers named
Jackson was drowned.
steamer

The

honorable and useful lifo. After leaving the business oollege lie entered the employ of Wheeler, Blodget &
an

Co., Boston,

remaining there

short
sud-

a

time. He was called home by the
den death of his father,[after which, with
the family, he removed to this city,and

entered the employ of Milliken, Cousens
& Short, and by strict attention to business won
the confidence and respect of
his employes. After an illness of nearly
two
years he passed to a higher life.
The death of Mr. Trafton verifies the oft
repeated words: “Death loves a shining
Of
him it can be truly said:
mark.”
“None kuew him but to love him, none
*
named him but to praise.”

prominent

as

a

DEEDING

brought joy to this maiden, just'as %
| happiness is brought every day to thousands *
J of house-keepers all over the land by Ivorine f*
% Washing Powder. This wonderful cleanser
t

is the

|

invented. Cleanliness and cheer
follow wherever Ivorine goes. Not the least
of its attractions is the cake of Toilet
Soap
which is in every package.
Ivorine gives
you more, costs you less than all others.

■

it is

reported.required to make
AdviceB to tne New York Herald
correspondent were that the demand will be placed
in the hands of President Crespo Monday
when he resumes control of the government, his health being entirely restored.
The
new cabnet,
it
is stated, will
unanimously uphold President Crespo in
a direct rofusal to pay English claims.

porary Home for women and children
located in Deering. No admission will be
asked but it is expected that all who attend will bring a pound of groceries, pro-

visions,

or

package of clothing

for home comtort. The Home
in need of heip. Make the

articles
is much

or

packages

erous

in weight, and plenteous in

gen-

num-

bers.
Invading.
A remonstrance” at
Deering Centre
do Cuba, November 28, via against the removal of Postmaster
Santiago
Brown
December
9.—The
wellTampa, Sla.,
the names of a number of
known rebel general Poriquito Perez and comprising
his forces' have Invaded tiro Guantanamo the residents of that place, has been
district again.
Tho owner of a coffee forwarded to Washington.
plantation situated in Kongo Losongo
arrived hero last night from the country.
He says
that he saw several men who
GOING TO CARLSBAD
bad lately arrived with an expedition,
in Loader
Cobreeo’s camp, nine miles
Isn’t necessary now. Carlsbad is
from the Cobro. The expeditionaries told
him that they brought arms and ammucoming to you. At least, the
nition.
They said that they hud also
two
of
part of it is. Taka
brought
pieces
artillery, hut that
one was lost by falling into tho
the Carlsbad
Salt (the
sea.They
were two
days trying to land, as tho sea
water evaporated and concentratwas very heavy, but at last they succeedBest results obtained when
ed in coming ashore safely.

A r

alse

La Grippe is

confounded by many persons
catarrh, which in sopie
respects resembles the former. These individuals suffer severely with pain about the forehead, eyes and ears, with soreness in throat
with

a severe

attack of

stoppage of the nasal passages, and in fact
are incapacitated for work of any kind for
days
at a time. These are eatarrhai sufferers.
Ely’
and

Cream Ba'm has been used with the best
suits in such cases. The remedy will give
stant relief.

re

in-

“Excuse me,” he said, “if I seem to be
little impertinent, but my ouriosity has
gotten so much the best of me that I must
a

venture

a

Sprudel

ed).

Cholera in

Cairo,

Cairo. Egypt, December 9.—An Arab
girl died yesterday of cholera in the poorest quarter of the city.
Evervriiing js
Lung done to prevent the spread of tho
c Is ase.
Look Ont for Cousuelo's Money.

Monte Carlo, December 9.—The Duke
of Marlborough
and his hrida have arrived hero-

out-door exercise can be had.
See that the signature of
Eisner & Mendelson Co., Sole
Agents, New York,” is on every
bottle. That makes the genuine
the world’s
imported article
natural remedy for gout, dyspepsia, biliousness and stomach,
liver and kidney complaints.

saver, labor saver, money

%

saver ever

|

|t
2

Fhe

J*

4:. 1-2

question.”

j’ b‘ WILLIAMS CO.,
Makers of Williams’Famous

❖

|

±

❖

|
4*

Glastonbury, Conn.

4*

Shaving Soaps.

BOARD

in

their

Sunday

evening public meeting, the
of Rev. W. S. Kimmel, one of the
Brst to respond to the call of the Union,
name

unfortunately omitted.
kindly supply t he omission.
svas

Will

you

M. E. C.

Marvelous Results.
letter written by Rev. J. Gunderman, of Dimondale, Mich., we are
permitted to make this extract: “I have
no hesitation
in
recommending Dr.
King’s New Discovery, as the results
were almost marvelous in the case of
my
wife. While I was pastor of the Baptist
church at Rives
.function
she was
brought down with Pneumonia succeeding Da Grippe. Terrible paroxysms of
coughing would last hours with little
interruption, and it seemed as if she
could not survive them. A friend recommended Dr. King’s New Discovery; it
was quick in its work and highly satisfactory in results.” Trial bottles free
at Geo. M. Young’s Drug Store. Regu4H!l Congress
lar size 50c. and $1.00.
street II. G. Starr, Westbrook.
From

a

of

Send

lolmafCOLLEGE
AN I*

Shorthand
for

and

free Illustrated

Typewriting.

Catalogue.

L. A. Gray & SON, Portland, Me.

two

8

roms,

closet,
bay windows, cemented cellar and stable,
5500 feet of land, 3 minutes from electric
cars, located between Portland and Woodfords; a forced •■ale, price $2200. W. H
WALDRON & CO., ISO Middle street. 10-1

FOR

HORSES

I'EXREXTER,
(Congress St.

Paug22nt1’

An

LET—At No- 147
IiO stairs
rent of six

Brackett street, down
and bath room, all

rooms

Ma‘“e'

floor. Price $18 per month. Inquire of
4-1
A. C. LIBBY, 42Vs Exchange street.
on one

/EOLIAN-

parlor,

LET—Large
TO nished,
with

other rooms newly
LAND street.

Will enable you to have music in your home at
any and all times, without the aid of a musi-

furnished

4-1

TIO

street.

he used by every member of the
family, as the operation of playing it is so
simple that it can lie learned by anyone with a
few days' practice.
It is not a mechanical instrument, but is
capable of the most delicate shauiugs of tempoand expression.
Any piece of music can be obtained for the
.Eolian, but it is designed for and particularly
adapted to the highest grades of classical and
All the Wagner Overtures
operatic music.
and Beethoven Symphonies,
together with
works from all the masters, are arranged lor
the -Eolian, and are played by it with wonderful orchestral effect.
The tone of the .Eolian is peculiarly soft and
beautiful, resembling, more than anything else,
a small orchestra, with tho different parts.
On exhibition daily from 9 to 5. Call and
hear it.

30-4

TOOLET—Brick house No. 11 Henry street,
near Deering street ; has 9 rooms, furnace
heat, hot and cola waiter, and all modern conveniences, just 10 minutes walk from postofflee.
possession given Dec. 1.
Apply at house or to
GEO. F. W&ST, 191 Middle street.
20-tf
I W

Rooms in

bC I

Mechnic

FOR

rilO LET—Pleasant furnished rooms with
-i
furnace heat and use of bath room at
457 Cumberland street.
26-4

ing rooms over the X. John Little store on
Congress street, up one flight; one room fronts
on street; set bowl: city water, large closet and
toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LARRABEE,

C.McGOULDR!C,Mgr.

240

dtf

Middle street.

every

g THE

N. K.

FAtSBANK COMPANY,

CHICAGO, 224 State Street, BOSTON, PORTLAND, ME.

1

annual meeting of this corporation
will be held on
Friday December 13,
1895, at four o’clock in the afternoon at the
othce of the corporation, Room No. 9, of the
City Building, Portland, Me., for the purpose of electing such officers us are
provided by the by-laws,
associate
electing
members, and transacting any other business that may be required by the by-laws of
the corporation.
Dated at Portland this December 5th, 1895.

'—-•'.v

J. E. PALMER.

dec5

dtf
WANTED.

CELIA M. PA lTEN, Clerk.

vortts
Inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty
one

Portland
»•

January 1st. tbe store
now occupied by T.B. MOSHER,
39 Exchange Si.
Inquire of
Henry Deering, 39 Exchange St.
About

THE

dectidtd

7-tf

TO BE LET,

Associated Charities of Portland.

|j»

novl9-4

RENT—Store No. 88 Exchange street
opposite Portland Savings bank. Owner
will put in fixtures to suit tenant. Immediate
possession. BENJAMAN SHAW 61% Exhauge street.
l.tf

517 Congress Street,

|

tf

LET—A few pleasant furnished and unfurnished rooms, steam heat and gas. at

TO LET—Dress making rooms; ihree connect-

octlC

National Bank.

TITANT ED—Pupils on banjo, piano and
guitar. Remember we leifd banjos to
those who wish to take lessons. Banjo and
guitar, 50 cents a lesson; piano, 60 pens.
Address LIBBY BROS., 414 Congress street.
C. K. Hawes.10-1 I

rilHE annual meeting of the stockholders
A of the Portland National Bank of Portland, for the election of directors for the
ensuing year and the transaciion of any
other busino.-s that may
legally be
presented, will be held at their banking house
on Tuesday, the 14th day of January,
1896,
at 10 o’clock A. M.
CHARLES G. ALLEN, Cashier.
decGdtd
Portland, December^, 1895.

TTT’ANTED—Situation in an office as bookv V
keeper by a young ladv who has had
five years experience; can furnish
refer
once.
Address “Y,M Press Office.
7-1

Banjo, Piano and
WANTED—Pupils
Guitar. Remember
lend banjos to
on

MILLINERY.

11

|If
#

we

those who wish to take lessons.
the LIBBY
BROTHER.-. 414
street, care of C. K. Hawes.

•

*

bargains for late in the season
purchases in SVSiilinery. We have no Christmas
goods to sell but we have lots of Hats, Ribbons,
feathers, Capes and Trimmed Goods to close out

you now. The

goods

advertise below are first class in every
but
the
way,
are
down.
The
prices
way
very article you want
may be in the list.
we

TRIMMED GOODS. OSTRICH

*

•

*

*

Egg

OWKSI

8

*

§5jg

grocery store,

and

Ji.x'S

People who want tlieir
printing different from
the ordinary every-day
kind

we

are

certain

please. Whether
a

crank

j|
If

or

to

you

are

not, try

us.

phenoranal season or
goods, especially the 50c quality

We have had
these

a

There may be 10 dozen left and thest
out now for 25c each
will
Also oue lot browr
Just half price.

be'closed

plaid Capes, made-up

to sell for 62c anc
75e; have been reduced to 35c. Only s
few dozen in the lot.

VIOLETS.
Several qualities of

put

}f0

One

genuine Dresden RibfiOc; al

thing

are

mostly

shades.

ia

foi

jjgj,,

180 Middle street,
Glimmer’s Orchestra.

or

I

•

M

sold at $1.00

are

now

69c.

They
above
Dec.

are

goods
9tli

while they last. All
sale Monday Morning,
thereafter until closed

yours
on

and

out.

Wholesale and Retail,
deco

543

SHERRY.

goods for the Holiday
pOR SALE—Musical
*
trade, just received. The best display ever
in Portland. Pianos. Music Boxes. Violins,
Mandolins, Guitars. Banjos. Cornets. Harmonicas, etc.
Popular Music, music Books,
music Rolls,
superior Violins and Banjo
Strings. Please call. HAWES, 414 Congress
street.

FOR

TjIOR SALE—Pool Tobies; for sale nnd to
JC
let. Inquire of FRED
27
S. PINE,
Monument Square.
7-1
SALE—Summer hotel at Gateway,
FOR
While Mountuius, 30 rooms, always full.
Piazza
all

on
sides, fine dance hall, 60 acres
under cultivation which supplies the
house; the scenery is grand,
drives ani
fishing privileges; first quality. Price $3000.
W. II. WALDRON & CO., ISO .Middle Street.

land

7-1

_

BALE—Who would like to know that
a number of
houses are for sale cheap
at
Shaker Village, Alfred, Me.
3. b.
21-3
VANCE, Trustee.

pOR

SALE—2Vz story house containing 12
A
rooms with all modern improvements fitted
for two famlies, Lot 70xl(i0 with fruit trees on
same. Situation 20 Main street. East Deering,
on line of electric cars. A. C. LIBBY, 42Va
Exchange street.
Nov5-4

POR

SALE—Fine building lot, coiner of
1
Sawyer acd Thomas Sts.. TVoodfords.
5000 feet of lana, sewer, sebago, near steam
and electrics, stores, schools, etc. Price (7c)
seven cents per foot.
Your own terms of payC. B. DaLTON, 478 1 2
ment, title perfect.
one
4-1
Congress St.,
flight.

POR

SALE—The Homestead of the late
POR
A
Thomas Quiuby, near Strouawater in Deering. Four acres of land with good house. On
line of street cars; 10 minutes from Union
station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As
fine

a

location

dec3-4

know that Prof. P. Bishop is
PEOPLE
prepared to give first class exhibitions
with his

worms

Hi but are treated for other diseases. Thesyinp'll toms are—indigestion, with a variable ap1/ petite; foul tongue; offensive breath; hard
and full belly, with occasional gripings aud
l\
M pains about the navel; heat and itching sensan tion in the rectum and about the anus; eyes
J heavy and dull; itching of the noBe; short, ury
cough; grinding of tho teeth; starting during
con[| sleep; slow fever; and often in children,
vnlsions. The best worm remedy made is

Ij

’A
A/

phonograph at all kinds of entertainments. church
fairs, sociables, lodge
assemblies, etc.
A
largo horn makes the
repetition distinctly audible at any part of
the hall
Special rates to private parties.
Address 52 Smith street.
2-1

make money
by careful speculation
in Grain through a reliable, successful firm. Excellent opportunities to make profits by our new plans.
1' ully explained and sent free. Highest references.
PATTlbON & Co., 009 Omaha Buikling, Chicago. 111.

Iff

\V
III
\f
IjI
///
I

to loan

first and second mortMONEY'
gages real estate, life insurance policies,
and

vegetable,

worms are

mucous

membrane

of

common

of cliilcomplaints
ax all

Druggists.
)/
ija Dlt.J.F.TRUE&t’O.,
Auburn, Me.
V For Tape worms we havo
I) a special treatment. Write
'Jl for Pamphlet.
dren. 35c.

good collateral securities; notes discounted on favorable terms.
W.
1\ CARR, room 6, second floor. 185 Middle St.

IjIf
l£
)I
/'

novlft 4
_

TVTONEY to loan on furniture, organs, pianoslyJL machinery, hordes, diamonds, watches,
insurance policies, first and second inort,
gages, reai estate; also notes discounted. Business confidential. PORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO., room C. 185 Middle street, 2nd
life

Jj

floor.

rl
K\

\)1
'IJ
11

Irt

y(
fj

v#

on

personal property

TKUESelixir/n]
dition of the

Deering.

Apply

to

jly27-tf

LOST AND FOUND.

pocketbook with
five
LOST—A
six rings, ini'ials

a
watch and
or
on the watch
D.
The under will be suitably rewarded by leaving it. at the Bt.Julian hotel.

are

A.

6-1

WANTED—MTCJATIONS.
words inserted
under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

a young man and wife,
a
a
hotel or restaurant,
and waitress preferred.
Can make
ourselves useful in any capacity. Address
Box No. 4. Scarboro Beach. Mo.
lU-1

WANTED—By
position in

cook

WANTED—A good sawyer wants
POSITION
mill
water power;
job in steam
a

saw

or

Good
preferred.
recommendations.
SAM JORDAN.lUpper Gloucester,|Me. Box 94.
steam

9-1

American woman, a
situation for housework
in
small
Good references.
family.
M. E.. Press
an

WANTED—By
Office.

6-1

VITANTED—Lady

compositor, rapid experieneed hand, by the piece. Copy 10
hours a day,6 days in week; leaded. Steady job
to the right party. Apply at once. LIBBY &
4-1
SMITH, 101 Exchange street.Portland.
"lirANTED—Situation by a
middle aged
American Woman as housekeeper or will
work in a small lamily. Call or address E. M.
4-1
Y., 220 Franklin street, City.
TirANTED—Family sewing to take home.
Terms reasonable.
Addressee. E. H.,
Press Office.
4-1
""

_

YE—Who- are
taken before the
Court
for drunkenness.
caught there again! Likewise all
persons having the drink habit go! ye all—
without delay, buy the
euro
of C. E.
BEAN, manufactures’ agent, 23 Prospect
street. I ackages 81.00 each.
2-1

HO:
Municipal
Don t be

worm

It has been in nse 44 yrs. is purely
harmless and effectual. Where uo

there is in

to

novlSdlm

{TBIEE’C pin

as

ANDREW HAWES, Stroud water.

one

1UOTICE—These prices: 7 lbs. new raisins,
25; 11 lbs. rolled oats, 25; Scans best
25; 3 lbs. country pork, 25; tine coffee,
Java and Mocha, 25c lb.; good mixed tea, 25c
lb; Curtis Bros’ peas. 9c can; best pea beans,
45c peck; best yellow eyed beans, 50c peck; potatoes, 48c bushel; Pillsbury’s flour, §4.25;
best St. Louis, $4; sauerkraut, 7c lb. WHIT
NKY.291 Congress street.
3-1

members of

fli Hundreds of Children and adults have

4-4

SALE—Beautiful suburban residence
in Deering, one and ono-half miles out;
three minutes from electrics;
coitage of
nine rooms will ell and stable
connected;
seven acres land, cuts six tons
fine
hay.
orchard, high elevation, full view of Portland. Price $3300. W. H. WALDRON A CO.,
ldO Middle street.
7-1

novlo-4

LEVY is
MR.buySAMUEL
cast off clothing of all

now

prepared

to

descriptions for
Address letters or postal
highest cash prices.
to 100 MIDDLE STREET.
sep4-tf
,

from $1000 to $15,000
I
worth of cast off clothing.
pay the
highest cash prices for ladies’ dresses,
gents’ and ohildren’a clothing and gent’s
winter overcoats.
Call or address le ter
or nniitai to s. nr GHOOT, 76 Middle street.

WANTED—To buy
""

24, won'd like

aged
YOUNG
work of any kind in private family,
take
of furnaces and underatanos
«

can

lored

man

care

and can make himself
the care of horses,
if required.
References given
useful.
Please address E. HAMJLION, 26 Edwards
2-2
Place. Rockland, Maine.

—

.VI

«12t

been
man-

corn,

■

Congress Street.

Please call, ladles and gentlemen and send the
children HAWKS 4-lfi Cnnirress sf-peer
A..J.

12-4

Ij^LECTRIClTY—Your

JtV ach and bowels. A positive cure for Constipa- (JJ
//
PI tion and Biliousness, and a
IA
W valuable remedy in ull the

J. E. P/ U.MER,

new

are

goods

hair
brushed
and
1
dandruff removed at Sherry’s hair cutting
rooms, 457 Congress street. No dauger of taking cold after cutting when brushed with our
electric brush, the only one in the city. Don’t
fail to try it.
Monument Square, CBAS.

with leaves at 50c,

were

_4-3

SALE—Everybody says Fairbank’s
FORelectric
Banjos
“par excellence.” Wliat

prices;

Falmouth hotel. Reveals the past and
tuttire, also relieves pain by magnetic trcatment.
10-1

double

Violet Paquets
62c, 75c and $1.25,
according to quantity.
Large single silk and violet roses that
lots

FOR

no more

lot Violet Paquets with leaves

Several

SALE-The loot called “Forest and
shore” by Oliarli s P Ilsley, Stories of Old
Joe Wyertlie Indian ^cout. These stories are
all about Portland, Falmouth, and North Yarmouth in the Indian wars a hundred years ago.
A good Christmas presont for boys. COLESWORTHY’S BOOK STORE, 92 Exchange

hills to Ous Mixier, former
PAY
driver for the Eureka Steam laundry,
-A situation
at
Woodfords.
WANTED
Would like small family with
ii. TUCKER, Poprietor..
10-1
children. Address J. C., 7 Cushman street.
DEW ITT late of New York has City.
_10-1
MADAME
taken offce 199 1-2 Middle street opposite

0^

Having many open dates for tho next months
te engaged for any occasion for which
good music is required.
Apply to CHARLES

GRIMMER,

our

_miscellaneous.

at 10c a bunch.

NO LOTS RESERVED.

bons,usually sold for 65, 75 and
at one price, 45c.
J ust
evening dresses and

Violets will be

FARM

Forty

can

into this sale.

RIBBONS.
One lot broad

new

manufacture

now
agement
furopened; elegantly
nished rooms, steam heat, eas and use of
bath, central location.
For terms enquire
at the house. No. 221
Cumberland street.
7-4

<0

GRIMMER’S ORCHESTRA.

CHILDRENS’
CLOTH CAPES.

we

new

GRAMMAR SCHOOL CUSSES

domestic.

as

therefore give bottcm
repaired. Open evenings.

BUTTERFIELD ROUSE—Has
THEnewly
litted up and under
is

n
-

FOR SALE—100 acres; superior
land; yearly hay crop, 80 tons; excellent
pasture; ample buildings in good repair, including all tools, and sixty tons hay. Choice
location 12 miles out. A reasonable offer will
take all. W. H. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle St.
6-1

no

....

H

26-2

can

trunks

different

from his fellow-men is
usually dubbed a “crank.”

Address
Congress

TITAN TED—All persons in want of trunks
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
59a Congress street, one door aN)ve Shaw’s

A person who does some-

thing radically

before Jan. 1st. Have you been
waiting for our
great closing out announcement of Fall Mlili-

nery? It’s before

•

FOR

street.

Building

dec7__

Sole New England Representatives for the
Steinway, Hardman, Gabler, Bacon, and
other First Class Pianos.

T.

SALE—One single sleigh, high back,
made this year, never used, also
one
double sleigh, very stylish,this year’s makk
will sail low for cash. Can be seen by appyinetoC. B. DALTON, 478 1-2 Congress
street (one flghl).
(j-1

recently occupied by Dr. O’Neil. everybody savs must be true. Please call and
examine. Also for the Holidays an elegant lot
Apply to
of new popular music, music Books and new
GEO. A. HARMON, Sec.
musical instruments, including Autoharps,
Mandolins,Guitars and all musi514 Congress St. Symphonioms,
cal instruments the human family may desire.

The M.STEINERT&SONS CO.,

Fry everything from potato chips to doughnuts in Cottolene.
Put Cottolene in a cold pan—heat it
slowly until it will deli|
| cately brown a bit of bread in half a minute. Then put in
| your food. It will pay you to try Cottolene just this way— «
5 see how delic-rous and wholesome it makes the food.
SI
Get the genuine, sold everywhere in one, three, and five pound tins, with trade-marLs
6
H
—“Cottolene” and steer's head in cotton-plant wreath—on
tin.
S';■ I

unfur-

or

steam heat and g s.
Aiso
furnished at 217 CUMBER-

LET—Very desirable rooms, single or
connected, v\ith board, at No. 74 Spring

cian.
It can

(I)

School

SALE—-New
story house,
FORdecorated,
Sebago and water

4

I^OK

(A present it acts as a Tonio and corrects the conthe atom-

GRAY’S

hear)
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

TO

FEATHERS.

Union

one

SALE--Dcering Center, new 2 story
house, 7 rooms, water closet and bath
room, nard wood floors, 5t00 feet of land.
The house is thoroughly built and within
LET—Eight rooms, 11 Cushman street, two minutes ot
electrics, must be sold,
1 rooms, 212 Ilich street.
V price
7 rooms
& CO.. 18U
Chapel street, 6 rooms 203 Oxford street, 5 Middle$1250. W. H. .WALDRON
street.'10-1
looms 46 .None
9
53
Wilruot
rooms
street,
street, 12 looms 07 Danfortfc street, 6 rooms POR SALE—Peaks
Isand cottage
lois,
5,2 State street, 8 rooms and stable 58
ox- ZZ. Including high land back of church,
lord street..
Apply to OEO. F. J UN KINS, winter prices, lots $70, each, lots $00 each,
successor to L. O. BEAN A
CO., Under U. two lots $»U), three lots $60., according to
b. Hotel, Monument square.
6-1
location. M. CHAPMAN, 150 Free street,"W.E3 GOT ’jS.TVE
•
Portland, Me.
10-1
Glasses that tvill fit you.
LET—Newly furnished front room, 453
Cumberland street.
SALE—$450 upright piano entirely
6-1
In gold frames,
POK
-t
new will be sold at a
“
great bargain for
silver frames,
-c^r particulars addess G. A.
TIBTOO
LET—A
“
tenement
of
5
rooms
on
Danforth
BEi lb. Chief of
steel fraaies,
A
Detectives,
Lewiston,
St., $10. Russell
5 rooms $10. Paris
“
Ste., P. O .Box 123 K. D. U. W.
10-1*
fact the finest line of St., near Cumberland, 7St..
rooms $15.
Cushman
glasses you will find in St., 2 rents of 6 rooms each and bath, $20.
SALE—Elgin or Waltham movement in silver case
we
tit Cumberland St., 7 rooms and bath. .$25. Hampand
Portland
$8, in gold filled
shire St., near Congress, 7 rooms, S18.
case $la.
Gents watch cDuinw, warranted
N.
S.
litem
live years, $2.50, $3. $4. See the Christmas
GARDINER, 185 Middle St.
5-1
goods in I be window of CLARENCE H.
FREE OF CHARGE
TOO LET~Rent 142 Cumberland Street; sixd BROWN’S jewely and
music store,
272
no matter
what
your *- rooms and bath room with hot and cold middle street.
]0-l
trouble.
water. Rent 249 Congress Street; six rooms.
FOR SALE—Just arrived at
of \V. H. SARGENT, corner of CumMyopia, lly-proniotro* Inquire
'iafton's stable, Cumbeland Mills, Me.,
berland ana Washington Sts.
vN 6-1
pia, Presbyopia, Asthen30
Dorses direct from the faims of Ohio,
opia or Astigmatism.
weighing fom 1000 to 1500 Ids., suitable for
RENT—Lower flat. 48 High street, 7 ail
kinds of business. Among them are
rooms and bath, furnace heat, cemented
some very nice matched
teams, and will be
cellar: everything in nice
order.
BENJA- sold loner
than ever before for cash or
MIN F. HARRIS. Chambers, Corner Exchange
S.
goon
notes.
10_1
and Middle sts.5-1

Always first and most important. At
bicyeling?”—Washington assortment of
richly trimmed Hats ant
Star
MISS SARGENT
Bonnets made to sell for $6.50 to $9.00
Will open a Clxf)6, MON DAT, December 9
at
each.
$4.9S
to Fit Pupils for tho
A Correction.
One lot of $1.00 black ostrich Half
A lot of prettily trimmed Hats tha ;
Fourth, Third and Second Classes of the
To the Editor of the Press:
Plumes will be sold for 69c each.
City Grammar Schools.
from $3.00 to $4.50; now $2.48.
In the list of clergymen whose names were
One lot black Ostrich Tips, two in For particulars addres3,
93 PARK ST.
A great discount will bo made on all
dec(3dlf
tie published in this morning’s
bunch. Made to sell for 50c, are now
PRESS,
who are to co-opqrato with the Woman’s high cost patterns, both imported ant 25o a bunch.

Temperance

10-1

street.

AND ROOM—Large sunny front
room on second floor with
two good
closets, gas light and turnace heat, bath
88 me
°r.
Also table boarders wanted.
o/P
.301 Cumberland street.
10-1

TO

lady going

Christian

Exchange

No. 2 Gray street.

—

I

LET—At No. 812 Congress street,
pleasant and
convenient up
stairs
of seven rooms and bath room.
Price
520 per month. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY,

A store full of

Diagnosis,

llebel Forces

health-giving

greatest time

“Oh, George, that is not so. I heard
papa say you had a mortgage that covered
nine tenths of it!”—11 Meridionale.

*

Ultimatum Again,

reparation for the Yuruan incident.

estate.”

Wbat is it?”
“Aro you a gentleman going golfing ot

Oaraoas, Venezuela, December 9.—A
The ladies of the Deering W. C. T. U.
speaial cable despatch to the New York will
give a tea on Wednesday afternoon
Herald says the German minister here
has England’s formal demand unon this from 3 to 6 o’clock, at Golden Cross hall,
government for £12,000, the amount of Spring street, for the benefit of the Tem-

damages,

our

everything belonging

arymifk^l.

pension agent.

...

has

|

free of cost. If, however, for any reason
your druggist does not happen to have
them you will be able to get a copy if
you send a two cent stamp to the Kickapoo Indian Medicine Co., and request
them to forward you their 1896 almanac,
taking care to give your full name and
address.

Notes.

Dr. Colby Lamb of Salem died Wednesday, aged 74 years. He came from Maine
several years ago, and bad been quite

fI

LOVE LETTER

bright sayings and well written articles
pertaining to the care of health and
advioe as to what to do in case of accident.

not only with the Indian
pictures and scenes, but with portraits of
many well known men and women. We
would advise our readers to
ask# their
druggists for this almanac,
where they
will undoubtedly be able to obtain one

head
cash in advance.

rents

rent

561

Indian Medicine Company. It
not only the information particularly of an almanac nature, such as
calendars
and
astronomical
facts
relating to the movement of the heavenly bodies, but it is preeminently a household guide, being replete with many useful hints for all members of the family,
and also contains innumerable anecdotes

lustrated,

for 25

TOU

E.

Kickapoo
oomprises

This valuable little book is handsomely
bound, on the cover being pictured a
stirring Indian scene, lithographed in
color.
The inside of the book is profusely il-

FOR SAFE.

Forty words inserted under this

FOR

❖

It Is with sorrow we record the death
Embassy,
WIT AND WISDOM.
of Homer 1)., only son of the late Newell
London, December 9.—The Daily News
A.
a
well-known
cattle
a
from
Tyafton,
broken
Constantinodespatch
publishes
Sweet Simplicity.
j la, dated Saturday. It is believed that and lumber dealer of Oxford County.
“And now,” said the young country
iha messengers sent by the Sultan to Mr. Trafton was a
young man of muoh
Said Pasha expressed gerat
squire to his fair cousin from the city, “I
regard for
him and assured him that he was mis- promise, prossessing all the qualities that have shown you
to
make

TO LET.

J-orty words inserted under this

&aid Pasha Will Leave tike

taken in His Majesty’s intenitons.
The
despatch adds that it is possilbe Said
Pasha will voluntarily leave the embassy.
Lord Salisbury has sent a message to
Sir Philip Currie, the British ambassador, expressing his approval of his conduct in harboring Said.
In the meantime the gates of the embassay are closed
ana a focre
from the^Imogen patrols the

MISCELLANEOUS.

|

the West

£nd Burned Out.

Mayor

Will Cause.

A

Foreign Countries.

SOME FACTS ABOUT THEIR

MISCELLANEOUS.

FIRE ON CONGRESS ST.

WANTED—FEMALE HELP.
Forty words inserted
on?

week for 25

c*»nts.

under this head
cash in advance.

experienced girl on the
■\TTANTED—An
Amazeen skiving Machine.
Tt
SHAW.
GODING Shoe Company, No.
ItiO
Middle
street.

2-1

XTT‘ c, A.,
l
\

MISS A. L. SAWYER’S
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING.
Also, Headquarters for Shorthand Work

and

Typewriting.

CENTENNIAL BLOCK, 93 EXCHANGE ST

janx

oedtr

fllJnE Butterfield house has been newly fitted
J
up and under rew management is now
opened;
elegantly furnished rooms, steam
heat, gas and use of hath, central location. For
Yo.
terms inqid”
Cumhe*>
lam*
A

wheat at ilVa'sHlli e. Cornmeal dull, steady
live nominal. Wheat—receipts 67,378 bush';
exports i 12.11*0 bush: sales ;2,50u Push: quiet
and stronger-, No 2 Bed in store and elev 71V*
@7 lfi/sc; afloat 72;V4(<x73o; fob 7 11 « 72Vae

Quotations of

Staple

Produets in the

No

Northern un-4c.

Corn—receipts

128.700

New York, Dec 6th
Brig Arcot, Beemie. a
this port from Port Spain, reports having beer
12 days North of Hatteras in strong N and NV
gales; lost and split sails.
Baltimore, Dec 7—Ship Samaria, of Bath, ha:
been chartered to load coal at Baltimore fo,
San Francisco.

STEAMERS.

—

bush: exports 911,878 bush; sales 70.800 bush:
firm and tairly active; No 2 at 36%c in elev;
36V«c afloat. Oats—receipts 1 lu.eoo bush: exDomestic Ports.
ports 1450 busll;sales 47,000 bu; quiet, '-.c up
NEW YORK—Ar 8th, schs Marion Hill, fr-on
oil whites; No
at 23c; White bo 24y3®24s,4
Cape
Ilayti;
Eugene Hall, Miragoane.
No Chicato at 24c;No 3 at 22i/ac; VVhltedo ai
Ar 8th, barque Daisy Heed, Mitchell, Pasc\
New York Stock and Money Market.
2344 c; .Mixed Western at 24@24 Vic; do White coula:
A Litchfield.Hulbert, Brunswick;
lleary
and White State at 24 828c. Beef is
(By Telegraph.)
quiet, schs F C Pendleton, Burgess, do; Florence BeNEW YORK. Dec. 9.
steady; beef hams dull; tierced beet is firm; laud. Spofford. Jacksonville; Norman. Gray
cut meatsiquiet, steady; pickled bellies lbs ai do; H S Gorman, Gray, do : Sylvia C Hall
MguAv steady at 2@21/3 per cent; last loan
6«6ye; do shoulders CgoVac; do liams at 8V* Lowe, Brunswick; Wm H Sumner. Pendleton
at 2 per cent, closing at 2 per cent. Prune mer@.s»/4 ; middles nominal. Lard quiet,and weak. Darien; Maynard Sumner, Dyer, Virginia
Western steam closed 6 52V4 asked; cityBlfi: Leonora, Bonsey. Ellsworth; Augustus Welt
cantile paper was quoted 4V3'*5Va per cent.
refined quiet; Continent at 6 on; s A at 6 30: Sproule, New Haven for Philadelphia; GlenSterling Exchange was easier, with actual busi
compound al 4c»(g5c.
ProTlsons—Pork null, ulleii, Bunker, Stamford.
In
bankers bills at 4 87% a* 88
ness
for weak. mess§9o;9 50.
Ar 9th. schs Ulricka, Apple Rives, NS; Jas
Butter—ciioiee strong;
60-day bills and 4 88%ig4 89 lor demand; demand fair; state dairy at 12®23c; do cream Maloy. Rockland: Richard Hill, Thomastoii:
at 18a25c; Western dairy
101/i®17c: do erm | Edw W Young. Clarks island; DaisyFarlin,
posted rates at 4 89 a4 90. commercial bills
l««27i do June tU:<t22C; do factory 9@l7c pl- I Goodwins Point. Me; M II Wellington, Bangor;
M -davs at|4|86%(a4 87Va. Government Ponds
ains at 27c.
Cheese firm moderate demand; Chas M Mit ‘hell, Providence.
State largo 7Vi@10c; do fancy at
Cld utli, barque Carrie L Tylor. Tilotson, foi
higher hailroads lower. %
9:‘4ig.lO;do
small 7si ffil lc. Petroleum
steady; united at Demerara; Emita. Nash, do.
silver at the Board was dul[,
1 33.' Coffee, IUo quiet, firmer; No 7 at 14’*.
Passed Hell Gate 8tli. barque Daisy Reed,
B«i silver 66%.
Sgar—raw quiet,firmaelined fairly active, stay; Pascagoula for New Haven; sells Herald of th€
No 6 at 4 3-lb; 7 at 41/gc; No 8 at 4 1-16: Nod Morning. New York for Bath; Herman F Kim
V e>.lean dollars 53%.
at 4c; Nolo at 3 15-16c: Noll, at 3%c: ball, do for Rockport; Kil Carson, do for PlyAt London to-day oar silver was quoted
Portland.
No 12 at b 13-1 Be; No IS at
3y*e; off A at mouth; Sarah & Ellen. Amboyllor
30 7-16d
oz and flat.
4 3-16@3a8 ;Mould A
BOSTON—Ar 8th. barque Benjamin F Hunt,
4’/8 standard A 4^8 ;Confectioners'A 4VsC; cut loaf and cruslied B’4c: Pritchard, New York: schs Flora Rogers, Huni;ai 1 road Recemrs.
powdered. 4 -., ;granuUMd4B,e«444 :Uubes4I/8. ter, Brunswick; II E Thompson. Steele. WashQuotations are those made bv refiners on the ington; Oliver S Barrett, Erwin, Philadelphia;
PORTLAND. Dec. 9.
Hope
oue-prieebasis under the plan of October loih. Carrie L Look, Stevens. Jacksonville;
M E Eldrldge,
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Port- 1895 which makes large dealers
and wholesale Haynes. Tibbetts, Weehawken;
Lawrence
Hoboken:
Haynes.
Tibbt'tts.
Keilev.
land, 16L vais miscellaneous merenadise; for grocers agents of the Trust handling sugars on
con ienment,
and who are at stated times ot New York: Annie R Lewis.Cobb. Port Johnson
connec uu* roans 129 cars.
Nightingale, Rich, New York; Harvest Home.
settlement allowed a eniinission of 3-16c p lb.
There is also a trade discount of 1 per cent on Brown.do; E&GW Hmds, Garnet, do; LS
Retail Grocers sntrar Rates.
Olsen. Gay Head:
Electa Bailey,
Wyman,
100 bbl lots and 1 per cent for cash if paid withPortland market—cut loaf at 7c;coufectloners in seven days, and 110 trade discount on smaller Tlhirston. Rondout; Jas A Webster, Paschal,
Greens
Landing.
7<*;pulverized. —c; powdered, Gc; grauiuaie«.. quantities. No sales less than 25 barrels. For
Ar Uth, schs Thelma, Leo, Brunswick: Sadie
6V3 ;eottee crusnod. 5Va<v, vellow.—;£5c.
sugar packed in bags there is no a ditional
Lowe, Wiseasset; Carrie E Pickering,
charges on granulated or softs from 1 to 14 in- Corey,
Hammond, Philadelphia;
Ciara Diusmore,
Portland Wholesale Market.
clvstve, and other grades Vec p lb additional.
Brown.
New York.
Freights to iaerpool quiet and firm—grain
PORTLAND. Dec. 9, I8'.*r».
Cld 9th, barque Kaeliei Emery. Wyman, Bueby steam 3d.
The Flour market ivas decidedly firmer
nos Ayres; schs Willie L Child. Giies.
Apalachito-day
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was cola; A McNichols;
Sanborn, Portland.
with Winter Wheats 10c higher.
Sugar steady dull, steady and unchanged. Wheat—No 2Spring
BALTIMORE—Ar 6tli, sell Jas G Beecher
and unchanged. Apples steady here: at Liver, at 5758®60ssc;No 2 Bed at 61V* o,64yic. Corn Smith.
Portsmouth.
Oats—No 2 at 17V* n
Ar 7th, sch Geo II Mills, Lunt, Bear River.
pool to day picked Baldwins were at 12s5}l8s; —No 2 at 2GVa!f826<k8.
17s,4 c; No 2 Bye at 35V2. No 2 Barley at 38©
Sid 8th, sch Belle Hardy. Cook. Castine.
Greenings X0s@13s 6d; New 1 own Pippins il s 40c. No 1 Flaxseed 92* a 93 Mi ; mess pork
IiYANNlS-Ar 8tli. schs Addie Fuller, from
27s D barrel; at London, Baldwins were quot- at 7 87yt@8 00. Lard 5 22v*(ai5 26; short nb Macliias
for Fall
Abenaki. Rath for Newsides at 4 32'.3@4 37Va.
Dry salted meats— port; Richard Rlyer;
ed at 14s(gl8s; Greenings 12s(a;l4s.
Hill. Thomastou for New York;
shoulders 4 60a4 75; short clear sides 4 605*1
Jas L Maloy, Rockland for New York.
4 62j/2
At Bass River, sch Alice Holbrook, from BosGrain (juoiauuas.
Iteceipts—Flour, 7,000 bbls: wheat. 116.000 ton for a coal
port.
[bush: corn. 146.000 bush: oats.247.00u bush:
CHJGCAO BOARD OF T(U It.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 6th, sell Nautilus, New
rye. 3900 bush barley. 65,000 bush.
York.
Friday’s quotations.
Shipments—Flour 9.800 obis: wheat 132,000
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 6th, sch B D Prince
WHEAT.
bush; corn. 200,000 bush; oats 146,000 bushCoombs, Lincolnvilie.
Dec.
May. rye. 4200 bush: barley 104.000 bush.
Ar
8th, sch May McFarland, Small, Norfolk
Opening.t> 7
6lVfe
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-dav was
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 7tl), sch G L Dickson
Closing.5 8Ya
61% xucnigner; patents at 3 3o«3 60; extra
fancy Anderson, Boston; Sarah E Ward. Pierce, Ken
CORN.
at 3 1B®3 25;fancy ar 2 8o@3.0: ciioice 2 6o& uebec.
Dec.
May. 2 76. Wheat .higher; Dec 6GVic. Corn steadyCld 7tli, schs Isaiah Hart, Williams, Boston
26
opening.263/s
Dec 25Vue. oats higher; Dec 17% Provisions Jeremiah Smith. Parsons. Noriolk; Mattie A
Closing.2fi Vo
901a.
—Pork at 8 12%@8 25.
Lard at 6 06@5 17%
Franklin. McDonald. Marblehead.
Bacon—shoulders at 6Vi ; longs at 6; clear ribs
Ar 9th, schs Nahum Chapm, Arey, Algoa Hay,
Saturday’s quotations.
at 6Vs; short clear at 5Vac.
Drv salt meats— CGH; J C Smith, Kneelaud,Belfast; Bertram
WHEAT.
shoulders 4%; longs 4% ; clear libs 4% ; short N White. Falkiugham. Apalachicola.
Dec.
At Ready Island 7th. brig Rocky Glen, ColMay. clear 4%.
Opening. 6754
6l£i
Receipts—Flour 3,300 bbls; wheat 35,000 beth. Morant Bay for Chester.
Closing. 677/s
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 7 th. sch John K
til5^ busn;corn 13,000 bush; oats 36 000 bush: ive
bush.
Souther, for Providence.
COKl.
PERTH AMBOY
Sid 7th, sch Sarah & El
bbls:
6,100
Shipments—Flour
wheal
32,010
Dee.
May. bush; corn 26,000 bush; oats 10,000 bushirye
len, York. Portland.
29
Opening. 20%
bush.
sch Franklin Nicker
PROVIDENCE—Ar7th,
Closing. 00
00
DETROIT—Wheat—No2 Red at 68c: Ne 1 son, Haskell, Elizabethport.
TOP.K.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar
8th.
sch Augustus Hunt
White 68V2C.
Corn—No 2 at 28V3C.
Oats—
Jan. No
Blair. Philadelphia.
White 21%9.00
Opening.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 9th. schs. Nile. Rock
9.07
Closing.
land; Jas Youg, Port Liberty, Cornelia Soule
lotion 31 arises*
E G Willard. Port Liberty; < has A Huat, do for
Monday—No report
(By Telegraph.!
Dover; Freddie Eaton, do for do; ChasRFiint
do; Ned P Walker, New York for do.
Boston Stock Market.
DECEMBER 0. 1895.
BAVAN>fciV.H—-Cld 6th, sch R Bowers.Wilson
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-dav was
The following were to-day’s quotations of
Boston.
stocks in Boston:
steady, l-16c up; sales 1680 bales; middling
SCOTLAND—Sid 7th. sch D D Haskell, Has
Mexican Central 4s. 68
upands S 7 -16c; middling gulf 8 1 l-16c.
kell, Boston.
Atchison. To Delta Si otanta Fe It. io%
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-day
SALEM- Ar 8th, schs Sami Hart. Hart. Port
Boston & Maine it...175 V2 was firm; middling 8 1-lGc.
Johnson; Maggie Mulvey, Rolerson, do; Cora
do pfd.
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-dav Green, Kendall, Roudout for Boston.
Maine Central.137
was steady; middling 7V*c.
New York aud New England it........
Foreijrn Porta.
8AVANNAH—The Cotvon
Union Pacific.
market
8
to-day
Ar at Moville 8th inst, steamer Numidiau, fm
American Bell... 1993/3 was steady; Middling 7 16-16C.
Portland.
American Sugar.i common.1063/8
MOBILE—The Cotton market
to-day was
Ar at Nanaimo 7th inst, ship Wachusett, WilSugar, pfd.100
quiet; middlings 8;.
liams, San Francisco.
Mass., pfd. 69
MEMPHIS—The
Cotton
market
At Port Antonio. Ja, 3d inst, barque Syra,
to-day was
do
common. 33%
Day, from New York.
Mexican Central. 31% firm; middlings S 1-16;.
Ar at St John, NB, 7th Inst, schs H M Stanley
Eastern Cs.120
European JdaramS.
Flower,and Hattia Muriel, Denton. Rockland;
fBv Teioeranh.:
Uranus. White, do; Lizzie B, Befyea, ThomasNew Fork Quotations on Stocks and Bonds.
C J Colwell. Colwell. Rockport.
LONDON, Dec. 9. 1895.—Consols 106%d ton;
(By Telegrapn.)
Cld 7th. sell Clifford C, Bailey, Bath.
for money and 106 7-16d for the account.
Cld at Halifax 6th inst, sch Fred A Higgins,
The following are to-day’s closing quotations
LIVERPOOL, Dec.' 9. 1695.—Cotton market Ingalls, Grand Manan.
oj Bonds:
steady: American middling at 4 9-l6d; esDec. 7.
Dec. 9.
timated sates 12,000 Dales; speculation and
Spoken.
New 4’s reg.@310%
& 110"i export 1000 bales.
New 4’s
Nov 23. iat 23 15, Ion 75 50. sell Warren Adcoup.....@111%
@112Vs

|

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.

Leading Markets.

—

United States 2s reg. 97

Central Pacific

S7

lsti.104%

t

hicago

113 %
108%

16^2
148
112
176

16%

13

12V2
22
96 %

AHlanca.New Y'ork. .Colon
Newport.New Y'ork.. Colon

Dec 20
Dec 20
Veendam.New York..Rotterdam.!.Dee 21
Campania-New York. Liverpool .Dec 2i
Danta.New York. .Hamburg. ..Dec 21
Champagne. ...New York. .Ilavrei.Dec 21
Scotsman.Portland.. .Liverpool.. .Dec 21
Philadelphia. .New York..i.aguayra1 .Dec24

22Vs
149%
52%

li

11
100

21%
82 %

29%
lu5Va
16
104 V4

New York ICentrai. 99%
New York.Chicago & St. Louis 1 GVa
do 1st pfd. 74
New York & N L.
Ohio & Miss.
Old Colony..
Ont, &Western. 15%
Pacific Mail.'. 32Vs
Pulman Paiace.104

99%
J 3Vi

Sunrises .7
Sunsets.4

9

9

7%
17%
87%

Harbor.
Sell Yankee

New \ ork

Hinmj Stocks.
(T»r Telegraph.!

NEW YORK. Dec. 9. 1895.—The following
to-day’s closing quotations 01 minine stocks:
Co]. Coai....

York.
Sell

are

York.

DccKine.Coal.

Live

Stock

8
2

a.

y

Mariiitj-

—

New remedies are being constantly introduced to tliy public, but i)r. Jiu ps
Cough Syrup still maintains it<* pre-eminence.

i

to

Gen Adelbert Ames, eastern port for New

,v

Kelsey.

FItOM OCR l'<

Telecrauh.DECEMBER 9, 1895.

YORK—1 he Eiour niarKe;
receipts
45,357.packages; exports 1.247 bbls and 209
sacks: sales 8.300 packages; ouiet. and barelv
steady
Eiour quotations—low extras at 2 25f&265.
90«4 00: cu nuli> patents
city nulls extra at
4 0G&4 25: winter wheat low grades
;v 2 2«>c/.
3 65 ; fair to fancy aL 2 66 63 36: patents at 3 45
@3 76; Minnesota clear 2 60a3 io; straiftitsuo at 3 00«3 36: do patents 3 25a4 jo.
ao 1 v
mixture*{2 loa3 20: superfine a: 2 \0d2 66
fine at 2 00&2 35.
Southern flour duU^ami
easy; common to fair extra 2 io«2so; good
to choice at 2 ’0 63 30.
Rye flour steady and
quiet. Buckwheat flour at 1 30@i 1 0. BunkNEW

Maid, Snow, Bostou—cement

UtltESrONDENITS.

BOOTH BAY HARBOR, Dec 8-Sailed, sells
Nellie I White, Henderson, Sands River. NS.
for Boston; Gypsum Prince, Windsor. NS, for
New York; Calabria. New York for do; John
M Fisk, Bangor foi;
Boston; Leonora, Rockland for New York: Charity, McGee.
Bangor
lor Boston; C li Ogden. Dow. Clarks Island lor
New York; WT Norcross. Robbins. Rockland
lor Boston; Lena Whit
Rockland tor NYork:
MarylT Smith, New York for St John NB; F A
Hooper, Boston for do; Pride of the Port. Lawry, Friendship for Portland; Richmond, Jameson, South Amboy tor Rockland; Lekuka, Roberts, Port Williams, Ns, lor Bosten.

3 60.

<>

BOYS,

In

large

a

upon

our

number of Hues

daily experience

since

all

New, Desirable, Stylish Garments
before January.
this sale began our
patrons find much
they had any idea of getting.

Kersey

in Black

for gentlemen and
young, sizes 34 to

Mixed, sizes
50, only $13,00 each.

for men

made to retail at $20.00

wind and water

and Dark

Oxford

FOR LARGE

BOYS,

$15.00

sizes 31 to

to

and

50,

$25.00,

each.

ages 6 to 15 yesrs, broken

sizes, made t< ,
$10.00, 12.00 and 15.00. Selling
$5.00 and 6.50.

retail at
at

34,

These

very choice values and be

are

ing taken readily.

FOR BOYS 6 to 14 years, only

$8-00

Elegant Tailor
coats in

Black,

IVIade

Over-

BOYS’

Brown and Blue Ker-

ULSTERS,

I

--

Plain, Dark Gray, Heavy Ulsters, sizes 36 to 44, made to retail at
$8.00. Selling at $4.90 each.

$20.00 and 22.00.

BOYS’

coats for

BLACK KERSEY OVERCOATS,

,,

in

Fine Over- $5.00 grade,

Earge Boys,

in sizes 31

selling

to 3 t.SS.Overcoats made to retail at $15.00

sizes 34 to 48; large men take
notice; to $18.00.
only 10.00 aud 13.00 each.
10.00.

that

REEFERS,

ages 6 to 14 years, regular $4.00
Great Sacrifice

Selling

at

at

marked down

$S.OO and Boys

6

$3.50,

at

EXCHANGE

HIS PATCHES.

Liverpool 9th iust, steamer Numidian,
Portland.
Ar at Ponce. PR, 7th inst, sch Uranus, Norwood, Portland.
Ar at Rio Janeiro 7th iust, sell .Mabel Jordan,
Balano, Boston.
Ar at

Memoranda.
!

Hoston, I)cc 8—Sch Carrie E Look. Stevens,
at this port from Jacksonville, reports severe
weather on the passaire. broke several small
spars and damaged sails.
Vineyard-Haveu. Dec 9-Barque Elmiranda.
from
Baltimore for
Hath, before reported
asiiore. has made temporary repairs and will
proofed in tow of a tug.

Sunday School Concert
Exercises,
Sacred Christmas Can-

tatas,

ant

wciiitcJidb.
Mail orders promptly filled.
stock
of
Pianos
for the Christmas
Large

ado.

CRESSET JONES & ALLEN'S
1V1USSC
538

HOUSE,

Congress

Streets.
nov26eodtf

----

PORTLAND

FRATERNITY.

75 Spring St.

Opens November 25th

^Reading Room open every evening and
Fuuduy afternoon.
Clasm-s, if desired, in
Reading. Writng, etc; Club for debate and
study of Parliamentary Practice;
classes
in cooking and sewing; Amusement Rooms
House or to E. c’
Apply at Fraternity
JORDAN, President, 171 Danforih j>i.
nov&J
TTelm

FLORIDA
—AND THE—

ATLANTA pvAJR.
1!KST

cheapest
I‘-l!»L.
IMF
i-oUTE. including all exCall or send for prices and family illustrated advertising.
.1. A. Flanders, F. Agl., T. <-. I per, X. M
1*01 Wasli’nSt., Boston. 5BowIingCroen. N.y!
oc'.ti
TS&T4uio
PI vnP
ULIUtl

and

penses.

H

E.

F*ianO

MILLS,
Tuner.

Order Slate at Chandler’s Music Store 4tii
Street.
Congress
s—“
codt!

9.18

and 2. 67 p.m.
J. P. TUCKER, Supt.
RICHARD T. RUNDLETT, Gen’l Mgr.

i. m.

FKEEPOKT STEAMBOAT CO.

may 18

NRTLAM & ROCHESTER R.

ass

MIDDLE

decod4t

ST.

On and altar Funday, October 6, 1895,
‘assenger trains nil! Leave Portland:
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nasnna, Windham and Epping at 7.3t> a
m. and 12.30 p, at
for Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. a. and 12.30 p. m.
for Rochester, Suringvale. Alfred, Water.
hore and Uaco River at 7.30 a. an 12.30 and

BOSTON
AMIRS

?or

4.25 p. m.
for Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m.. 12.3a
3.00, 4.26, and 6.20 p. m.
for Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30,
9.46 a.
on,
12.3a
and
o.OC,
4.25,
6.20 p. ns.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
it Ayer Junction with
“Hoosae
Tunnel
toute” lor the West and at Union Station,
:
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
ia “Providence Line,” for Norwich ana
few York, via “Norwich IJme’’ with Boston
t Albany R. R. for tha West, aDd with the
sew York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland troni Worcester
0 1.30 p. m.; ironr. Rochester fit 8.30 a. m.,
,.30
and
5.45 p.
m.:
from Gorham
it
6.40, 8.30 and 10.6U a.
m„ 1.3a
5.45 p.
15.Hi'.ilf;
m.
For through Tickets to all points West and
?outh, apply to F. II. COI.LINS, Ticket
agent, Portland, Me.
o. W. PETERS, Supt.
dtf
2 le29

Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.
THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS
KAY
STATE AND
PORTLAND.
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains for points
bevond.

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
every Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. A at.
Oct. 1. 1895.

DOMINION
SILVER.
will

soon

WHEREAS, Arthur N. Richardson o
Lanoaster, in the Countv of Coos, and
State of New Hampshire, by his mortgage

agitate

deed dated the twenty-taird day of April
A. D., I*y5, and recorded in the Registry of
Deeds
for the County of Cumberland and
again.
Male of Maine, in book 6^5, on
page 17,
thereof conveyed to Moses M. Gould then
of Melrose. Middlesex county, or Slate
of
Massachusetts, and now of Portland, in the
County of Cumberland and State of Maine,
the following
described land
and
real
will agitate all
estate, to wit:
“All that certain lot or parcel of
land
*ituaied in Deering, in the County of Cumberland and State ol Maine, that was conto said Richarduon by
veyed
E. Vinton
when its merits and
prices are
Earle of said Deering by his warranty deed
known about town.
bearing date April 20, A. D. 1*’95, and recorded in Cumberland County Registry of
Atomizers,
Deeds, Book 621, Page 463, being the same
Hugs,
l.md
named and described in the Plan of
Flasks,
Trays,
lots Central Avenue and Alba Street, DeerTea Caddies,
Creams.
ing Center, Me., as delineated by Illsley &
Cummings, Portland, Me., recuided in said
Registry of Deeds in Plan Book 8, Page 7,
to which releience may be bad
excepting
and reserving only lota numbered 16 and 17
ou said plan, which lots were owned by said
Earle,” the tract conveyed by said mortby WILLIS A. CATES
at
gage deed being
more
partieuularly described us follows, viz.:
The wnole tract
573
St.
beginning at the most westerly corner of
Gulliver’s land on Central Avenue (formerly
called the Blake Road) thence running
North 34 1-2 degrees West on said Avenue,
Eight Hundred and Forty Eight ',848) feet
to Edward
Newman’s ijane,
so
called;
thence South 54 degrees West by said Newman’s Lane Five Hundred and ’Foity (540)
Have been using a National feet, to a post on the corner of land now or
formerly of said Newman; thence ^outh 35
Cash Register about two yoars degrees East by land now or formerly of
said Newman, Eight Hundred
and Fifty
and consider it indispensable.
<8o0) feet to a posi ia land formerly of F.
D* •L Smith; thence North 55 degrees East
by said Smith land :-ix Hundred and Two
(602.» feet to the point of beginning;
containing Eleven ill) iir.ren anti Foriv-Tlirp«
une-jlundreutli
(43-100) be ibe same more
or iesa; being ti:e same
which
premises
were conveyed to the late Nelson
W. RichSTATE
AGrEJMT.
ardson by warranty deed
dated
October
2oth, A. D., 1870, and recorded in Cumber104
anu Registry * f Deeds in Bock 380,
Page
ooo, to \vaicb deed reference ia hereby made
for particulars of description:
PORTLAND, ME.
expressly exnov6
dtf
cepting and reserving out
of the
above
described whole tract ot land to the said
Earle so much of said tract as ia hereinafter
immediately bounded and described, viz:

COMPRESS

Stevens Silver

COMPRESS ST.

STEVENS SILVER CO.

GRAND

TRUNK

RAILWAY.
On

and

after
trains

MONDAY. Nov. 18th,
will run as follows:

and Lewiston
7.15, 7.65
1.10,1.30, 6.20 p. m.
For Gorhamand Berlin, 7.55a.m.. 1.30

For Auburn

a.

Westerly

corner

of

and

A

N

O

S

p. m.
From Quebec.

12.15 a. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on Night
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
TICKET
OFFICE NO. 177
MIDDLE
STREET, AND DEPOT AX FOOT OF INDIA
STREET.
L. J. SEARGEANT Gen*l Manager.
Portland. Nov. 18th, 1895.
dtf

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
Mew York Direct Line.

Delightful and Invigorating Sea Trip.

Y

_

Steamship

FOR

Vancouver

Jan.

Labrador

26
9
23
6
20
5
19

In
Effect
December 9, 1895.
[rains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway

F’rom Portland
Dec. T~
••

Scotsman

Square,

REDUCED

]

J

RATES.

Cabin—Portland to Liverpool, $50, $60 and
$70. Return, $100, $110 and $130.
Intermediate—To Liverpod, Londonderry,
Glasgow or Belfast $30. Return, $55.
Sieerage—To Liverpool, Queenstown, Londonderry, Belfast, London or Glasgow, $16.
For further particulars, apply to
H. G.
STARR, 21-2 Union wharf; T. P. McGOWAN.
418 Congress street; J. W. PETERSON, 2 Exchange street, or to DAVID TORRANCE &
CO., General Agents, foot of India Street,
Portland, Me.
nov20dtf

)akland, Bingham, WaterviUe, Skowhegan,
iangor aud Vanceboro.
1.30 p, m. For F'reeport. Brunswick, Au;usta, Bath, Rockland and ail stations ou
inox & Lincoln division. WaterviUe, Skowlegan, Belfast. Dover and Foxcroft, Greendlle, Bangor, Bueksport, Oldtown, Vanceboro.
it. John, Halifax, Honlton and Woonstock.
3.30 p. m
For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, FryNorth Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster,
>urg.
Beecher Falls, Lime Ridge & Quebec, St. Johnsjury, Montreal and Chicago.
5.05 p. m. For Brunswick. Bath,
Lisbon
falls, Augusta and WaterviUe,
6.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danville
Function, Poland Springs station, Mechanio
Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. in, Night Express, sleeping cars, for

CASCO BAV STEAMBOAT CO.
CUSTOM HOUSE HUME. PORTLAND, ME
Winter Time

Table, in Effect Nov. 25, ’95.
Leaves Portland For Forest City Landing,
Peaks Island, 5.45, 6.40, 8, a in., 2.15 and
6.10p.lli. For Little and (ireat Diamond,
Trefethens and Long Island, 8.00,a. m.,
and 2.15, p. in.
C. W. T. G0DI1NG, General Manager.

Co.

3ath,
Lewiston,
Augusta,
WaterviUe,
iangor, Bar Harbor. Bueksport. V.molmro, St.
Itephens, St John and ail Arios ookCnmiy.
lalifax and the Provinces, lmt docs not run to
1 ielfast, Dexter. Dover and Foxcroft or beyond
J iangor, Saturday nights.
i

SUNDAY

ALLAH

—

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campoballo and
on.
St, Andrews. N. B.
Winter Arrangement.

HASTINGS.'

REWARD!—

$500

Victor, Col.

for stations iiained below and inter-

mediate points as follows:
1.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath, Rockland,
Lugusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, Pittsfield,
langor, Bucksport. Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via
1 Irunswlwk.
8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
,
Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls.
Lewistou,
Jvermore Falls, Farmington, Phillips, Range1 ay, Oakland and Waterville.
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton. Fabyans, Burllng( on,
Lancaster, St- Johusbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul aud Minneapolis
1 .nd all points west.
10.30 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Lisbon
'’alls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Au1 ;nsta and Waterville.
1.001>. m. Express for Brunswick. Lisbon
ralls. Augusta, Waterville. Bangor, Bar Harbor
)ldtown and Houlton, via B. & a.
1.15 p. m.. For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
tation. Mechanics
Rumford Falls,
Falls,

19
2
16
30
13
27
12
26
9
23

"labrador on this voyage will sail on Wednes
day at 1p.m.
Steamers sail from Portland about 1 p. m. on
Thursdays after arrival of all trains due at
Portland at noon.

Easiport, Lubec. Calais, St.John, S'.3., Halifax,N.S,

novisdlmo*

tfAINE CENTRAL R. R.

nov25dtf

ORGANS

26law3wTu

Steamer.
"Labrador
Scotsman

Vancouver
Feb
Labrador
Scotsman
Mar.
Mar.
Vancouver
Labrador
April
April 2Scotsman*■
Feb.

ARRIVALS.
Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 a. m„ and
12.15 3.10. 5.15 and 5.30 p. in.
From
Island Pond. Berlin and Gorharn.
8.25, a. m.,12.16 and 5. 30 p. m.
From Chicago anu Montreal. 12.15 and 5.30

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

W. P.

Jan.

From

Gulliver’s
said Central Avenue,
or Blake
Road; thence running Northwesterly along said Avenue or l»oad one
Hundred (100) feet to a stake; thence runOn and after Nov. 18th, and until further
ning Southwesterly in n line parallel with
the Northwest side line of said Gulliver’s notice, the steamers of this line leave Rail,
land a distance of one Hundred (100) feet road Wharf,
Portland.
Monday aud
to a stake; thence Southeasterly in a lins Thursday at 6 p. m.. fcr Eastport, Lubec
parallel to said Avenue or Road a distance and St. John, with the above connection.!
of One Hundred (100) ieet to a stake stand- Returning—Leave
St John, Lubec and Easting in said
Northwesterly side line of port same days.
Plain
or
al
Gulliver’s land or the extension thereof;
Very Fancy
Through tiekets Issued and baggage cheeked
thence by said side line of Gulliver’s land to destination. jafFreight received up to 4.00
Hundred p. m.
extended a distance of One
NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST. as
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
(100) feet to the Urst mentioned corner of
Pine Treo Ticket Office, Monument Square
Gulliver’s land
And toHEREAS said Muses M.
Gould, or for other information at Company’s Office.
while he was still tlie owner of said
mort- Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
J.
ap29dtf
gage,
released and discharged from the
B.cpYLE.Gen. Man.
operation and lien thereof certain portions
of said mortgaged premises to wit: Lots
numhere j and designated on said Plan recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds in To the holders of Portland Athletic
Plan Book 8, Page 7, as lots 1. 2, 3, 4, 10, 11,
Club Bonds.
1?. 13, 14. 15, 18, 19, 20, 21. 22, 23, 25, 31, 32,
Me.. Dec. 3d. 1895.
33, 34. 44, 40. 41); for a further description OEALED Portland,for the
Proposals
sale, to the
of which reference is made to said plan:
of
Bonds
Trutees,
Portland
And WHEhEAS said Moses M. Gould, Athletic Club, to an amount of the
sufficient
toabtorb
by his assignment dated Ooiober 22, A. D. the sum of Five Hundred
Dollars, will be re189a, and recorded in said Registry of Deeds ceived by the
undersigned, until SATURDAY.
in Book
G24, Page 294, assigned, transferred December 14tli, 1895, at twelve (12) o’clock
and convoyed unto me, the said
mortgage in. The proposals must state tile denomination
deed, note, debt, and claim secured thereby, of each Bond or Bonds offered, and the lowest
DR E. C. WEST'S NERVE AND BRAIN TREATMENT and all his right, title and interest by virtue
net price.
,
is Boid under positive written guarantee, by of said mortgage iu and to the real estate
We reserve the right to reject any or all offers,
authorized agents only, to cure ^eak Memory; therein described;
a part ot any lot..
to
or
accept
Power:
Lost
Nerve
MaLhood;
Loss of Brain and
And WHEREAS since that
I
have
Wm.. H. MOULTON, Trustee.
Adkress,
Lack of released and discharged f*oiu time,
Quickness; Night Losses; Evil Dreams:
the operation
P. O. Box 4tid, city,
Confidence; Nervousness; Lassitude; all Drains; ana lien of said mortgage certain other
Uec4dlOt
Loss of Power of the Generative Organs in either portions of said mortgaged
to
premises,
Youthful
or
Errors,
'v,t: lots numbered respectively 5, 26, 41, 4:1
sex, caused by over-exertion,
Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor, 4o. 48, r«, 51, 52, 53, 55. 56. 57, 58, 59, 62, 64,
which leads to Mise»y. Consumraon. Insanity 96. 68, 70, 76, 77, 78, 79, 83, 8 on said plan,
and Death. By mail, $1 a box; six for $f>; with '0 which reference ia hereby made
for
written guarantee to cure or refund money. further description:
containing five days’ treatment,
And WHEREAS the condition of said For the arrest and conviction of the
Sample package,
25
One
cents.
instructions,
sample
with full
mortgage has been broken: now therefore, parties who assaulted John II. Hoyle,
only sold to each person by mail.
by reason of the breach of the
condiGon in a saloon on India street, on or about
rnorlSold bv d. H. Hammond, corner Free and thereof J < laim a foreclosure of said
(be 17th day of September.
L.
C.
B»K«.
and
E. VINTON EARLE.
Fowler, comer Congress
Center Sts.;
November 26. 1S95.
Lafayette Sts., and K. 1\ &. Goold, 581 Coil
JAMES DOYLE,
Me.
Fortiand,
toov
gcss St.,

I

28

Dee. 12

5.20 p. in.
For Island Pond,7.65 a. m., and 1 30 p. m.
For Montreal
and Chicago, 7.55 a. in., and
I. 30 p. in.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.

JORDAN,

at the most
land on the

Nov. 14

m

The Steamships Manhattan and Cot tag
City leave 1X31111110 wharf Tuesdays, Thur«
days and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38. East River, game days at 6 p. ni.
Fare to New York, one way. S4.00: Round
trip <7.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent.
nv2-dtf

Beginning

Liverpool.

F’rom

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT

FIRST CL ASS

1896

Sailing Dates.

1S95

LEAVE.

International

Winter Rates

Liverpool Service via Londonderry.

Cor. Congress & Center Sts.,

Exchange St.,

LIME.

Royal Mail Steamships
1895

Koval

mail

LIHE

7.30 a.m.,

21
5 Dec.
19
2 Jan.
18 Jan.

Steamships.

Steamships
Laureutian.

Mongolian.

Portland
12 Dec.
28
9 Jan.
28
(> Fel>.

Halifax.

Steamships.

'I10

Glasgow via Londonderry
Cabin, #40 and upwards. Return, #80 ami

upwards.

train for

IN

PORT LA VO.

From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans, Bridgton,

f .25 a. m.j Lewiston and Mechanics Falls
i .30 a. in.: WaterviUe, Augusta and Bath.
t •35a.m.: Mattawamkeag,Bangor and Rockland
2.25; Kiuglield, Phillips, Farmington, Kumjrd Falls, Skowhegan. Oakland and I.ewiston
;
J 2.30 p. m.;
No. Ccnwav and Fryeburg 4.40
Rockm.;
Skowhegan,
WaterviUe,
uid 5 25 p.
in.; St, John. St.
Stephen,
iroostook County, Bar Harbor and Bangor
, .36 p. m.; Range ley,
Farmington. Rumford
'ails, Skowhegan. Lewiston 6.46 p. in; Chicago
s nd
Montreal and
all
White
Mountain
v oints.
8.10 p.m., all points on B. & A. R. R„
1 Iangor,
Bar
1.40
Harbor.
a.
m
xpress Halifax St. John. Bangor WaterviUe
nd Augusta. 3.30 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.

1

']

I

Portland, Dec. 7, 1895.

Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and

oct4

Galway. Prepaid steerage #25.50; intermediate #80.
Apply to P. McGowan and H. G.
STARK, Portland; H. & A. ALLAN. Boston,
or to
&
1

paper

ARRIVALS

14 D
28

Nuimdian.
11 Jo,
Laurentian.
25
Mongolian.
8 Feb.
Steamers sail from Portland about l p.m. on
Thursdays after arrival of ail trains due at
Portland at noon.
KWIUCED RATES.
CABIN—Portland to Liverpool, SCO to $80.
r.eturn. $100 to $110.
SKCOND CABIN—To Liverpool, I.ondonderry, Glasgow or Belfast, $30. Return, $65.
Steerage to Liverpool. Queenstown, Londonderry. Belfast, l.oudon or Glasgow, $24.60

STATE
LINE I
New York and

TRAINS.

Bruns wick, Ail
usta, WaterviUe and Bangor.
1.00 p. m.
For Brunswick. Lisbon F.iUi,
{ ■ewiston, Bath,
Augusta, WatervUle, ana
1 Iangor.
11.00 p. m.. Night Express with sleeping
1 ars for ali poiuts.

& Portland Service
Liverpool,
Londonderry. Halifax From
h rotn
From■
Liverpool.

II.
A. ALLAN. General Agents. No.
Inda St., Portland, Me.

dtf

Wland & Rumford Falls R’y.
Effect Oct. 7,
In

MAINE COAST

NAVIGATION CO.
For Bath, Popham Beach, Boothbay Harbor and
Wiscasselt.
On and after Tuesday, Oct, 291 li, the
and fast

STEAMER

L

STATION FOOT OFPKEBLE STREET.

PrIoftts

we

d6mos

Portland & Worcester Line

Sei>t. 23d will leave PortCOMMENCING
w
land Pier for Falmouth, Oousens, Littlejohn’s, Great Cheheague and Bustin’s Islands,
Woli’s Point and Freeport at 2.00 p. m.
RETURNING, leave Freeport at 7.0o a. m.
for Portland.
J. P. BAXERT.
sepSdtf

4.00,

Standard Clothing Co.,

X*

Wiscassett for Albion and way stations a
a. m, and 3. 55 p. m.. arriving in China a
12.00 a.nr and 6.58 p. in.
Returning trains leave Albion at 6.00 a. m.
ind 12.15 p.m., arriving in Wiscassett at 9,05
leave

and

are,1,ot what we are most interested in, in this sale, but TO SELL THE SURPLUS
have not been able to
dispose of at regular prices.

R. H.

acuumr

ie21_dtf
Wiscasset & Quebec Railroad Co
On anil after Nov., 4th 1895, Train,
wit

5.00, 6.50 and 8.00.

SMITH & BRQE, Druggists,

SOLOS,

Enterprise

Will leave East Boothbay Monday at 7 15
a. m. lor Portland, touching at So.
Bristol,
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
Island.
Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.43 'a. m. for
Pemaquid. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbav Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol
and East Boothbay.
Wednesday, leave Parriaouid at 6 a in. for
Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
Boothbay Harbor.
Touching at Squirrel
Islahd.
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
Al.FKEU HACK, manager.
augaidtf

in Fine Reefers foi

to 16 years,

SUNDAY TRAINS.

Biddeford. Portsmouth. Newbury
sort. Salem. Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a.m., 12.55
Arrive in Boston, 5.58 a. m., 4.16 p.
). m.
n.
Leave Boston for Portland, *9.00 a. m.,
r.00 p.m.
$L)oes not run Mondays.
tConnects with Kail Lines for New Yor*s
South and West.
§Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from North Berwick Sunday a only.
Scarboro
UConneets at
Crossing with
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
tickets
to all points in Florida,
Througn
the Soutn and West tor rale as Ticket Office,
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A„ Boston.
For

After Holiday, Sept. 2,

$3.50 each.

Elegant Bargains

EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station for Cape
Elizabeth,
‘$8.45 a. m.; Saco. Conway Junction,
IVolfboro. 9 00 a. m.: Biddeford, Fortsnouth, Ameebury, Newburyport. Salem,
Lynn, Boston, $2.00. 10.00 a. m.; §12.55,
6.00 p. m. Arrive in Boston, 5.58 a. m.. 12.49,
1.15, 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland.
r.30, 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00, 7.45 p. m.

„„„

These goods are superior to anything sey, equal to any custom made at $35.00
ages G to 15 years, only $3.50, reg
in the market for a warm, winter over- in
fit, style and materials. Selling at ular $5.00 and $6.00 qualities.
coat.

Kennebunk-

ill.;

SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Boston, express, 3.45 a. m. For Boston
ind way stations, l.oo, 4.15 p. m. Arrive in
Boston, 7. '5 a, m., 5.27, 8.44 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. m.

South Dy connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
State St., Fiske Building, Boston.
Manager,
Mass.
oct22dtf

Steamer

5.15 p.

1.15 p. m.

From Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Perm. R. R., and

tliar

12.40, 3.30,

lort, Somers worth. Dover. 7.00, 8.40 a. ill.,
l2.40, 3.30, 5J5 p.m.; Rochester. Farmingion, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.. 12.40. 3.30 D. m.:
Wolf boro,
3.30 p.
Worcester
(Via
m.;
Somers worth and Rochester.) 7.00 a. in.;
Manchester, Concord, 7.00 :i- m„ 3.30 p. m.;
liockingham Junction, Haverhill. Lnw■ence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3 30 p.
n. Exeter. Boston. $3.45. 17.00, >8.40a. ill.,
(12.40, 3.30 p. m.
Arrive in Boston, 17.25,
10.16 a. m, 12.55, 4.20 7.15 p. ra. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m„ 1.00,

TALL arrangements.

bargains

m.,

l.

counter!

Boys’ Ulsters,

only $10.00
each.

1

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co

clear the

better

Overcoats

proof,

wool,

34 to

of

Black

The "King of Frieze” Ulsters,

Beginning -November 5th, steamer Merry*
will leave Forilaud Pier, Portland*
WESTERN DIVISION.
dally, Sundays executed:
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, for
l1 or Long,
and
Lh«b*ague Islands, Icarboro
Crossing, 10.00 a. BL. 5.15,6.20, p.
iiarpawell, Bailey’s and On’s islands,
OU !
Scarboro Beach. Pine Point, 7.00,10.00
p. in. For Cliff Island, Monday, Weduesuay ; 11.;
i.. m.,
3.30,
5.15, 6.20, D. m.; Old Orchard,
and Friday 2.U0. p. m.
iaco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8,40. 10.00 a.
m.t
Upturn for Portland. Leave Orr’s Island
2
3.30,
5.15.
40,
6.20, p. Hi.; Keune6.45 a. ju. calling at Harpswell and intermediate landings. Arrive at Portland 9.15 uink, 7.00. 8.40. a. ns., 12.40. 3.30, 5.15,
5.20 p.m.; Wells Beach, 7.00.8.40a.m.. 3.30,
a .in*
ISAIAH DANIELS,
>.15 p. in.; North Berwick, $3.4.5, 7.00.8.40,
octSdtf
Gtn’l Manager

SHARPLY RECUCBD

Congress

SACRED

PORTLAND.

Cleared.

Ryan

■

CAROLS,

Sell Geo E Walaott, Reod, Philadelphia-.! S
Wmslow&Co.
Sell Mary E H G Dow, Malcolmson, coal port.

Sheep—receipts. 20,000; steady for choice: 10
lower for others; inferior to choice 1 75.&3 30.
lambs a 00(6.4 40.
t omestic

■

ANTHEMS,

Bidserable damage forward.
Sehs Vanguard, shore, with 20,000 lbs fish;
Uncle Joe, 20,OOOdo; Fanny Hay en, 20,000.

Market.

By 1 eleertnnt
CHICAGO, Dec. 9. 1895.—The Cattle markcommon to metl.,steady:
lo.ooO;
et-receipts
choice strong: common 10 extra steers at 3 00
@5 10: stoci:ers an s feeders 2 2 (ad 66; cows
and bulls at 1 40a3 50; calves at 2 50@5 6*',
Texans 2 55(0.3 56.
Dogs—Receipts 60,000; eafjy and 5c lower;
heavy packing and shipping lots at 3 45(a3 6
common to choice mixed at 3 35&3 55: choice
assorted 3 4. .ad 60; light at 3 36.^3 52; pigs
at 2 26

{ ;;

Sell Anna M Allen. Paterson, Somes Sound
for New York.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber. Damariscotta.
l
Sell Railroad. Simmons. Friendship
Sch Lucy Wentworth. Hill. Machias for Beverly. Has been in collision and sustained cou-

do pfd.leVa
Mexican..,.••••.

Clurajo

5 °B
B 32

Carlton Bros.
Seb Clara J. Stevens, Boston.
Sell Walter Sumner, Moncton, NB—ER ties
Sell Surah F, Parrsboro, NS.
Sell Mildred A Pope. Boston.
Sell Swanliilda, St John, NB. for Boston, with
loss of part of deckload.
Sell H B Homan, Wasson, Hillsboro for New

urld..

Quicksilver.

j

Steamer Cumberland. Thompson, Boston for
Eastnort and St John. NB.
Steamer St Croix, from Boston.
Brig Manson, crapo, Somes Sound for New
York.
soil Mary B Baird, Fisher, Philadelphia—coal
o B & M RR.
Sch Georgletta, Bickford, New York for Bar

8

Jlomestake.
Onrano.

I-

MONDAY. Dec 9.

42

..

tide

Arrived.

112%
106%

Union Pacific, new... 8*4
U. S. Ex Dress.. 42
Wabash....
7Va
do prfd. 18Vs
Western Union. 87%
Richmond & West Point.

water
water

Height

PORT OF

74
42
22 L

Sugar, comm on.106%

FOR 1895.

MARINE

177V4
15 Vs
31%
163
9%

Rock Isiancl
St.Paul te Omaha. 42
do prfd.121
St Paul. Minn. & Maun.112Va

031 nigh
12| uign

Mononhrisesday8:! 2

72

9*4
73%

Christmas: Music

MINIATURE ALMANAC .DEC. 10.

4

do
do
preferred.... 15%
Northwestern.106 %

no

..

..

13

MichieanCentralpf.100

Texas!Pacifi$.

..

82%
128%
165%

Minn & St. L.
Minn. <& 8t. Louis, pf... 83
Missouri ractfic. 29%
New Jersey Central.105
Nerthen Pacific common....
4Vs

Readme.

..

37
158
3 70

12%
22
ao
preferred
Illinois Central. 97
Lake Erie & West. 22%
Lake Shore.160
Louis & Nash. 52%
MaineCentral It.
Mexican Central.

...

36%

Chicago
Chicago. Burlington Si Quincy 82%
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.l29Vs
Delaware.Lack: ana & Wesil65%

°,fer*

R.

20, 1895.

cnueaic

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday
and Saturday.

Olsters and Reefers
j Overcoats,
FOR MEN AND
a™t*Z1SZ,r",mttl'n
PRICES

In Effect October

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LIKE.

-OP-

....

731/2

& Alton.158
A Alton preierred —170

Denver & Bio grande.
Erie.

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS
fm
SB
“'FROM T*
FOB
Spree .New York. Bremen
Dec 10
Finance.New York. .Colon .Dec 10
The readers of our publications are reCity WasliingtnNew York. .Havana
Dec 11 quested to use Salvation Oil for any and
St. Louis.New York. .S’tliampton.Dec 11 all
poins. It is a sure cure. 25 cents.
Britanic.New York. .Liverpool ...Dec 11
Noordland —New York. .Antwerp ..Doc 11
Furnesia.New York. .Glasgows.. .Dec 12
Andes.New York.. Port Prince. Dec 12
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool;.. Dec 14
Venezula.New York.. I.aguayra
through Washington, Richmond and
Dec 14
Charleston via.;
Gascogne.New York. .Havre.Dec 14
Rotterdam-New York. .Amsterdam. Dec 14
Atlantic Coast Line
Palatia.New York. .Hamburg;... Dec 14
Trains
Alene.New York. .Jamaica
2
.Dec 14 2
Daily
Salerno.New York. .Rio Janeiro Dec 17
Roupt of the celebrated “New Yoric and
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool
Florida Special.” Excursion tickets to
Dec 17
Aller.New York. .Bremen’
.Dec 17
all important Points.
St Paul .New York. .So’ampton .Dec 18 Johnson, N. E. Agt., 300 Washington St. BosKensington....New York. .Antwerp;....Dec 18
ton.
decTdlmo
Santiago.New Y'ork. .Cienfuegos .Dec 19

114
74

Closing quotations 01 stoet.sAtchison.16%
Adams Express.148
American Express.112
Boston Si Maine.175%
Central Pacific. 16%
Cnes. <s uiuo..... 17V4

CLEARING SALE
!

Boston & Maine R.

.^JNriD.-

ams, from Baltimore for Galveston.
Nov 26. Iat 39, Ion 52, sch Belle Wooster,
Philadelphia for Lisbon.

1C4%

Denver & it. G. 1st.i.14
Erie 2ds. 74
Kansas Pacific Consols. 77
Oregon Nav. 1 sts..
Kansas Pacific lsts.,108%
Northern Pacific cons 5s....

Our Great December Mark-Down
;

C0~

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT
i

--•—”—

RAILROADS.

new

SALACIA.

w ill leave Franklin
Wharf, Portland, on Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays a! 8 a m
for Popham Beach, Bath.
Boothbay Harbor
and Wiscasselt.
Returning—Leave Wiscasselt on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at (1.45 a. in.,
for Boothbay
Harbor, Bath. Popham Beach
and Portland
Fare, #1.00 to Bath, Boothbay Harbor and
\v iscassett.
O. C. OLIVFR,
CHAS. R. T.KWfR,
President.
Treasurer.
QCt29
dtf

18 >.*

DKPAKTU ll life.
; .30 A. M. & 1.15 1*. M. From Un’.tM Station
for Polana, Mechanic Falls. Buck
field, Can'
ton.
Dixriel<j ami Itumloril Falisj
s
£
.30 a. m., 1.05 anti 5.3 Op. in.
Union
fetation
tor
Polani
and

From}

Mechanic Falls.
, rain leaving Union Station 1.15 p. ni. collects at Ktnnford Falls wiih it. F. & It. u. It it.
t aim for Byron and iluu^i.ton.
a

n
J

‘hrougn passenger caacliss between Union
Station, Portland and Rumford Falls.
'lirough t ickets on sale for all poiuts
on I'. A R.
F. li’y.
I.

C. BRADFORD. G. P. U T. Agt

Portland, Mams,

5 i. L. L.NCOl.v Snn.rintendent,
v.bloat'

THE

PRAYED FOR ROSE.

PBESS.

WINTER COMES EARLY.
A

NEW

And Her

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

Family

and the Officers.

Portland

Man XU-turns

From

CHRISTMAS

tlie Pen-

obscot Region and Reports Severe Weal Iter,

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
E. H. Knight.
Owen. Moore & Co.
«T. it. Libby.
Rines Bros.
Larrabee’s White Store.
W. i*. Parker & Co.
New England Piano Co.
iressey, Jones St Allen.
It. Stephen’s Cnristmas Sale.

H

lit-11 Dolly Spent Last Night it

Mrs. I:

ow

Custody

of

Frith—A

Sheriff

Scene of Pathetic Interest.

Deputy

Frith brought Mrs,
Sheriff
Ellen Dolly, who is accused of having
been a party to the murder of the infan!
child of her daughter Rose, to this citj

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Theatre,
ventures First Parish Church.
It. Lawrence St. Fair.

yeserday morning, and when seen by t
PRESS reporter some hours later looked
worn out.
He was left by Sheriff Plummer at the Dolly house through the night,

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and Similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate heads on Page 6.

and had a most uncomfortable time of it.
Mrs. Dolly worked herself up to a high
pitch of azeitoment. As stated in the

MORE

FOR

MONEY

the £Qm of 85000
School Fund

PRESS yesterday she insisted on doing
the family washing in the night, and

SCHOOLS.

Transferred

to

tlie

Yesterday—Other Matters.

the Board of
Mayor and Aldermen and the Common
Dounoil yesterday afternoon, the followAt

a

special meeting

of

ng important order was passed:
“Ordered,that the city auditor be authorized to transfer $l,OOO.from the liquor
agency fund and the sum of $4,000 from

ho contingent fund to the school appropriations. said money to be used exclusively co pay the salaries of the superintendent of school buildings, school janitors, sohool oensus officers and carpenter*
m sohool buildings.’’
was
received,
communication
through Deunis Meaher, Esq., attorney,

A

!rom Wilfred and Althea

M.

Booker of

Sheriff Frith thought that under the cirit would be a good thing foi
her to keep her mind from a consideration of the oase, and of her oircumstauces.
When one of her daughters offered
to
help her Mrs. Dolly said “Go to bed
now,” and then added “Say your prayers
cumstances

first.”
This reoalled to her mind that she had
omitted family worship that evening and
gathering her family about her she had
one of her daughters read a
ohapter from
the Bible, and then offered prayer as she
had been aocustomed to do every
night
'or years. She remembered
before God
of her family including
very member
the daughter absent from the house,
and who is accused of so grave a crime.
It was a
that
strange scene, one

Mr. Frith will not forget for a long
Deering representing that they formerly time to
come.
At different times during
lived at 107}4 Oxford street, Portland,
the night Mrs. Dolly found comfort it
and that from the 13th of July till the
prayer, and by morning was much oalmei
80th of August they'were afflioted with
and more resigned to what J was before
seven
than
diphtheria, having no less
her.
sons.
oases in the family and losing two
of Health caused the house
The Board
to be shut up for a month for whioh they
had to pay rent and also destroyed a good
deal of bed olothlng and wearing, apparel,
the whole bill amounting to»ua. 10 mum
they petitioned the city government to
to the compay. The matter was referred
mittee on claims.
Emery, Waterhouse & Co. petitioned
for a renewal of their license to keep and
sell

gunpowder.

George W. Ham was appointed a special
polioeman without pay at the Portland
theatre.
PERSONAL.
Th trustees of the Bangor General Hospital have recently eleoted Dr. Erasmus

A. Pond of Portland to the position of
specialist for the eye and ear, in the hospital. Dr. Pond has just arrived in BanHe is a graduate of the University
cor.
of Vermont, and the Bellevue Modical

Completely

worn out she slept much oi
the way from Windham tc
Portland, and when awake refused tc
talk about the oase. She did not make »
scene when locked up, but seemed to fullj
comprehend her condition. Her Wind-

the time

ham

on

fntnnAii

oonn/xl-

V-li

A

Strange

U__!U_

aud many times during the long night
when she was in the custody of Mr. Frith
she protested her innocence, and said thal

Hose had nothing to do with the taking
of the life of the child which she insists
is alive and well as far as she knows.
Deputy Sheriff Bucknam, had a talk
with Warren Dolly, and asked him his
reason for galng to Portland at the early
hour he said he did when he brought
Rose in. He said he came to Portiant
oertain
business
but
afterwards
ohangod his mind. Deputy Eueknam
was unable to get Warren to admit that
he came to Portland for the sole purpose
of bringing Rose in. It is not assumed
that Warren Dolly has
any persona
knowledge of what occurred in the woods

on

P ortland

yesterday from
a
Penobscot
region,

Sunday in Sardinia.
urday
Portland people will be interested tc
know that Sophie May, author of the
and

Prudy books, and her sister, Pen Shirley,
have

eaoh

published

a

new

book

children recently.
Mrs. Andrew Smith, of this
visiting friends in Brewer.
A. E. Elder, of the Western

city,

for
is

Union

office, in this city, passed Sunday with
his parents in Waterville.
It is expected that President
Butler,
of Colby University, will arrive at Waterville from the West on Christmas day.
Ex-Mayor Chapman, who is at the
West on a business trip, was registered
at the Auditorium hotel, Chicago, Friday of last week.
The many friends of Mr. H. I. Thomas,
member of Grimmer’s orchestra, and had headquarters at M. Steinert
& Son's
piano warehouse in this oity,
who

was

urill

Vn

a

vtloocoH t/i

lo»rn r.hnt

Via Ina Ha.

oided to return to Portland from Lowell
and take up his residence here again,
ill. Thomas says he was very favorably
settled in Lowell, liked the people he

says
earnest

mass

o’clock today.
vicinity who

woolen

breaking

landers, and another

on

Munjoy

Rheu-

Harmon,
on

sale

and

Creasy,

musical calendar,

a

B. McGregor
Nellie
trated by Miss Helen Pettes,
Miss

for £>ry Goods

Storcs^Jevjelers only.

regular $1.25 quality,

war-

—

SOLD FOR

—

C-A-S-H

-j

arid thus drives out and

prevents rheumatism. Hundreds of testimonials tell of crutches thrown away,
lame backs, arms and legs cured, by

OR

—

I

All

druggists.'

25c.

SYMPHONY

THE

SELF-PLAYING

j

Out

Uncle Sam—Well, neow, that there
Autoharp music’s got into my legs; I
can’t keep still. It’s like everything
my boys have invented, it’s got the
git there in it, strong.
“Your boys?”
Miss Colombia
What do you mean by that ?
Uncle Sam—Why, don’t you know
that the Autoharp is an American invention ?

Play.

Easy

to

...

of town buyers

requested

ORATORIOS.

SYMPHONIES,
CANTATAS.
This

and

Mrs, lSurng.

many and choice.

The inter-

Each song is written
with great care and
good taste, and the
words are well adaptSflNfi
ed
to the music. The
__
songs are beautifully
illustrated in colors and each design is
well suited to its song. This book will
please the little folks.

not mentioned above.

Boys and

he

500 Dozen

style

best
ered

best

D IUFQ

quality and

in White

Handkerchiefs

IB

Embroidwe

11V Eb W

have

m m

shown at 13 1-3 cts each.

displayed

n

a

pppp

at

White

Store.

CHRISTMAS

NOVELTIES.

516 CONGRESS ST.

This Week.
From

SUI ■.

$3.98
i

Not

buys

much
an

money

eiegant

$5, 56 and S7 suits have all $10.00 Jacket, actual value
gone into this lot. They are
$15.00.
Hadn’t you $15.00 Jacket, actual value
going fast.
better come in and get one
$20.
before they are gone.
Re- $35.00Electric Seal
Cape,
$45

I’ve also

Jennie M. Wilson to Mr. Charles
White, Mr. and Mrs. White have a large
circle of friends who will extend hearty
congratulations to them as they enter
married life. Rev. Mr. Mann officiated.

PILLS- curs Liver Lis,
Biliousness* Indigestion, Headache,

Drp.ytflafca

from my

To

LEATHER

trays, 20, 25,

up in satin

covered boxes, ribbon tied, 25 cents

50 cents each.

"* ""*■

The largest assortment.
The lowest***rices.

BINES
BROS.

The best values in haudker>
chiefs and Mufflers at our
Handkerchief Department.

♦♦♦♦♦♦»»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ >♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ »♦♦ ♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦
♦

ball.

^

|♦

HBI

♦
♦
♦

i____

You Can Banish Care
BtBBBI ■BBBOI

IHW

Until the morrow, if your store
is SAFELY insured by

♦

♦

f
*
♦
♦

J

STATE OF MAINE.

$2.50
Cheap

fancy papeteries, put

good home

And make all hearts on Christmas Day
Aloud with joy to sing.
SANTA CLAUS.

l?

GOODS

prices.

White metal jewel boxes, satin lined, 25 cents each.
White metal jewel boxes, glass tops, 50 cents, S7 cents each.
Mirrors, white metal frames, from 25 cents to $1.50 each.
Jardinieres, new shapes and colorings, at 25, 50, 59 cents, $1, $1.50 each.
The entire line is displayed in such a way that you can take your own time in
making a pleasing selection.

Let each one strive some happiness
To other lives to bring.

Decorations

"

50 boxes

per box.
White metal

electrioity
give you much delight.

On this terrestial

6 to 15 years. This price is
so low that its
almost a
gift.
Large storm collar
cut long and nicely lined.

in book-

box.

You’ll see it in the Skipping Girl,
And in the Juggling Clown,
Also in many other things
To please all Portland town.
Now may this blessed Christmas tide
Bring peace, good will to all,
The little child, the old, old man,

522 & 524 Congress St.

BllJflT

colorings

A lot of

regular value.

W.S. PARKER CO,,

ULSTERS

at our usual very lowest

and

Close by the Northern Light

$7, only

$3.98

brought

goods

shapes

We offer the following at special prices:
6 dozen best quality white metal frames, engraved fronts, cabinet sizes, always sell at 50 cents each, at only 25 cents each.
10 dozen cups and saucers in ten new shapes and colorings,usual
price 50c each.
Our price, 25 cents each.
75 boxes fine English papeteries, put up in fancy boxes, 39 cents per
box.
75 boxes fancy papeteries, note size, put up in fancy boxes, 35 cents per

goods unpacked and spread,
And the store with them o’erflows.
riease tell your parents they must come
And see presents of great worth,
That I have gathered in for them
From every land on earth.
I know that money is hard to get
And must be spent quite slow,
So I’ve agreed with this great firm
To keep their prices low.

Such as you would expect $ 5.00 Jacket,
rough mateto pay at least $5 for.
Our
rial, actua value 7.50.

Immense assortment of new and very attractive
cards and calendars.
All new

I have my

SUIT

One of our largest departments devoted exclusively to the display of the Latest
Novelties in china, celluloid, silk, white metal, and leather.

lets,

I want you all to come and see me,
Down at Larrabee’s White Store.

but it

member your
choice
of
about 200 suits worth 55 to

Wednesday to Christmas Night.
Now boys and girls all raise a shout
Old Santa ClauB is here,
I’ve brought you lots of pretty gifts,
And to everyone good cheer.
Of Toys, and Games, and Books, and Blocks
There’s many hundreds and score,
And Dolls and Christmas Cards and such
Will run some hundreds more.

■

at S4.00.

Miss

All

book for the child-

Store Open Evenings One Week Before Cnristmas.

SALE OF JACKETS

Only

White-Wilson.

A pleasant laxative.

song

Many Other Musical Works

Girls-

illus-

new

CRESSEY, JONES k HELEN, ini House, 538 Congress St.

Santa Glaus Talks to the

SPECIAL

Of Standard

OPERAS,

Buy-

Banjos, Harmonicas, Music Stands, Guitars. Piano Scarfs, Music Rolls,
Mandolins, Piano Stools, Music Boxes, Violins, Piano Chairs,
Violin Cases, Choice Selected Strings for Instruments.

My goods will

HANDIBOOKS

UPTON’S

—

Each

and, friends and the floral offer-

were

LIFE OF LISZT.
LIFE OF SCHUMAN.
MUSICAL MOMENTS.
WOMEN IN MUSIC.
SOUND IN MUSIC.
COMPOSERS’ BIRTHDAY BOOK.

GARDEN OF

to call
and examine our stock
or send for catalogues.
are

strings

to any express office in the United States.

ORGANS.

COLUMBUS

LIFE OF BEETHOVEN.
LIFE OF MOZART.

and

to

musical

friend,

popular music, Operas, Hymns, Waltzes, Marches, Galops, MazurkaB, Schottis'clies, ren, although only just published
Yorkes, College SoDgs—almost at sight. No teacher is necessary, as our instruction is meeting with a remarkable sale
book is complete.
Our musil? is in a new figure notation. You do not have to
and it is one of the
know a single note of the old system.
It is easily tuned and keeps in tune a long
best Children’s Song
time. Never gets out of order.’ Money must be sent with order,
Express prepaid
Books on the market.
CHILD S

Sarsaparilla
Hood’s Pills tive.

IIII

our

tical Christmas Gift for your

Take your choice.
While these Autoharps are only two of our many varieties
illustrated in our beautiful story, “How the Autoharp Captured the Family,” they
are the popular ones.
The prices are just right, and the capacity of the instrument
is such that they are sure to give satisfaction. We guarantee satisfaction or money
refunded. Why should you get an Autoharp? Because you can learn to play the

for the

Representatives

more

—

INSTALLMENTS.

The One True Blood Purifier. $1; 6 for $5.
Prepared only by C. I. Hood <t Co., Lowell, Mass.

largo stock of
line]of standard musical
literature in good substantial bindings.
Each of these works make a good prac-

A A

Easy

Hood's

ighas

Style 2-3-4. Two keys, F
C, allowing modulaVUIVV tion, It has 23 strings and
5 bars, producing the following 5chords;
C, F and Bb Major and C and G sevonth,
Its appearance is
handsome, immitation ebony bars and bar supports, forming a contrast to the light redwood sounding board. It measures l&J inches long by
10 inches wide. Packed in a nice box,
including instruction book containing 22
pieces of music, a music rack, imitation
tortoise shell pick, brass spiral pick and
Price $5.00.
a tuning key.

CHRISTMAS
STOCK

ranted fast colors.

as

to

music a choice

is larger, measuring 20 inches
11 1.2 inches broad. This gives

volume, and,

have lately added

_We

Literature,

and chord bars, should be very seriously
considered. Packed in a nice box, including instruction book containing 24
pieces of music, a music rack, imitation
tortoise shell pick, brass spiral pick and
Price $7.50.
a tuning key.
Ap

quality

designed by

No. 217 Oxford street. Rev. Dr. Blanchard officiated aud paid a glowing tridocea3ed.
bute to the character or the
The funeral was largely attended by her

ing

more

SELECTED

page
is adorned with the portrait of a distinguished composer in colors and a number of them contain landscape sketches.
It will make an attractive Christmas gift.
It was Saunders, the well known ca-

relatives

however,
long and

regular $1.50 quality.

Jonos & Allen have

HOOD'S

Jon Good

Blasius and Sons

TURKEY RED WRAPPERS,

Musical

h|l

most beautiful modulations and musical
effects. Has 28 strings, 7 bars, producing
the following 7 chords: C, F and Bb Major, C and G seventh D and A Minor. In
The size,
appearance same as 2-8-4.

PIANOS.

mafism
blood,

A*1 p A

\

.1 DOZEN

matism with its dreadful pains and aches,
is a disease of the blood.
Lactic acid
accumulates in the vital fluid and settles
in the joints, to the intense agony of the
sufferer. Hood’s Sarsaparilla neutralizes

of the

Me.

Sparkling.

Style 2-7-8. Two keys, F
I
and C, with the relative
“I lUW ^Minors, allowing many

GRADE;

WRAPPERS,

89c.
Our

mark the graves cf the 21 soldiers captured by the English in 1812 who died ir
hospital here.
Owen, Moore & Co., Loring, Short &

At the parsonage'of the Warren churchunknown maker. Anything
with the GORHAM Traae- Cumberland Mills, Saturday evening,
December 7, occurred the marriage of
mark is a matter of
___

ling quality—nothing
praise for its artistic beauty,

;

hill tc

WEDDINGS.
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on
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The funeral services of the late Mrs.
Kathoriue^Burns, were'held yesterday afternoon at 3.30 from her late residence,
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Everything New,

a thick flannel outand vest of more than
the average weight, a thick winter overcoat, and outside of that an enormous
ulster that reached to the feet. There
were seven thicknesses of woole n cloth.
On his feet were four pair of lumbermen’s thick, woolen stookings and a
pair of moccasins. Yet, depite this Arctio dress, before they reached Oldtown,
he was uncomfortably cold. The thermometer was nearly down to zero then.
Monday morning the mercury did register zero. Altogether it is unusually winter ish down round Bangor for the middle
of December.
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Kariy Sunday evening he drove in from
camp to Oldtown, a distance of 13 miles.
It was a cloar, starlight
night and got
rapidly colder after the sun went down.
The first eight miles was
through the
woods without a house in
sight.
He was dressed as follows: Two thick
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The board of State medical registrars wil
meet at the Eye and Ear Infirmary at 1(

terer, who furnished the supper at Cliff
Cottage for the Stevens Siivor Co,, and
not Robinson, as published.
Yesterday was partially cloudy with
met, but it was no usejPortland was good occasional spits of snow.
enough for him.
The Portland & Cape Elizabeth railThoso were among the arrivals at tho
way will start running on their regular
Preble house yesterday: M. A. JohnsoD,
tune table today. A late car will leave
Rockland; A. B. Nelson, Plainfield, N. Monument square at 11.15 p.m,, or after
J.; N. J. Taylor, Pittsfield: R. B. Shep- for the accommodation of the theatrehard, Skowhegan; Mrs. and Miss Wood,
goers living on the Cape.
Winthrop; J.W.Fairbanks, Farmington;
The bark Celina, Capt. Hutton, RusA. V. Currier and wife, Hallowell; C. T.
sell, Lewis & Co.’s vessel, arrived at
Ripley and wife, H. N. Martin, Boston; Buenos Ayres in the 10th of November
C. J. Anthony, Providence; W.L. Morse,
from Portland.
Taunton; F. R. Brown, New Sork; F.
Dow & Pinkham have adjusted and
H. Smith, North Haven.
settled the insurance on the Mitchell
Among the arrivals at the Falmouth
tannery. The amount paid was £13,000.
yesterday were the following: F. J
The weekly Bible class for the study of
Clark, Farmington; A. B. Berry, Water- the
word, illustrated on the blackboard
ville; A. H. Holmes aud wife, Bruns- by Portland’s
boy preacher, Bro. G. Edwick ; W. S. Mead. Springfield; L. M. S.
win Woodman, pastor of Church EmanEnoch
Glidden, Detroit; Judge
Foster, uel at Williams hall, 379 1-3 Congress
Bethel; M.
Deoker, Clinton; D. A. street, will open the book of Numbers
Webster, Lynn; E. F. Johnson, Island this
evening. Mr. Woodman is a very suoPond; C.B.Strickler, C.B.Stickler, C.P. oessful Bible student and these services
W.
J.
E.
A.
Kerr,M.
N.Weil.
Lyf ord,
Curtis, are becoming very popular.
New York; J. Donovan,Alfred.
The annual meeting ef Wiliston church
Judge Foster of.'Bethel was in town to was adjourned without transacting any
tee about more reference cases yesterday, s
business last night to Wednesday.
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some 20 miles north
that tire winter has
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down there. T his fall
of snow was a good foot on a level and
was quite heavy so that it made
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sleighing aud stuck to the trees in great
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College. New York. He has taken a postthat there is any case at at:
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Thomas
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London, England, and another year in
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Vienna. He has also served with Dr.

Derby as assistant in the Massachusetts
Eye and Ear Infirmary, Boston.
Kuel S. Maxcy, of this city passed Sat-
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are useful
little trinkets. Card
Cases, Bag Tags, Score Cards, Court Plaster Cases, Cigar and Cigarette Cases, Pen
Wipers and Blotters.
They are decorated with Brownies
aud various
designs and sell from

15c to 50c.
They are
please anyone.

LARRABEE’S,
White Store, 516 Congress St.
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Cumberland, ss. Supreme Judicial Court.
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Stephen W. Carr, Insurance commissionvs. Peoples* Insurance Company.
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cause
and
Wednesday the loth day of January, A. D.,
220 day of Jan*
und
the
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1896,
nary, A. D„ 1896, as the times and his
ortlaufl
uffl ce. No. 396 Congress street in
insaid conty of Cumberland as the place
where he will receive, hear and det^mine
upon all claims aoinsi said dependent cor
F.
TOMPSON,
EDWaRD
poration.

WEDDING RINGS.
All Solid Gold.
Any size, weight
or style, in 10, 14 and IS kt. gold.
Pounds of them.
You can find just
what you want in ray stock.

entitled
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SOH,

Master.

Dated nt said Portlad this 0th day of Dedeclt)dlaw3w
cember! A. D. 1895
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